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OPENING 

Recessive Genetic Malfunction 

 
The American Anthropological Association (AAA) 

asserts the US Government phase out the term “race” in 
collecting Federal data because the concept has no scientific 
justification in human biology. The analysis of genetics 
(DNA) indicates 94% of all physical variations remain within 
“racial groups.” Conventional geographic “racial” groupings 
differ from one another at only six percent (6%). Larger 
variations exist within “racial” groups than between them.  In 
bordering populations throughout the global world there are 
OVERLAPPING genes and phenotypic expressions.  If the 
origin of humanity started in Africa, mankind came from 
Black Africans—ONE global Negroid Race.  Members of the 
AAA know that continuing to use the term “race” 
demonstrates a further division and alteration of the recessive 
gene. The term “race” is being used as a CAMOUFLAGE to 
squelch the changing phenotypes of mankind blending 
together?  Scientists are trying to form one BIG “Caucasian 
Cluster” to stop White genetic annihilation.  The term “race” 
continues to imply inequality. 

Scientific American recently featured an article about 
the ALU Chromosome.  The Chromosome is referred to as the 
“Jumping Gene” and reproduces by copying and inserting 
itself into new chromosome locations.  The latest Genome 
Project confirms Africans are the purest race on Earth with 
95% of the gene.  Europeans have 75% of the ALU 
Chromosome, while 60% of Asians have the same 
chromosome.  Europeans and Asians have 50% each of the 
chromosomes found in each other.  On the other hand, only 
five percent of Negroid/Africans have a chromosome found 
in Europeans and Asians. Scientific American records ONE 
global Negroid Race?  
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Chapter 1  

 
Survival Tactics vs. Massive Die-Off 

 
he Federal Office of Management and Budget (OMB) 
Directive 15 designates which racial and ethnic 
categories are used in the US Census and in other 

innumerable public and private research projects.  According 
to the AAA, the US Government should phase out use of the 
term “race” because the concept has no scientific justification 
in human biology.   

For the past 400 years Americans have been 
distinguished by race, classified by color, and separated by 
color piloting a national Color Assault Psychosis in the 
subconscious of all Americans. Presently, there is an 
unparalleled remodeling by Euro-American physical 
anthropologists to genetically bombard Negroid DNA. Black 
and brown people are being formulated as members of the 
Caucasian Race.  The new term is to distinguish people by 
“ethnic groups.”  The former classified “Colored” People of 
the world now live as “ethnic groups” minus the term “race.”  
The measure points to survival of the recessive gene. 
  Have you ever heard of a person whose race is Puerto 
Rican or Cuban?  That is the country of national origin—not 
race but culture.  I know what nationality means.  I also know 
that race is being hidden behind the country of origin.  Over 
70% of Cubans have visible Black/African ancestry (Negroid 
DNA) but are classified as White or Hispanic in the US.  This 
appropriates another bona fide superiority fallacy.  Many 
Black people in the US are being reclassified as multiracial 
and positioned on the Caucasian Bandwagon.  Disappearance 
of the White recessive gene is a reality unless scientists can 
scurry to reclassify and catalogue the dominant Black gene 

T 
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pool to expand recessive White Race numbers.  Take note of 
the disappearing recessive DNA.  

The number of Germans has declined by 3.2 million; 
the population of Berlin over the last 30 years, but 
demographers’ concerns has mostly been ignored until 
recently.  German leaders have lifted the birth rate to the top 
of the political agenda for the first time since the Nazi Era, and 
the two ruling parties are trying to outdo each other with pro-
family measures.  Germans are at risk of dying out if the trend 
continues.  The German population will shrink from 75 
million to 50 million by 2050 and further after that 
(Kirschbaum, 2006). 
 

Russia’s population is: 125,000,000 and has the 
largest loss of people, more so, than any other 
European country.  It is currently in a demographic 
crisis.  Russia loses 950,000 people a year.  If 
population trends continue, Russia will exist as 
massive Tundra minus the human population in less 
than 100 years.  Maybe the Orca Whales will flourish 
once again unless they too are driven to extinction. 

 
Birth rates have been below replacement rates for 35 

years—what a lethal development!  Germans have long had 
one of the lowest birth rates in the European Union at 1.3 
children per woman—far below the “replacement rate” of 2.1 
needed to keep the population stable.  The rate is about half 
of what it was 40 years ago.  More than 30% of East and West 
Germans born from 1960 to 1967 are childless.  Among 
Germans with higher education, the childless rate is even 
higher at 38%.  Each generation is being reduced by a third. 

The blending of dominant and recessive genes has 
caused the subsequent camouflages.  If a person is brown or 
black in color but has straight “European” looking hair, he has 

http://search.news.yahoo.com/search/news/?p=European+Union
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been classified as Caucasian in Europe.  If a person has light 
skin and wavy or tightly curled Negroid hair, he is 
Caucasian.  The Europeans follow a reversed “One-drop 
Rule.” One-drop of Caucasian blood makes a person 
Caucasian. Anthropologists have wholeheartedly grasped the 
model to classify black/brown groups within the white 
cluster.  Here are some of the obscure concepts physical 
anthropologists have presented. 
 

 People who have parents from two different races 
cannot be fairly classified in only one race. 

 People in the United States who are African-American 
are placed in a subordinated hypothetical race. 

 A person might display features that point to African 
Ancestry, thus labeling the person Black regardless of 
whether such a race exists in nature. 

 Ethnic identities are folk taxonomies—whether race or 
religion; they are not scientific; they are cultural 
classifications that arise from experience of people in 
groups. 

 Observable physical features—skin color, nasal width, 
and hair texture are irrelevant in determining race. 

 Different physical characteristics in humans 
correspond to where their ancestors come from but 
does not define race. 

  
Many European populations are experiencing more 

deaths than births annually, a phenomenon that is not 
occurring in any other global regions.  The Ukraine and 
Russia have the largest gaps between birth rates and death 
rates.  The population of Ukraine is losing about 340,000 
people each year or more deaths than births.  In the absence 
of offsetting international migration, the population of these 
countries will decline in size.  In addition to very low birth 
rates, a chief cause for surplus European deaths is the 
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relatively high proportion of the region’s older age 
population where death rates are higher.  Fifteen percent 
(15%) of Europe’s population is age 65 or older, compared 
with 7% for the global world. 

UNITED NATIONS (IPS) - The UN has warned 
projected declines in European and American populations 
over the next half century may force some of these 
industrialized nations to actively seek migrants to replace 
their deteriorating numbers.  Italy, Bulgaria and Estonia will 
lose one quarter to one third of its population.  “Population 
aging will be pervasive, bringing the median age of 
population to historically unprecedented high levels.” 

In Italy, for instance, the median age rose from 41 years 
in 2000 to 53 years in 2050. The potential support ratio - the 
number of persons at working age (15 to 64 years) per older 
person - will be halved, from four or five to two.  In Italy and 
Spain there was an invasion of the Moors lasting 800 years 
(AD 711 – 1492).  When Spain invaded Mexico, the same 
African Spanish Moors peopled Mexico (Cortés 1519–1521).  
The study released by the UN’s Population Division focuses 
on eight low fertility countries - France, Germany, Italy, 
Japan, South Korea, Russia, UK and the United States - and 
two regions (Europe and the 15-member European Union). 
Declining and ageing populations will require a 
comprehensive reassessment of many established policies.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
World's Largest Populated Countries  

(CIA World Factbook)   
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Rank Country Population  

1 China 1,343,239,923 

2 India 1,205,073,612 

3 United States 313,847,465 

4 Indonesia 248,645,008 

5 Brazil 199,321,413 

6 Pakistan 190,291,129 

7 Nigeria 170,123,740 

8 Bangladesh 161,083,804 

9 Russia 142,517,670 

10 Japan 127,368,088 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

World's Countries  
Population Over 65  

(CIA World Factbook) 
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Rank Country 
Population % 

Over 65 

1 Monaco 22.80 

2 Japan 21.60 

3 Germany 20 

4 Italy 20 

5 Greece 19.10 

6 Sweden 18.30 

7 Spain 17.90 

8 Austria 17.60 

9 Bulgaria 17.60 

10 Estonia 17.60 

  

    

  
 
 
 
 

Sickle Cell Hemoglobin in Sicilian Ancestry 
 

As an approach to investigating the origin of sickle 
cell hemoglobin (hemoglobin S) in “assumed white” 
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people of Sicilian ancestry, two groups of native 
Sicilians were tested for blood group evidence of 
African admixture. Among 100 unrelated Sicilians, 
the phenotypes cDe(Rho) and Fy(a-b-), and the 
antigens V(hrv) and Jsa, which are African genetic 
markers, were detected in 12 individuals. Among 64 
individuals from 21 families with at least one known 
hemoglobin S carrier, African blood group markers 
were detected in 7 (11%).  The findings indicate 
hemoglobin S the multiple African gene is present in 
contemporary Sicilian populations. The occurrence 
of hemoglobin S in “assumed white” people of 
Sicilian ancestry is a manifestation of the continuing 
dissemination of the original African 
mutation.  (Taken from the Race Archives). 

 
  A combination of declining birth rates and increasing 
longevity around the world is resulting in a boom for the over 
60 population.  By 2050, the UN estimates the number of older 
persons will triple to approximately two billion, or 22% of the 
world’s population of six billion. Complementing the issue of 
ageing populations is the fact that fertility rates are declining 
rapidly.  According to figures released by the UN Population 
Fund (UNFPA) fertility rates in the developed world have 
declined from 2.8 children per woman to 1.6 children per 
woman since 1950, and in the developing world from 6.2 to 3 
in the same period.  
  Declining birth rates and ageing populations will force 
western and industrialized nations, who have traditionally 
attempted to limit immigration from developing nations, to 
relax these immigration restrictions.  The report emphasizes 
that it is unlikely replacement migration alone will be able to 
maintain support ratios at current levels, due to the 
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extraordinarily large numbers of migrants that would be 
required.  
  Germany and Italy need, relative to their population 
sizes, the largest number of migrants to maintain the size of 
their working-age populations. Germany would require 
500,000 migrants per year and Italy 350,000 per year, 
according to Population Division estimates.  The status and 
integration of recent migrant workers and their descendants, 
often subjected to dangerous working conditions, low pay, 
and few or no employment benefits will become an 
increasingly compelling issue as the ranks of migrant workers 
continue to swell.  The report estimates that post-1995 
migrants and their descendants will be between 26 and 39% 
of the population in 2050.  
  According to the report, the number of migrants 
needed to offset population decline in the United States is less 
than recent past immigration experience - implying the 
United States can maintain its present potential support ratio 
without significant policy change about immigration.  The 
UN article stresses: “Some immigration is needed to prevent 
population decline in all the countries and regions 
examined.”  There are three other options besides 
replacement migration that may remedy the problems 
associated with declining and ageing populations.  
  The first is a fiscal solution, which involves raising 
taxes “20% – 40% over current levels” to supplement social 
security.  Second, the government could encourage citizens to 
have more children, as has been done in Sweden, to keep the 
labor force stable. Finally, the government could require that 
people work longer hours, for more years, while individually 
saving for retirement. (Sandrasagra, Mithre J., Population: 
UN Warns of Falling Population in Europe) 

So, if “race” no longer exists, how can forensic 
anthropologists classify accurately 80%+ to which race a 
person belongs?  If races do not exist, why are forensic 
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anthropologists so good at identifying cranial shape, nose 
shape, dental projection, etc. and then placing that person in 
a racial category?   

Forensic anthropologists attain a high degree of 
accuracy in determining geographic racial affinities (white, 
black, American Indian, etc.) by utilizing both new and 
traditional methods of bone analysis. Numerous individual 
methods involving mid-facial measurements, femur traits, 
and so on are over 80% accurate alone, and in combination 
produce very high levels of accuracy. No forensic 
anthropologist would make a racial assessment based upon 
just one of these methods.  In combination, they can make 
very reliable assessments in determining sex or age.  
  Forensic anthropologists identify skeletons to racial 
origins but physical anthropologists do not believe in 
race.  The “reality of race” therefore depends more on the 
definition of reality than on the definition of race. Forensic 
anthropologists ask: “If we choose to accept the system of 
racial taxonomy that physical anthropologists have 
traditionally established major races:  black, white, etc.  One 
can classify human skeletons within it just as well as one can 
living humans.” The bony traits of the nose, mouth, femur, 
and cranium are just as revealing to a good osteologist as skin 
color, hair and nose form, and lips to the perceptive observer 
of humanity.  Forensic anthropologists know the skeleton 
reflects race, whether “real” or not, just as well if not better 
than superficial soft tissue does.  The idea race is “only skin 
deep” is simply not true, as any experienced forensic 
anthropologist will affirm. 
  In an article by Sally Satel, “I am a Racially Profiling 
Doctor,” she writes.  In practicing medicine, I am not 
colorblind.  I always take note of my patient’s race.  So, do 
many of my colleagues.  We do it because certain diseases and 
treatment responses cluster by ethnicity.  Recognizing these 
patterns can help us diagnose disease more efficiently and 
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prescribe medications more effectively because when it comes 
to practicing medicine, race stereotyping works. 
   When the preliminary sequence of the human genome 
was announced in June 2000, many felt the verdict was 
conclusive and concluded that race was an arbitrary, 
nefarious biological fiction.  Scholars heralded the finding of 
the Human Genome Project 99.9% of the human genetic 
complement is the same in everyone, regardless of race, as 
proof that race is biologically meaningless.  J Craig Venter, the 
geneticist whose company played a key role in mapping the 
human genome, proclaimed, “There is no basis in the genetic 
code for race.” 
  Not surprisingly, many human genetic variations tend 
to cluster by racial groups, or by people whose ancestors came 
from a geographic region. Skin color itself is not what is at 
issue.  It’s the evolutionary history indicated by skin color.  In 
Africa, for example, the genetic variant for sickle cell anemia 
cropped up at some point in the gene pool and was passed on 
to descendants; as a result, the disease is more common 
among Blacks than Whites.  Similarly, Caucasians are far 
more likely to carry the gene mutations that cause multiple 
sclerosis and cystic fibrosis. 
  Skin color and other physical features can be a 
diagnostic surrogate for the genetic differences influencing 
disease and response to treatment. “Physical appearance, 
including skin color, is now the only way to distinguish 
populations for study,” he says.  “You’d have to use a 
blindfold to keep a physician from paying attention to 
obvious differences that may and should influence diagnosis 
and treatment!”  Drugs can stay in the body longer when their 
metabolism in the liver is slower. We know this can vary by 
race, and doctors should keep it in mind. 
  The public is wrong. As rough a biological 
classification as race may be, doctors must not be blind to its 
clinical implications. So much of medicine is a guessing 
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game—and race sometimes provides an invaluable clue. As 
doctors and patients, though, it must be realized it is not in 
patients’ best interests to deny the reality of differences. 
  

Whites have become victims of their own 
misinformation while professing: “We will amount 
to 50% of the US population by the year 2050 because 
of illegal immigrants from Mexico”—not realizing 
that Hispanics have already been classified as White 
by the AAA and OMB.  US Whites feel they are a 
majority but have become a global minority 
emendated by a lack of common sense.  

  
The most recent DNA research validates what authors 

like Cheikh Diop, JA Rogers, Ivan Van Sertima, and Frances 
Cress Welsing confirmed 50 years ago—the black origin of 
civilization started in Africa.  In the 1950’s and 1960’s Diop 
used documentary and physical evidence to prove an African 
Origin of Civilization.  Diop proved that Biblical Texts were 
Egyptian Moral Texts.  Oh, the Author forgot, Egyptians have 
been classified as white.  Diop used linguistics, skulls, 
mummies, masks, and hieroglyphics to prove an African 
origin.   
   The French Army led by Napoleon Bonaparte in the 
18th Century destroyed as much of the physical proof as his 
army could marshal at the Battle of the Pyramids.  Whites 
found fault with the physical evidence presented by Diop in 
the 1970’s and banned his books.  Let’s see what they do with 
the modern evidence of DNA research.  According to the 
Associated Press, scientists from the University of Padua in 
Italy examined hereditary material in cells found that modern 
humans followed a migration wave from Africa to Asia more 
than 50,000 years ago after an earlier exodus to the 
Mediterranean and Greece.  Blood samples of people from 
east Africa and India showed close genetic similarities 
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indicating a common African ancestor.  The Italian study was 
reported in the December 1998 issue of the Journal Nature 
Genetics.      
  The researchers examined Mitochondria DNA, units 
outside of the cell’s nucleus that act as a cell’s energy 
source.  The mother passes it from generation to generation, 
which lets scientists trace ancestry between geographically 
distant human populations.  In the Italian study, researchers 
reported that closely related genetic sequences were found in 
high frequency blood samples from people in Ethiopia, the 
Arabian Peninsula and India. The first, and older, human 
migration route out of Africa is believed to have extended 
northward around the eastern Mediterranean and Greece 
more than 100,000 years ago.  Tool-making human ancestors 
are believed to have left Africa and spread to Asia and 
Europe.    

It is recorded in history books the first group of people 
to populate North and South America crossed over from 
Siberia by way of the Bering Strait on a land-ice 
bridge.  Research by authors like Van Sertima and Rogers 
have already confirmed what is now considered a NEW 
REVELATION set forth by Euro-American scientists.  Here 
we go again, VALIDATION by Euro-America.  After 
examining a collection of South American skulls, research 
indicates a different population crossed the bridge to America 
3,000 years before that first crossing from Siberia.   
  Euro-American Scientists have DISCOVERED skulls in 
South America that look like indigenous Australians, 
Melanesians and Sub-Saharan Africans more so than 
Northern Asians—THE GIANT OLEMEC HEADS (1,000 BC) 
came from Black Africa!  Scientists compared 81 skulls from 
the Lagoa Santa Region of Brazil to worldwide data on human 
variation. The information indicates the skulls, dating 
between 7,500 and 11,000 years ago, was not an anomaly but 
supports the hypothesis that two distinct populations 
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colonized the Americas.  The skulls of Native Americans and 
Northern Asians generally feature short, wide craniums, a 
broader face and high, narrow eye sockets and noses.  This 
collection is remarkably different.  The skulls belonging to the 
earliest known South Americans, the Paleo-Indians had long, 
narrow craniums, projecting jaws and low, broad eye sockets 
and noses. Drastically different from American Indians, these 
skulls appear more like modern Australians, Melanesians 

and Sub-Saharan Africans (National Academy of Sciences). 
   Over 200,000 ancient pyramids and huge mounds of 
the Earth in the shape of cones, animals and geometric 
designs can still be found from the southern coast of America 
to Canada.  People we know as “The Mound Builders” 
erected the structures.  They were dark-skinned woolly-
haired blacks that were indigenous (native) to North America 
and kin to the Olmecs of South America.  
  During Pangea, the African and American continents 
were joined. The black mound builders were the Washitaw-
Muurs (Ouachita-Moors), the ORIGINAL inhabitants of 
North and South America.  Columbus was not entirely wrong 
in calling these people “Indians”!  The true meaning of word 
“Indian” is “INDI” meaning black, as in INDIa ink, hINDu 
and INDIgo the darkest color of the color spectrum. The 
massive remains of this ancient BLACK civilization/empire 
still stand in both North and South America. 
  Ivan Van Sertima writes about the reported: “Evidence 
for black-skinned natives in the Americas long before the 
arrival of Columbus” (Ancient American Magazine, Issue 17).  
From the distinctly Negroid features of colossal Olmec 
sculpted heads and a pre-Aztec obsidian bowl being upheld 
by a figure with unmistakably black characteristics, to the 
bones of Negroid persons excavated from a 2,000-year-old 
mound in northern Wisconsin, a wealth of material exists to 
establish the certainty of non-white, non-Indian population 
living in pre-Columbian America along with these other 
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groups. Many Mound Builders were huge; their ancient 
skeletons were often 7 to 8 feet.  The only other living people 
on Earth this tall are another group of blacks, the Massai of 
Afrika.  
  Many details are available in Return of the Ancient Ones, 
a book by the Empress of the Washitaw, Verdiacee ‘Tiari’ 
Washitaw-Turner Goston El-Bey. She is the Empress and 
Head of the present-day Washitaw Nation in Louisiana, 
which is recognized by the United Nations. The earliest 
people in the Americas were people of the Negritic African 
Race, who entered the Americas by way of the Bering 
Straight.  About 30,000 years ago a worldwide maritime 
undertaking included journeys from the Sahara towards the 
Indian Ocean and the Pacific and from West Africa across the 
Atlantic Ocean towards the Americas.  According to the 
Gladwin Thesis, (http://RaceandHistory.com) this ancient 
journey occurred; particularly about 75,000 years ago and 
included so called Black Pygmies, Black Negritic peoples and 
black Australoids like the Aboriginal black people of 
Australia and parts of Asia, including India. 

Because of Euro-American propaganda, whites feel 
they are a majority worldwide.  The US Government has 
classified Hispanics as Caucasian, even though there were 
three-quarters more African slaves taken to the Caribbean 
and South America in the second arrival to the so-called 
“New World” than to the United States.  The Hispanic 
population was not officially counted in the USA until 
1980.  Ninety percent (90%) checked the box “white” in the 
last US Census.   

The US has classified people from the Middle East and 
Northern Africa—including Ethiopians as Caucasian.  The US 
has classified American Indians as Caucasian.  The US has 
classified Jews as Caucasian.  The US has classified 
Bangladeshi, Pakistani, Afghanistan, and Asian Indians as 
Caucasian even though a large percentage of the population 

http://raceandhistory.com/
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uses Fair and Lovely Skin Bleaching Cream—a multi-million-
dollar industry in the foregoing countries mentioned.  The US 
has classified Polynesians, Hawaiians and Australian 
Aborigines Caucasian.  Psychological white slip-ups emerge 
globally by Caucasian anthropologists. It is a continual 
survival measure to avoid being eradicated—or reclassified!  

Mostafa Hefny (Egyptian) sued the US Federal 
government in March 1997, through US District Court in 
Detroit, Michigan, to have his racial classification changed 
from White to Black. He is specifically taking aim at the 
Federal Office of Management and Budget (OMB) that sets 
racial categories for federal recordkeeping.  The following is 
a letter Mr. Hefny received to change his racial classification 
to “White,” or face repercussions.  
 
 
 

Dear Mr. Hefny: 
 
Be advised that the Michigan Department of Education 
collects racial and ethnic data as prescribed in Directive 
No. 15, “Race and Ethnic Standards for Federal Statistics 
and Administrative Reporting.” This directive provides 
standard classification for recordkeeping, collection, and 
presentations of data on race and ethnicity in Federal 
program administrative reporting and statistical 
activities.  
 
According to this Directive a white person is a person 
having origins in any of the original peoples of Europe, 
North Africa, or the Middle East.  Since you come from 
Egypt (a North African and Middle Eastern country) you 
are white, not black. 
  
You are directed to change your classification on the 
Race/Ethnic Identification Card.  Be advised that failure 
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to do so will have serious repercussions for your career, 
and will constitute insubordination, which may result in 
suspension and discharge. 
  
Sincerely,  
 
 
Mrs. Teresa D. Myers 
Director, Human Resources 
 

 
  In 1977, the OMB implemented Directive No. 15, which 
defines immigrants from North Africa as white, while 
immigrants from other parts of the continent have been 
classified as Black.  Hefny looks like any other Black 
American (black/brown skin-frizzy/curly hair) and cannot 
understand the concept of being classified as white since he 
has been black his entire life.  He blamed the US government 
for using the concept “White” as an honor badge for North 
Africans. 

A study by the University of Chicago found Arab 
populations, including Palestinians, Jordanians, Syrians, 
Iraqis, and Bedouin carried sub-Saharan African genes.  The 
proximity of the Arabian Peninsula to the Black African 
nations was the explanation.  Yemenite Arabs have 35 percent 
black African genes in their mtDNA. In Encyclopedias 
published during the 1970’s the Yemen population are 
classified as “mulattos.”   Arabs who have Arab ancestors 
stretching beyond the last 1,400 years – are 35% Black African 
in their mtDNA from the Arabian Peninsula. 

According to several other studies, Palestinians and 
Jews are genetically closer to each other than either is to the 
Arabs of Arabia or to Europeans.  A study of congenital 
deafness identified an allele limited to Palestinian and Jews of 
Ashkenazi origin (those who lived in Europe in recent 
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centuries), suggesting a common origin. Furthermore, Y-
chromosome polymorphism is very similar among 
Palestinians and Sephardic Jews.  
  The 8 percenters continue to use psychological and 
biological assimilation maneuvers towards the dominant to 
instigate the “Mother of all Campaigns” and combat their 
very own extinction.  They are using a racially cleansing 
detergent to wash the Negroid out of Negroid or by white for 
white. 
  I have written about reclassification of global Negroid 
stock in previous books.  Universally, Caucasians have used 
the stratagem for centuries to purge the blackness 
factor.  Racial cleansing procedures have taken place in 
Africa, Spain, Italy, the Middle East, Australia, South 
America, the Oceanic Islands and the Caribbean Islands.  The 
same thing has taken place in Mexico.   

In the final analysis: “Mexico’s Missing Blacks,” 
include hieroglyphics, linguistics and sculptures that have 
turned out to be typically African.  The strict laws prohibiting 
interracial marriage were enforced in the United States, even 
though it was okay for the Master to bastardize his slaves.  In 
Mexico, the practice of miscegenation resulted in a rigid caste 
system based on color and in turn upon the ideology of white 
racial superiority. Those with the darkest complexions 
remained at the bottom of the socioeconomic pyramid.  Social 
status, therefore, came to depend upon how “Caucasians” 
once appeared.   

Many Blacks have been able to effectively disappear 
into the larger “near white” societies of Latin America.  The 
practice of color castes is often thought to have developed 
from the unique experiences of race mixing in the “New 
World.” However, the practice of classifying populations by 
color and mixture was also practiced in Spain and Portugal 
after the Invasion of the Moors (AD 711).  The Moors were 
African of Ethiopic and Berber origin. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethiopic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Berber
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  More than 10% of the Mexican population once looked 
markedly more African.  The nearly complete absorption of 
Mexico’s identifiably African people offers an intriguing 
contrast to the persistence of a rather distinct Black race in the 
United States.  At least 200,000 slaves were imported into 
Mexico from Africa. By 1810, African members of the 
population accounted for more than 10% of the population.  
Don’t forget the Olmecs (1000 BC) or the Moors who invaded 
Spain.  The Moors ended up in Mexico too.  That is how 
mankind in North America, Mexico, and South America 
probably got to be a shade of brown in the first place. 
  Mexican music, for example, has deep roots in West 
Africa. “La Bamba,” the famous Mexican folk song that was 
given a rock beat by Ritchie Valens and a classic interpretation 
by Los Lobos, has been traced back to the Bamba district of 
Angola.  What’s especially ironic about Mexico’s “racial 
amnesia”—a term coined by African-American historian Ted 
Vincent—is that during Mexico’s first century of 
independence, more than a few of its most famous leaders 
were visibly part black. 
  Nevertheless, the official ideology of Mexico has been 
that the Mexicans are simply a “mestizo” people—a mixture 
of Spaniards and Indians—officially referred to as “La Raza” 
or “The Race.” Since 1928, Mexico has celebrated October 12 
as “The Day of The Race.” On October 12, 1946, Mexican 
politician José Vasconcelos famously declared Mestizos to be 
“The Cosmic Race.” 
  The Mexican populace’s African “third root” is 
occasionally honored, but Mexican officials have generally 
ignored it. University of Minnesota demographer Robert 
McCaa wrote, “Afro-Mexicans, who numbered one-half 
million in 1810, more or less vanished, thoroughly 
intermingled and unidentifiable by 1895 if the official 
discourse is accepted at face value.” 
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African-Mexican communities on the Gulf of Mexico 
near Vera Cruz exist today.  Heavily Black-skinned people 
live in villages on the Costa Chica on the Pacific, although the 
residents tend to see themselves as simply Mexicans with 
dark skin.  One confusing factor is that Mexico imported 
slaves from across the Pacific, including some African-
looking New Guineans and Negritos from the Philippines 
and Hawaii—the ancient Sea People. 
  Inter-marriage continued steadily until African genes 
had widely diffused into the population. Yet, there is a 
definite sense in which societies construct their own genetic 
makeup.  America’s color line and “One Drop” Rule have 
kept the genes of Black Africans relatively isolated. In 
contrast, Mexico’s color continuum and openness to 
interracial marriage have spread them so widely there are few 
conspicuously African looking Mexicans left.  They are 
obviously brown with Negroid features. 

The Euro-American community is no longer 
homogeneously White as you have been led to 
believe.  Society as we know it should be titled White 
Mythology.  Scientists find themselves in a quandary and must 
be weary after c-r-e-a-t-i-n-g daily visionaries of whites by 
whites for media display.  The United States, Canada, Europe, 
and Australia are still predominantly White, a legacy from 
their squatters.  Those parts of the globe provide a nostalgic 
longing by whites for a white homogeneous global world—
for whites by whites.  
  Keep that in mind, and you will know why scientists 
and anthropologists feel the urgent need to create a white 
global identity within the heterogeneous black and brown 
planet Earth.  Euro-American physical anthropologists are 
reclassifying, racially cleansing and then recapturing 
Caucasian through artificial means.  Imagined is artificial.  
Don’t be brainwashed.  

http://www.stewartsynopsis.com/Synopsis%206.htm
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   The Federal Office of Management and Budget (OMB) 
defined the whiteness factor in the US.  Universally, 
Caucasians have used the stratagem for centuries to purge 
“The Blackness Factor.”  Astonishment is the word to ponder 
after coming face-to-face with coal black Singhalese and 
Dravidians from Pakistan, Bangladesh, and Sri Lanka only to 
find out that they have been classified Caucasian.  
   Racial cleansing has taken place in Africa, Spain, Italy, 
the Middle East, Australia, South America, the Oceanic 
Islands and the Caribbean Islands. According to the 
Population Reference Bureau in Nigeria childbirth rates equal 
6.3 per female.  The rate is 4.5 times higher than the combined 
European nations of Russia, Denmark, Germany, Hungry and 
Austria.  Caucasian females worldwide have childbirth rates 
of less than two percent (2%) per female.   

Physical anthropologists profess the following: The 
frequency of Hbs genes in a geographic area is a continuous 
variation, and those who carry the Hb Gene resist malaria; 
therefore, Africans, Greeks, Spaniards, and Middle Easterners 
are the SAME RACE.   

White Global Identity Scene 101: It has come to the 
basic citation of Population Reference Bureau Statistics.  It’s 
so elementary even anthropologists seem dazed from the 
shock of having to present daily visionaries of White people 
for media display.  Overlapping gene pools have created a 
non-white reality.  People of color live every day within the 
realization of being categorized as inconvenient counter-
examples of America and Europe’s central doctrines—
trigger-happy—shoot to kill policies.  Whites overreact and 
target people who do not look the way they look because they 
live in a world of psychological isolation and are confused 
and terrified when more than one or 2 people of color are in a 
room with them.  The “lily white” world is closing in on them 
because the global mirrors show a brown reality. 
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We are in a struggle against the recessive white gene 
pool before it is completely wiped away. Read books written 
by Cheikh Anta Diop, JA Rogers, Ivan Van Sertima and 
Chancellor Williams to find about the erroneous information, 
beliefs, and fallacies of Caucasian History.  The color of 
history has changed.  Physical anthropologists are busy 
reclassifying global black/brown people to make one big 
“Caucasian Cluster.”  Steadfast is the key.  Lookout!  One day 
we will wake up to be classified as White Negroes!!!    
 
 

Wars are not won on the battlefield.  Wars are won in the 
minds of the people. (Unknown) 
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Chapter 2 
 

Changing the Color of History 

 
ight percent refers to the European (Scandinavian/ 
Slavic/ Nordic) White Race whose numbers have fallen 
from 30% 100 years ago to its present meager status of 

8%.  Do a quick examination for yourself.  Go to the 
Population Reference Bureau Website and add the figures 
together. Take the numbers given for Europe, North America 
and Australia, divide by the numbers given for Africa, Asia, 
South America and Oceania and calculate a rough percentage.  
By 2050 the percentages will be between 6 – 8%.  Europe’s 
population is declining.  Keep in mind:  Many people with 
African Ancestry live in Europe, North America and 
Australia. People of color dominate the global regions. 

The following countries show a minus (-) not a plus (+) 
next to population figures: Italy, Portugal, Greece, Croatia, 
Ukraine, Russia, Slovakia, Romania, Poland, Hungary, Czech 
Republic, Bulgaria, Germany and Belgium.  Biological 
Homogeneity presents a quandary for anthropologists who 
are categorizing the races of mankind to advertently 
minimize the dominant gene.  Anthropologists have made it 
an opinion felony to think the recessives of Europe are 
vanishing.   Remember, race is no longer a relevant term. 

This book will convey to you the contrived steps 
leading to a “white man camouflaged majority,” even though 
white remains the global dinky.  How many times do you 
hear yourself being labeled “minority group member?”  It will 
unravel the mind-set touting a majority Caucasian world.  
With all the efforts being made to eliminate people of color 
physically and mentally, it reverses itself out.  Tackle the 
central big lie here and now.  Self-censor your ancestral 
thought status and halt the mind contradictions loaded with 

E 
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false facts. The biggest propagated WHITE MAJORITY lie 
ever told today has been deactivated.  You are a victim of 
European History. 

The color of history has been changed.  As Europeans 
entered Africa to become slave catchers and colonialists, they 
realized historical proof was already sitting in the living 
room.  Archeological artifacts were destroyed and hidden to 
contaminate the evidence of Negroid origins.  No matter what 
shade of Black skin surrounds the body, if the mind-set can 
be changed to believe the psychological makeup is white, 
then black skin cycles white.  Americans have become 
victims of their own propaganda, or have they?  The mindset 
remains at a status quo position so the world continues to 
believe in a mentally seized majority White?  Remember, if a 
man thinks it, so is he!  We are hypnotized to mimic rather 
than argue the evidence and deactivate the perception of a 
fragment claiming the whole.  Black folks have been taught 
slavery is freedom.  

The following is double-dealing at its best.  Do you 
believe the people of New Orleans were ignored for a week 
after Hurricane Katrina because of color, social class, or just 
plain neglect?  Were you lobotomized enough to believe our 
Washington leaders? They said the lack of response to people 
trapped in New Orleans was not a race issue?  Just five 
months before Hurricane Katrina’s punch a different 
situation unraveled before America.  President Bush dashed 
from his Texas ranch in the middle of the night still clothed in 
pajamas.  The US saw him in swift pursuit to get on Air Force 
#1, fly to Washington DC, and sign legislation forcing doctors 
to reinsert Terri Schiavo’s feeding tube.  Bush made the 
statement that he appreciated the actions of those in Congress 
who were working to defend life.  Did he realize “Feed-tube 
Woman” had been declared brain-dead 15 years before?   

The US Senate Majority Leader said: “The Senate and 
the House remain dedicated to saving Terri Schiavo’s life.”  
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While discussions over possible legislative remedies 
continued, the Senate and the House acted to keep Schiavo 
alive.  Bush said, “Removal of the tube would be an act of 
barbarism.” Lawyers from the US House of Representatives 
went to Florida and delivered subpoenas to several 
individuals involved in the controversial case.  Which 
situation do you believe was more momentous—New 
Orleans or the Schiavo Case?  Apparently, President Bush’s 
jolt during the wee hours of the morning proved to America 
the brain dead “Feed-tube Woman’s” case far out weighed 
saving 700,000 people. 

The Government’s lack of preparation and inadequate 
response to Hurricane Katrina is a prime example of the 
Washington Administration’s effectiveness with security 
measures.  It shows this country’s non-preparedness and a 
lack of response to dying people.  Remember, it had nothing 

to do with race.  Have you been brainwashed to the point of 
believing the explanations? Ignorance is strength.  According 
to the explanations, black leaders, not the media “injected” 
race into the crisis when it wasn’t a racial situation in the first 
place.  It took other countries 24 hours to get food and 
supplies to New Orleans.  How come it took a week for the 
president of the US to get there?   

President Bush called on Congress to appropriate $60 
billion in emergency relief for the victims of Katrina, and at 
the same time outlined a recovery program of $1.6 trillion for 
the Iraq War.  Enough money was spent on the Iraq War to 
shore up Social Security benefits for 75 years.  Bush’s solution: 
Privatize Social Security because the fund is broke—yeah 
after taking money from Social Security to fund the Iraq War.  
He turned around and called on America to “erase this legacy 
of racism” exposed by those abandoned in Katrina’s wake.  
“Katrina was a failure of initiative and leadership” and 
exposed the enormous level of social inequality in the United 
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States.  Even Africans were shocked to find they lived in 
better conditions than many black Americans.   

Even after it was clear New Orleans would suffer 
massive flooding, the Federal government did not respond, 
leaving thousands of residents trapped in their homes or in 
the squalid conditions of the Superdome and Convention 
Center.  More than 24 hours after the hurricane hit, Bush said, 
“New Orleans dodged a bullet” as water, continued to rise, 
engulfing thousands of homes.  Not until two days after the 
hurricane hit was there a federal order to evacuate the city.   

During the Bush administration’s time in office, there 
were three catastrophes of historic proportions leading to the 
deaths of thousands of people: the terrorist attacks of 
September 11, 2001; the invasion of Iraq based on the false 
claims of weapons capable of causing global mass destruction 
(2003); and Hurricane Katrina (2005) (“Congressional report 
condemns government response to Hurricane Katrina,” Joe 
Kay 14 Feb 2006 wsws.org).   

Will the US go the way of Rome and cease to exist 
because of pretend religious stances and governmental 
policies lamenting, “Caucasians in-charge?”  Look from left to 
right!  The major US economic policy relies on the 
“dependency of war” to maintain employment.  There is 
continual withering of once great cities, deterioration of 
infrastructures, mass layoffs as US manufacturing and trade 
as jobs go offshore to India, Mexico, and China—3,000,000 at 
last count, loss of citizen unity, in-fighting of people at the top 
of the government and costly wars the US economy cannot 
sustain.   

When Europeans landed on the American Continent 
and butchered most of the indigenous natives—bleeding 
them like stuck hogs, while putting the remainder in 
reservation prison camps. America assembled itself along 
side Europe as COLONIALISM swept the world.  Its pilgrim 
pillage policies are still in place and have been adopted and 
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implemented by the US Founders and/or Dixiecrats who 
have been running the US Government for the past 100 years. 

The target of this book is to encompass 
impartiality.  All authors live in a catalogued world labeled 
“communication and words.”  The following printed words 
have evolved from published conversations.  African History 
is snubbed while European Christian Theology, history and 
anthropology are accredited as factual published dialogue 
ranked in FIRST PLACE, even though African History has a 
prior 6,000 beginning point.  Researched discoveries are now 
being summoned to the forefront because the Author’s 
objective is to vouch for authenticity.  Euro-American History 
is based on imagery and other counterfeit concepts that are 
bogus and counterfeit.   

The average person does not express aloud the way he 
really feels and as a rule does not question the global color 
hierarchy because he has no conscious clue.  American 
birthright ordains Caucasians as illusory idols, whereas, 
people of color have been taught the “Rejection 
Disconnection” and ingest the indignities of bondage.  
Mentioning slavery singles out the person with black 
ethnicity and places him in a shanty on the back 40.  Servitude 
in the form of slavery automatically separated the “American 
Birthright” into mainstream and outcast.  Proof:  The need for 
Civil Rights Legislation corroborates the existence of 
inequality.  Civil Rights Legislation guides African-
Americans to put on the boxing gloves and “kick ass” to be 
considered part of the whole. 

The Whore of Christianity—the Roman Church ran a 
diversion game on mankind.  Everything from recorded 
history, Biblical inserts, Biblical characters, history books, 
maps, race classification, linguistics, constitutions, and 
mental perspectives project CAUCASIAN CONCEPTS which 
is the very foundation of Euro-America’s existence and ruling 
power.  The enslavement of black Africans for their 
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conversion to Christianity and for acquisition in the labor 
market as chattel property was done in God’s name by the 
Roman Church, but we isn’t slaves anymore!   

When we fall into the degradation of wanting to be 
arranged alongside whites, it is merely a ploy by the WHITE-
MORE auxiliary.  Slavery is freedom. The desire to be 
accepted by white America stems from a psyche—inbred.  
Aspiring to live in a white neighborhood, attend a white 
suburban school, marry white, acknowledge the mixture 
Caucasian blood, and play stool pigeon roles to separate 
inherited ethnicity “thy black-self” from the “rest of the crew” 
measure up to indictment of fellow black race members.  Our 
commonality is color regardless of hue.  It amounts to a lack 
of self-dignity.  White remains the mirage to purity and 
cleanliness; next to Godliness—the “All American Concept.”    

America still lives under the mask of the “Slave Codes.”  
During slavery, it was against the law for slaves to learn how 
to read.  The result: reading at the palpitation of a “White 
Standardized System.” Education forces the standardized 
educational system to perpetrate impermissible blacks into a 
tailor-made pattern fitting “Enlightened Euro Wisdom” that 
is absorbed into the cerebral brain matter.  White mimicry is 
the BIG AMERICAN payoff.  American History books start 
with the exploration of Christopher Columbus, Tudor 
England, the founding of Virginia and New England, the 
Emerging American Mind, Independence, Federalists versus 
Republicans, the courageous white Pilgrims and the first 
Thanksgiving.  There is no mention of American Natives who 
fought against Euro-American Colonialism.  Red Cloud, Little 
Big Man and Sitting Bull were in military resistance against 
the American settlers but have been shelved and neglected.  
American History books mention “Slavery History” leading 
the reader to believe that black servitude shaped the nucleus 
of African American History. African American History 
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recorded in US History textbooks amounts to “Slavery 
History.”  

Good examples of curricula taught in the American 
Public School System are the philosophies of classical English 
and American writers—Julius Caesar, William Shakespeare, 
George Washington and Thomas Jefferson.  All are part of the 
white educational infrastructure crammed down the throats 
of school-aged children.  Since historical truth is not a part of 
the standardized system of education, it is safe to say that the 
PSYCHO-SOCIAL TREATMENT in American Education for 
people of color is “black-omission” turned inside out creating 
the “self-hatred psyche” seen currently. Mind control 
typically has reinforced the European Colonial Policies. We 
have a generation of young black scholars who amaze the 
world by mouthing the doctrines and viewpoints of their 
white teachers.  White mimicry is the payoff—UNIFORMITY. 

Here there were internal wars when the State 
Governments of Illinois and Michigan seized Both Chicago 
and Detroit Public Schools.  The school systems were perfect 
examples of a continuous crusade by the Governors to control 
the largest Black maintained state school payrolls in the mid 
1990’s. The Governor of Michigan unseated the “publicly 
elected” Detroit Board of Education and put in its place a 
“Reform Board.”  Officials argued this was in direct violation 
of the Voting Rights Act of 1965.  The Michigan State Board of 
Education maintained provisions for intervening in districts 
with financial or educational deficiencies. There was a change 
in the distribution of power among officials, a change “which 
has no direct relation to, or impact, on voting;” and therefore, 
no implications under the Voting Rights Act.  In Florida, 
Georgia, Ohio, and Texas blatant moves were made that 
purged blacks from voting rolls. 

In Detroit, Public Act 10 transferred all powers and 
duties of an 11-member school Board (seven elected from 
districts and four elected at-large) to a Reform Board 
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comprising seven (7) members, six (6) were appointed by the 
Mayor of the City for four-year terms (staggered initially), 
without consent or approval of the City Council, plus the 
State Superintendent as seventh member for the first five 
years.  The Mayor designated a chairperson of the Reform 
Board from among its members.  Members served at the will 
of the Mayor.  It wasn’t until 10 years later when Detroit was 
able to elect its own Board of Education.  Under the guise of 
“Reform” the Governor broke up the Detroit School System 
with the intent to put every child in a charter school.  He was 
triumphant.  Thousands of students fled the system, and 
thousands of Detroit employees were laid off.  The same thing 
happened when the media ran several “bash black Detroit” 
related media series.  People fled the city in search of whiter 
suburbs.  Detroit remains the poorest city in the Nation.  In 50 
years Detroit has lost half of its population with 33.6 percent 
of its residents living at or below the federal poverty line. 

In place of the traditional Detroit Public School System 
there are now several cheaper run charter schools with 
inadequate facilities and uncertified teachers.  Charter schools 
do not have to meet the same standards as traditional public 
schools for passing the standardized state MEAP test.  After 
giving the charters five years to “come up to” or “meet” the 
same competencies as traditional public schools, if the 
charters don’t make the grade, they simply close their doors 
and reopen under a new name.  This was done to privatize 
and break up the majority black school system in Detroit.  As 
the ying yang continues in the City, “freedom of choice for 
parents,” is echoed on radio and television commercials.  
Black parents were once again duped into believing charters 
provided a better education for their children because they 
had the chance to remove their child from the “black school 
system and place them in an academy.”  People are still 
impressed by titles.  The word academy suggests 
“conservatory” or “private” school. 
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In Michigan, anybody can open a charter school.   Very 
few students enrolled in Detroit Metropolitan area charter 
schools pass the “State Standardized Test (M-STEP).”  Most 
of the charter schoolteachers are not teacher certified.  Charter 
schools can obtain “emergency certification” for people who 
are not certified.  Charter schools do not pay into the State 
Teacher Retirement System.  Charter teacher salaries are low 
and turnover enormous, but millions of dollars are saved by 
the State annually.  The underlying goal is to get “like” 
students and teachers together under one roof.  The 
rudimentary aim is to have African-American schools, 
Spanish schools, Arab schools and white schools, like it was 
before Brown vs. Board of Education (1954).  Michigan will then 
have plural school systems under ONE title, “Michigan 
Public Education.”  

“Fight them over there so we don’t have to fight them 
here.” The wars elsewhere amounted to world power 
organizations looking the other way when racial cleansing 
takes place in America just as it does when racial cleansing 
takes place in Africa.  The United Nations Assistance Mission 
for Rwanda pulled out of the country at the height of the 
massacre and left defenseless women and children as “the 
hostages of the killers.”  The United Nations proclaimed they 
could not send soldiers to die without a good reason.  Why 
didn’t the UN consider the people of Rwanda to be part of a 
humanity they are bound to protect?  The same stance 
abounded in the US when Hurricane Katrina hit.  During the 
Kosovo Crisis, just at the turn of the millennium, Jesse Jackson 
obtained the freedom of three American Prisoners of War.  
President William Clinton and Congress were upset with him 
because he interfered with “the world peace allegiance.”  
Black men can travel worldwide with acceptance.  White men 
cannot travel globally without fear of danger to their lives—
they are outnumbered.  Oh, those 8 percenters!   
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Kosovo is the size of Connecticut, but the US and 
NATO could not beat Kosovo into submission.  The media 
ensured and reinforced its audience the masses of Albanian 
refugees were real (white) faces—not numbers being tortured 
daily through ethnic cleansing.  Example: the media never 
humanized the African story in Rwanda or Sierra Leone.  The 
difference between how the media and the Clinton WHITE 
House treated Rwanda and Sierra Leona versus Kosovo 
presented a mocking question.  The National news programs 
(Dixiespeak) siphon US foreign policy measures on 
intervention into so-called “humanitarian subjective.”  NATO 
and the US are positioned in a Global Cop position.  
Psychologically, the Big-Bad WHITE House is the Global 
Gubernator.  

In the mid 1990’s, 300 people in Rwanda were killed 
every hour for 100 days.  Between 500,000 and one million 
died in the space of only three months.  Yet the response from 
the US and the United Nations did not help prevent the 
massacre of hundreds of thousands of Tutsis and Hutus.  
Rwanda was at the Colonial hand of the Belgians who helped 
lay the foundation for ethnic hatred between the Tutsis and 
Hutus.  The Belgium government favored one group over 
another because of looks.  One group was taller and lighter, 
and the other group was short, squatty, and darker.  The 
Tutsis were considered elite because of color.  Therefore, their 
rule was extended under Colonial Regime.  
 One of the biggest problems confronting the USA is 
immigration.  As Mexicans cross the border into the US, they 
have already been classified as “Hispanic white.”  It seems 
perplexing since many the people crossing the border are 
darker than US citizens who are African Americans.  In 1810, 
Mexico’s Census showed 10% of the population was 
considered “Afro-Mexican.”  Beware of studies like this.  
What about the Spanish who invaded Mexico in the 1500’s?  
In the year 711, armies of Moors invaded southern Spain 
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from Africa.  Christian and African Muslim elements were 
carried to New Spain (Mexico) and eventually to New 
Mexico in 1519.   
 What about the Indians/Aboriginals who were 
already in Mexico?  Mende Script was discovered on some of 
the ancient Olmec monuments of Mexico and identical to the 
script used by the Mende people of West Africa and the 
Sahara today.  The oral history of the Washitaw People cites 
seafaring between the Americas and Africa.  The ancient 
Washitaw were “black mound builders” and original 
inhabitants of the Mississippi Valley Region, the former 
Louisiana Territories and parts of the Southern United States 
(Barton, Paul, Black Civilizations of Ancient America (MUU-
LAN, Mexico, XI).  
 And then there are people like Tiger Woods who has 
been brainwashed to say he is part “Thai” labeling himself 
“Caublinasian.”  He was praised for fighting the “One Drop 
Rule.”  Apparently, he like most Americans, do not know that 
Thailand, Cambodia, Vietnam, Malaysia, The Philippines, 
and other island nations were peopled by the indigenous 
Negrito Pygmies. It is important to know history.  Become 
aware of articles titled:  How White Are Blacks? How Black 
Are Whites (mix-up to slip-up)?  Right now, white is being 
defined with varying degrees of skin color.  People who were 
once classified “colored” because of Negro ancestry. These 
same non-white people are being classified as Caucasian 
globally. 
 Trapped in the “white race” 8%-pod Americans are 
oblivious to what’s happening in the world outside their own 
isolated neighborhood.  White Americanism—or “our way of 
life” struggles against the faceless hordes of Muslim savages 
parading across Continents to destroy the world through the 
coined term of “terrorism.”  Most white Americans function 
daily in a dazed and confused state.  The US and Europe have 
made it a “Global badge of honor” to be just like them!  Jump 
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on the bandwagon to become “white like us,” they say--class-
collaboration. There is an American obsession with “white 
benevolence” through US opinionated imaginary.  
 “Race” is a social construct erected by Europeans.  
Phenotype itself is real, and physical appearance is a reality.  
Four hundred years ago there were noticeable polar extremes 
of people—black and white. Today the agglomeration is less 
noticeable.  One hundred years ago the agglomeration was 
titled “Colored.” Today the agglomeration has been assigned 
to stand on a corner while Europeans who erected the term in 
the first place determine what constitutes “race.”  I guess 
Charles Darwin’s “Survival of the Fittest Theory” is coming 
to light.  What group has turned out to be the “super?” 
 

His-Story is the lie agreed upon. (Napoleon Bonaparte) 
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Chapter 3 

 

White World Division against Itself 

 
n 1914 the world was 32 percent white, and the rest of the 
world was “colored.”  Whites were considered the slowest 
breeders in 1914.  A hundred years later, less than 2 

percent of white women are of breeding age.  Currently, all 
European countries are below replacement levels for white 
children.  World War I (1914) was primarily a struggle 
between white people who bore the brunt of the conflict and 
suffered most of the losses.  Nine million white (9,000,000) 
people died.   

To understand the present, it is important to study the 
past.  The following passages were written in the early 1900’s. 
There is an interesting spin on world population and 
demographics.  History truly repeats itself or is it a 
CONTINUATION?  The following three statements stand out 
in a book written by Lothrop Stoddard, who is considered a 
scientific racist.  He is quoted frequently by the “White 
Stormfront Website.” Anything that can be explained 
scientifically by Caucasians holds big water.   

The Rising Tide of Color Against White World-Supremacy 
(1920) presents a view of the world situation pertaining to 
races of mankind.  It focuses on the coming population 
explosion among “Colored” people of the world, and the way 
in which “white world-supremacy” was lessened after World 
War I and the collapse of colonialism.  The book utilizes the 
following positions: 
 

 32% of the Global world was white in 1914.  The global 
population was 1,700,000,000.  Of these 550,000,000 
were white, while 1,150,000,000 were colored. The 
great bulk of the white race was concentrated in the 

I 
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European continent.  In 1914, the population of Europe 
was approximately 450,000,000.  That means only 
10,000,000 whites lived outside of Europe. 

 Four-fifths of the entire white race was concentrated on 
less than one-fifth of the white world’s territorial area 
(Europe), while the remaining one-fifth of the race 
(some 110,000,000), were scattered to the ends of the 
Earth.  It was supposed 100 years ago that the white 
race had to protect four-fifths of the white territorial 
heritage against the pressure of colored races eleven 
times its numerical strength.  

 Whites were the slowest breeders.  In 1914 France 
reached the extreme of a stationary population.  Today 
all European nations are at a minus or below 
replenishing levels. 

   
Regions under non-white governance were small in 

1914. In eastern Asia, China, Japan, and Siam; in western Asia, 
Turkey, Afghanistan, and Persia; in Africa, Abyssinia, and 
Liberia; and in the Americas the minute state of Haiti 
accounted for the brief list of lands under non-white rule. In 
other words, of the 53,000,000 square miles that (excluding the 
Polar Regions) constitute the land area of the globe, only 
6,000,000 square miles had non-white governments, and 
nearly two-thirds of this relatively modest remainder was 
represented by China and its dependencies.  
  Since 1914 the world has been shuddered by World 
War I that was primarily a struggle between white people 
who bore the brunt of the conflict and suffered most of the 
losses.  Nine million white (9,000,000) people died.  One of the 
war’s results was a further whittling down of the areas 
standing outside white political control.  Turkey was an 
Anglo-French Condominium.  Persia was virtually a 
protectorate of the British Empire, while the United States has 
thrown over the endemic anarchy of Haiti the aegis of the Pax 
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Americana. Study of the political map of that era would lead 
one to conclude that white world-predominance is absolute 
since the war’s ordeal has still further broadened the 
territorial basis of its authority.  
  West-central Asia in the dawn of history was 
predominantly white man’s country.  Today it is racially a 
brown man’s land in which white blood survives only as 
vestigial traces of vanishing significance. This portion of Asia, 
the former seat of mighty white empires and possibly the very 
homeland of the white race itself, has entirely changed its 
ethnic character.  
  The respective areas of these two racially contrasted 
worlds are 22,000,000 square miles for whites and 31,000,000 
square miles for the “Colored Races.” Furthermore, it must be 
remembered that one-third of the white area (notably 
Australasia and Siberia) is very thinly inhabited and is thus 
held by a very slender racial tenure-the only tenure which 
counts in the long run.  
  World War I caused an absolute decrease of many 
millions of white souls. Nevertheless, the basic fact remains 
that some four-fifths of the entire white race is concentrated 
on less than one-fifth of the white world’s territorial area 
(Europe), while the remaining one-fifth of the race (some 
110,000,000), scattered to the ends of the Earth, must protect 
four-fifths of the white territorial heritage against the pressure 
of “Colored Races” eleven times its numerical strength.  
  The 1,150,000,000 come from the colored world.  They 
are divided, as already stated, into four primary categories:  
yellows, browns, blacks, and reds.  The yellows are the most 
numerous of the colored races, numbering over 500,000,000.  
Their habitat is eastern Asia.  As numerous and much more 
widespread than the yellows, are the browns numbering 
450,000,000. The browns spread in a broad belt from the 
Pacific Ocean westward across southern Asia and northern 
Africa to the Atlantic Ocean.   
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Blacks totaled about 150,000,000.  Their center is Africa 
south of the Sahara Desert, but besides the African continent 
there are vestigial black traces across southern Asia to the 
Pacific and strong black outposts in the Americas.  Least 
numerous of the colored race-stocks are the reds-the 
“Indians” of the western hemisphere who muster a total of 
less than 40,000,000.  The reds are almost all located south of 
the Rio Grande in “Latin America.” 
  Such is the ethnic make-up of that world of color 
outnumbers the white world two to one.  It is a formidable 
ratio, and its significance is heightened by the fact that this 
ratio seems destined to shift still further in favor of color. 
There is no doubt the colored races are increasing much faster 
than white. Treating the primary race-stocks as units, it would 
appear whites tend to double in eighty years, yellows and 
browns in sixty years, blacks in forty years. 
  On the other hand, none of the “colored races” show 
perceptible signs of declining birth rate.  All tend to breed up 
to the limits of available subsistence.  Such checks as now 
limit the increase of colored populations are wholly external, 
like famine, disease, and tribal warfare.  But by a curious 
irony of fate, the white man has long been busy removing 
these checks to colored multiplication. The greater part of the 
colored world is today under white political control. There 
was the consequence of a portentous increase of population 
in nearly every portion of the colored world under white 
political sway. In fact, even those colored countries that have 
maintained their independence, such as China and Japan, are 
adopting the white man’s life-conserving methods and are 
experiencing the same accelerated increase of population.  
   The colored world, long restive under white political 
domination, is being welded by the most fundamental of 
instincts, the instinct of self-preservation, into a common 
solidarity of feeling against the dominant white man, and in 
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the fire of a common purpose internecine differences tend, for 
the time at least, to be burned away. 

The bitter resentment of white predominance and 
exclusiveness awakened in many colored beasts is typified by 
the following lines penned by a brown man—a British-
educated Afghan, shortly before World War I. He predicted a 
coming struggle between Asia against Europe and America.  
You are heaping up material for a Jihad, a Pan-Islam, a Pan-
Asia Holy War, a gigantic day of reckoning, an invasion of a 
new Attila and Tamerlane who will use rifles and bullets, 
instead of lances and spears. You are deaf to the voice of 
reason and fairness, and so you must be taught with the 
whirring swish of the sword when it is red (Achmet, 
Abdullah, “Seen Through Mohammedan Spectacles,” 
FORUM, October 1914).  
  World War I started.  The white world was tearing 
itself to pieces.  White solidarity was raven and shattered. 
And fear of white power and respect for white civilization 
together dropped away like garments outworn.  Through the 
bazaars of Asia ran the sibilant whisper: “The East will see the 
West to bed!”  

The chorus of mingled exultation, hates, and scorn 
sounded from every portion of the colored world.  Chinese 
scholars, Japanese professors, Hindu pundits, Turkish 
journalists, and Afro-American editors, one and all voiced 
drastic criticisms of white civilization and hailed the war as a 
well-merited Nemesis on white arrogance and greed. This is 
how the Constantinople TANINE, the most serious Turkish 
newspaper, characterized the European Powers: “They 
would not look at the evils in their own countries or 
elsewhere, but interfered at the slightest incident in our 
borders; every day they would gnaw at some part of our 
rights and our sovereignty; they would perform vivisection 
on our quivering flesh and cut off great pieces of it.  Whites, 
with a forcibly controlled spirit of rebellion in their hearts and 
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with clinched but powerless fists, silent and depressed, will 
murmur as the fire burns within (Quoted from THE 
LITERARY DIGEST, October 24, 1914, p. 784.).  
  The Afro-American author, WE Burghardt Dubois, 
wrote of the colored world: “These nations and races, 
composing as they do a clear majority of humanity, are going 
to endure this treatment just as long as they must and not a 
moment longer.  Then they are going to fight, and the War of 
the Color Line will outdo in savage inhumanity any war this 
world has yet seen.  For colored folk have much to remember 
and they will not forget” (WE Burghardt Dubois “The African 
Roots of War,” ATLANTIC MONTHLY, May 1915).  
   Had the white race and civilization been spared the 
terrific material and moral losses involved in WW I, the 
process of racial readjustment would have been far more 
gradual and fought with far fewer disastrous possibilities. 
The coming modification of the world’s racial equilibrium 
was so graduated that it seemed more an evolution than a 
revolution. Such violent breaches occurred and like a general 
race-cataclysm would was almost impossible.  
  The heart of the white world was divided against itself, 
and on the fateful 1st of August 1914, the white race, 
forgetting ties of blood and culture, heedless of the growing 
pressure of the colored world without, locked in a battle to 
the death.  An ominous cycle opened whose end no man can 
foresee so says Lothrop Stoddard.   
  The foregoing statements were made 100 years ago.  
Today, Homo (man) Occidentals from the European or Western 
Hemisphere are being threatened as a biological identity.  
Fertility rates are well below replacement levels in Europe 
and the United States.  Cries ring out from my country tis a fee 
sweet land of liberty to control population growth in countries 
outside of Europe and North America because of the ominous 

Western disappearance through infertility situation.  Sperm 
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counts have dropped by almost a third in 10 years according 
to the Associated Press in 2004. 
  LONDON (AFP) - Male sperm counts have fallen by 
almost a third since 1989.  A survey of 7,500 men who 
attended the Aberdeen Fertility Centre in northern Scotland 
between 1989 and 2002 brought with them alarming 
findings.  Analysis of sperm samples showed men with what 
is considered a “normal” concentration of sperm defined as 
over 20 million sperm per milliliter of semen.  The average 
sperm count fell by 29 percent.  There has been an increase in 
men seeking treatment for male infertility, but whether this is 
due to a significant increase in this condition, or men are more 
aware of new techniques that have been developed to help 
them.  

Blonde Hair People are Disappearing and will be 
extinct in 200 Years.  (There is still Clairol Hair Coloring.) 
New research suggests that people with blonde hair will be 
completely extinct in 200 years.  Blonde hair occurs only in 
people from northern Europe.  The gene that causes blonde 
hair color must be on both sides of the family, and according 
to the World Health Organization, there is now too few 
people who carry it. Professor Jonathan Rees from Edinburgh 
University is leading a two-year study into the genetics of 
blondes.  Scientists say blondes will survive longest in 
Scandinavia where they are most concentrated, and they 
predict the last one alive will be from Finland. 

The West is under-reproducing and is incontrovertible.  
Fertility rates are historically low and below replacement 
levels, looking much like what economists call a “low 
equilibrium trap.”  Cultural mechanisms that ensure the 
survival of a group are more fragile than anyone at present 
seems to realize.  Once they are shattered, they cannot be 
replaced with cash subsidies for child bearing or better day 
care facilities, or banning abortion and the distribution of 
contraceptives. 
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  The West Germans and Danes, brought out in 
previously, have total fertility rates (approaching 1.3, where 
2.1 children per woman will ultimately be required to keep 
the population from shrinking). Indeed, many of the North 
European nations are already shrinking absolutely - notably, 
the West Germans, the Swedes, the North Italians, and the 
Danes.  In the United States, the Northeast exhibits North-
European-style Total Fertility Rates, and the TFRs of 
Connecticut and Massachusetts approach the lowest national 
TFRs so far observed, i.e., those of Denmark and West 
Germany. 

  There is the passing of the Caucasoid—those of 
Nordic or Northwest European origins.  Michael Bradley 
opens his book on the Caucasoid problem (The Iceman 
Inheritance, Warner Books, 1981) like this:  Let’s see if we can 
better understand the preceding paragraph.  Even if abortion 
and contraceptives were banned in Europe and the US, the 
white birth rate would remain below replacement levels.  
Starting with the new millennium, the US gives a tax credit 
for all children under the age of one.  With that in mind, I ran 
across an article that appeared in the (Ritter, Malcolm, Detroit 
News, Oct 30, 2000, “Y chromosome under scope,” 4A).  “The 
work on the DNA sequence of the Y chromosome should help 
researchers learn about causes of male infertility because it 
will help them identify genes that men need to make sperm.”  
We know they are talking about WHITE men.   
  Chromosomes make genes and gene families and 
genes help make sperm—a key to the disappearance of the 
Caucasian gene.  Scurrying and scampering like albino rats to 
schematically study the “Y” and save the white gene swim 
tank is the hottest Caucasian Recipe for making white babies.   
  Johann Friedrich Blumenbach invented the title 
“Caucasian” in 1795 in the third edition of his—On the Natural 
Variety of Mankind.  He took the name Caucasian from Mount 
Caucasus.  It was in that region he presumed was the original 
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forms of mankind. So, does “Caucasian” currently refer 
exclusively to people who are from the Caucasus?  White 
today means people of European descent.  Is that a 
misnomer?  Regions and countries that are predominantly 
white, or of mainly European ancestry or Western culture, 
include Europe, Russia, the US, Canada, Argentina, Uruguay, 
Australia and New Zealand.  

The reason the Caucasus had such an attraction to 
Blumenbach and other contemporaries of the 18th and 19th 
centuries were because of its proximity to Mount Ararat, 
where according to Biblical legend, Noah’s Ark eventually 
landed after the Deluge. Blumenbach believed the original 
humans were light-skinned Caucasians who had retained 
whiteness as a constant.  Darkness of skin was a sign of 
change from the original.  The concept of Caucasian Race and 
its stated or implied superiority over other races was often 
used as a moral excuse for colonialism by Western European 
countries.  He republished the text for general distribution in 
1776.  
  Outside of the United States people with undiscernible 
African admixture are considered “white,” while those of 
slight African appearance are often called “colored” or mixed 
race—a blanket term for people of multiple racial heritage.  In 
Cuba, the Dominican Republic and Brazil, even those of 
clearly visible partial African ancestry are considered or 
consider themselves “white.”  In Latin America, the color 
situation is approached from the other end of the scale:  A 
single drop of European blood is seen to inevitably whiten a 
person with discernible African heritage so that he is not 
immutably black.  By contrast in Europe and Australia, 
Middle Easterners and North Africans are never regarded or 
categorized as white. Instead, they are regarded as racial 
minorities. 
  Africans are descendants of Noah through Ham, 
whose sons were Cush (Ethiopia-Nubia), Misraim (Kemet or 
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ancient Egypt), Phut (Somalia) and Canaan (Palestine).  The 
sons of Cush, according to the biblical account settled in 
Western Asia. The so-called Middle East, bounded east by the 
eastern branch of the Euphrates and the Persian Gulf, south 
by Arabia, or the Arabian Sea, west by the Red Sea and Egypt, 
and north by Canaan and Syria and in Africa itself.  Egyptians 
and the Ethiopians were confederated in the same 
government and were the same people in politics, literature 
and peculiarities.  
  The portion of the Earth which was first peopled, after 
Adam and Eve left Paradise, was the Land of Ethiopia, on the 
River Gihon going out of the Garden of Eden, “which 
compasses the whole land (or country) of Ethiopia,” 4003 
years before Christ.  The children of Ethiopia were from 
Adam to Noah and through Noah’s progeny (James W. C. 
Pennington, A Textbook of the Origin and History, etc. of the 
Colored People Hartford, CT: L. Skinner, Printer, 1841; reprint 
Detroit: Negro History Press). 
  Americans have been lead to believe that Black History 
started with slavery in the Americas.   Instead of Black 
History dating back to the origin of man, it has become 
African-American History or a “full-blown” fascinating tale 
of dancing and singing happy people in cotton fields.  During 
the 1950’s and 1960’s revered elders were given the first and 
last name “boy.”  Black mothers and grandmothers held the 
title “gal.”  The schematic titles specified segments in 
breeding the black “hate thyself psychic” brainteaser.  The 
puzzle pieces have produced self-satisfied, brainwashed 
disciples who’s a$$es are being served on silver platters in the 
Benzos, Lexus-is-us, and Hummers who wind up behind 
metal bars.    

 Citation of a Sub-human - The Case of Ota Benga:  
First Strategy, Classify them as subhuman.  In 1906, the 
crowds assembled around the monkey house exhibit at the 
Bronx Zoo (New York Zoological Park). Here were man’s 
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“evolutionary ancestors” - monkeys, chimpanzees, a gorilla 
named Dinah, an orangutan named Dohung and an African 
pygmy tribesman named Ota Benga.  Ota Benga was brought 
from the Belgian Congo in 1904 by African explorer Samuel 
Verner, along with other pygmies and displayed in an exhibit 
in the 1904 St. Louis World’s Fair.  Benga was born in 1881, 
had a height of 4’ 11” and weighed 103 lbs.  After the St. Louis 
exhibit, Ota found himself at the Bronx Zoo under the 
direction of Dr. William T. Hornaday. He believed animals 
had nearly human thoughts and personalities, and he could 
read the thoughts of zoo animals. He “apparently saw no 
difference between a wild beast and the little black man.” 
(Jerry Bergman, Creation Ex Nihilo, Vol. 16, No 1 Dec 1993-
Feb 1994 p 49, quoting Carl Sifakis, “Benga, Ota: The Zoo 
Man”, in American Eccentrics, Facts on File, New York, 1984, 
p. 253).  The exhibit was immensely popular and 
controversial. The black community was outraged.  Some 
churchmen feared that it would convince people of Darwin’s 
Theory of Evolution.  Hornaday had Ota Benga leave his cage 
and circulate around the zoo in a white suit, but he returned 
to the monkey house to sleep (Creation Ex Nihilo, quoting 
Phillip V. Bradford & Harvey Blume, “Ota Benga:  The Pygmy 
in the Zoo,” St. Martins, 1992, p. 269, “New York Times” Sep 
18, 1906). 
  Look at the cases of Amadou Diallo and Rodney 
King.  Diallo was shot 41 times by the NYPD— “Make Sure 
the Nigga is Dead Scenario.”  King was blamed for the Los 
Angeles Riots i.e. the “Rodney King Uprising.”  The hunt, 
capture and kill philosophy is on target as the white hunters, 
capturers, and murders were found—not guilty!  As the new 
Millennium rolled around, whites no longer use the belittling 
titles “boy” and “gal.”  We are gettin’ busy calling ourselves 
“b!+(h-a$$ hoes.”  The lyrics have been reinforced to 
brainwash youth into feeling they are the “Cool-A$$” scum 
of the Earth—a title to be reckoned with.  
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  Decode the Caucasian Theory behind Black Race 
Theorizing.  Euro-Americans live with the deception that they 
are a majority worldwide; yet make up only 8 percent of the 
global population—your baby’s data.   White Nationalist 
groups are in fear of annihilation.  Go to the Aryan Nation’s 
Website and read warnings about the future of the white race 
being in the wombs of 2 percent of its childbearing age of 
white females.  Globally, the white race risks “genetic color 
elimination.”  Apply what you’ve learned about dominant 
and recessive genes in Tenth Grade Biology.  While Europe 
has less than a 2 percent birthrate per annum, Caucasoid—8 
percenters are presenting the world with a slight-of-hand act 
“statistical numbers of non-truth.”  The statistical maximizing 
multiplies the dwindling white race numbers.   
   Psychologically implanted into the minds of an 
unsuspecting world populous is the idea or maturation of 
many white races.  Whites are divided into racial categories—
German White Race, English White Race, French White Race, 
Russian White Race, etc.  While the Counterfeit Caucasian 
Connection is being communicated, authors like Cheikh Anta 
Diop, JA Rogers, Ivan Van Sertima and Chancellor Williams 
have researched the demolition of Black Civilization. By 
switching and substituting African names with European 
names of people and things during antiquity, black Hamites, 
Cushite’s, Hebrews, and Canaanites are no longer black 
Africans.  The titles are forthwith full-blown Caucasian 
character references.  African History became the history of 
Arabs (a reclassified race with Negroid ancestry) and 
Europeans—not the history of Africans.    
  Read Diop’s and William’s researched proof of 
European civilization being a derivation of African 
achievement.  Diop has proved the lack of archeological 
Caucasian specimens from antiquity.  Our modern written 
history is a segmented/fragmented version of chronicles 
about Caucasian human beings who lived on Earth for 
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thousands of years before they learned to record their 
thoughts in writing.  African people are what every man must 
have been like before he learned to read and write, 
domesticate animals, cultivate crops and use metal 
tools.  African History is an abandoned/thrown-out footer to 
research publications.  

When people think of the word antiquity, their first 
thoughts are of the Bible and Garden of Eden.  The early 
books of the Bible weren’t fully edited until after 7th Century 
BC from ancient Hebrew (Negroid) texts.  There is no exact 
portion of biblical text dated earlier than 3rd Century 
BC.  Ancient Hebrew (Negroid) texts were used to write the 
Christian Bible.  Recorded in the “Universal European 
Legislature” are the “religious” and “scientific” doctrines 
written for appeasement of the white (inner voice) conscience 
justifying the “White-First Theory” and the “Get Blackward 
Theory” of origin and knowledge.  The theories are 
universally embedded in the global psyche. With good 
reason, Caucasian Theory can be equated to a pristine privy—
outhouse.  
  Caucasian archeologists refuse to give a valid 
explanation of why blacks are disseminated all over the world 
outside of black Africa.  The answer to every historical proof 
of worldwide black faces is always “slavery.”  The Arabs had 
slaves.  The Egyptians had slaves.  Spain took slaves to Mexico 
when it was invaded. The origin of the ancient sea people is 
mysterious. The Encyclopedias say: “The Sea People were 
probably part of a great migration of displaced people.” 
Slavery must be the culprit and perpetrator of the African 
Diaspora.  There are probably more arguments to diffuse the 
appearance of African masks, stone tablets and other artifacts 
in Mexico and the Americas than to prove the existence of 
artifacts as far north as Canada.  In Illinois at Burrows Cave 
alone there were 7,000 stone tablets found from Senegal, 
Egypt, Morocco and Algeria dating 2000 years ago. 
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Christopher Columbus told the King of Portugal, “We 
should use the secret trade route Africans have been using 
since 1310 to travel to the new world.”  Large populations of 
blacks can be found in Southern China, Mexico, Formosa, 
Australia, Malay Peninsula, India, and Indo-
China.  Caucasian scientists refuse to explain the Negroid 
finds in early Europe.  According to white scientists, the 
indigenous “black in color” people of India and Oceania have 
“no known origin.”    

According to JA Rogers, antiquity illustrates that 
recorded history was Negroid until Europeans emerged and 
began to extend themselves into the broader world of Africa 
and Asia during the 15th and 16th Centuries.  It is probably 
like characters in the Bible who remained black (African) until 
Rome invaded Egypt in 300 BC.  

Europe colonized black and brown mankind and 
conveniently rewrote history to show that Europeans were 
the only creators of “civilization.”  The events took place 700 
years before the “fallacious Caucasian discovery” of 
America.  Europeans referred to African Kings as Chiefs to 
avoid making them equal to European Kings.  The Chiefs 
could trace their lineage back thousands of years when Rome 
was nowhere to be seen on the map. Sixteen centuries passed 
before Charlemagne ruled in Europe and Egbert became the 
first King of England.  Seven hundred years still had to pass 
before the news rang out over the world of the discovery of 
America.  Menalik II “King of Kings,” “Lion of Judah” (1923) 
can be traced to King Solomon in the Bible whose ancestor 
was Abraham the father of all Jews and its descendent JESUS. 

The congressmen controlling Washington DC are 
descendants of slave-powered cotton plantations.  The pro-
slavery states of the 1850’s conform exactly to the pro-Bush 
states after the last US Election.  America is as polarized as it 
was during the Civil War 150 years ago.  The Bible was used 
to promote Dixiecrat prejudicial thinking.  The Catholic 
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Church used certain Bible texts to justify slavery and 
represents the genesis of racism.  In 1457, the Council of 
Cardinals met in Holland and sanctioned, as a righteous and 
progressive idea, the enslavement of black Africans for 
converting them to Christianity and for acquisition in the 
labor market as chattel property. 

Nations that win the wars write the history books.  
Caucasoid humans have changed the origin of 
civilization.  They iterate:  We have dabbled in racial 
engineering.  We have been successful in wiping out mass 
numbers of indigenous people.  We have classified and 
reclassified people into different races.  We have been 
successful in changing religious philosophies to meet the 
needs of the Caucasian Race.  We are busy in our scientific 
labs trying to clone people with blue eyes, blonde hair and 
white skin.  We have instituted biological germ warfare to 
produce AIDS and wipe out a massive number of blacks 
globally.  Assuredly, and by far the harder fate to us all which 
may amount to our very own extinction is the feeling that 
man thinks he can overcome Nature.  In the last analysis, we 
only mock Nature because we are at the point of extinction.   
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Chapter 4 

 

Producers of the Psychological White  

Dominance Center 

 
  

he issue of skin color is a serious matter among black 
folk. Skin bleaching is still alive and well and has 
spread into Africa and India.  Nothing can compensate 

for the self-hatred prevalence from people who bleach their 
skin.  The Fair & Lovely line of cosmetics has become a $250 
million industry in India. “Angel Food Attitudes” are taught 
by the media utilizing television, radio and the 
Internet.  Media has the wherewithal to compel its positive 
Angel Food and to impose its Devil’s Food dehumanized 
points-of-view to the world.  The never-ending Angel Food 
accent is the predictable outcome. Media produces a 
psychoanalytical setting to coerce a Brainwashing Persuasion 
Program.  The Angel Food Program is etched directly on the 
psyche of Americans.  Euro-American objectivity laterals are 
the combat pilots.  The world exists through media-
mastermind signifiers using the science of signified signs.  

Semiological Analysis (the science of signs) is a media 
analysis technique concerned primarily with how meaning is 
generated in “tests” (films, television, and other forms of 
media).  It contracts media signs, how the signs function, and 
the “language” created by the signs.  The analysis technique 
bargains with the signifier (communicator) and the signified 
(target). Media signifiers can besiege citizens with mind 
control messages expressing mainstream Angel Food ad hoc 
attitudes and behaviors.  It occurs when television programs 
portray mostly white actors and news anchors.  Psychological 

T 
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Operations convey and/or deny selected information used as 
indicators to its audiences.  It influences emotions, motives 
and objective reasoning.   

Fracturing of the human psyche occurs from the 
onset.  Alienation from the mainstream transpires when 
Devils’ Food and Marble bodies are grouped and labeled. 
Psychological Operations propagandize minds.  Music is a 
universal language, and a good example to show how things 
are grouped and labeled.  You can call it breaking up the 
Ghetto Culture of Defiance (Rap Music), or promotion of High 
Idealized American Religious Standards—Battle Hymn of the 
Republic—fire and brimstone. Magnificent media-perpetrated 
Angel Food aesthetic characters have appended its 
psychological operations.  

The fracturing has caused urban versus suburban 
thinkers exemplifying white-without-exception and black-
left-out.  The outcome generates conflicting white/black 
segments that prove to be a Psychological Subliminal Combat 
Operation.  In most cases, it causes love-white, hate-thy-black 
self-concept.  Everybody wants to be associated with white 
any way he can, whether pseudo or otherwise.  There are 
millions of “Mocking White Man Symbolizers”—Tiger 
(Negrito) Woods, Paula Abdul and Michael Jackson who 
reject black ethnicity for the selection of white authenticity.  

The Coercive Persuasion Program uses behavioral 
change technology to cause the learning and adoption of a set 
of behaviors and ideologies—the white lie.  The techniques of 
environmental and interpersonal manipulation suppress 
attitudes and train behaviors.  Over time coercive persuasion 
is MORE effective than pain, torture, physical force and legal 
threats.  The black psyche in this country started its process of 
alteration 400 years ago when slavery was legalized.  Strategy 
#1:  the “White Coercive Lobotomy” and the “Psychological 
Dominance Center” was designed by Euro-America.   
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The individual is prepared for thought reform through 
increased suggestibility.  Lengthened audio, visual, verbal, or 
tactile fixation drills laying straight up on top of another body 
in piled high feces and streaming yellow-brown urine; 
excessive exact repetition of routine activities—laying in the 
outdoor toilet for 40 days and nights; decreased sleep and 
nutritional restriction plus “kicking that black ass,” were a 
few of the alteration tactics used by slavers.   

Frantically, black bodies were caught up in The Middle 
Passage.  “Brand that Nigger for identification, put him in leg 
irons, and beat his ass until he gets in the stall.”  “The slaver 
is a ‘tight packer,’” but we will ‘dance you Niggras.’”  “Don’t 
think about escape or suicide.”  “If you survive the scurvy, 
flux and small-pox, you’ll be ‘Black Ivory’ in the new 
world.”               

Name-calling (Nigger/Niggras) can be considered 
Step One in propaganda techniques and has played powerful 
roles in the history of the world and in individual “black” 
degradation and decline.  Name-calling has ruined 
reputations but again has stirred men and women to 
outstanding accomplishments, sent others to prison cells, and 
made men mad enough to enter battlefields and slaughter 
fellowmen.  Name-calling has been and is applied to people, 
groups, gangs, tribes, colleges, political parties, 
neighborhoods, different states and sections of the country, 
nations and races (Institute for Propaganda Analysis, 1938). 

The name-calling technique (code words) links a 
person, or idea to an American transpired negative symbol: 
Black, Colored, Negro and Nigger.  The propagandist uses 
the technique hoping the audience will reject the person or the 
idea based on the negative symbol after looking at the 
ingrained negative evidence made available by him—the 
signifier. 
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Black men, women and children were separated from 
families and restrained in chains.  They endured beatings and 
murder, totally on the receiving end of the hunt, the capture 
and the kill.  Human beings were placed on slave ships and 
brought to the Americas to be sold into slavery.  The tactics 
worked.  The human beings who left Africa as Kings, Queens 
and Knights became beasts of the field in America.  The 
schemes were defined and upheld by the US Constitution and 
enforced by law. Black women were deemed heads-of-
households.  That is where matriarchal-baby producer 
originated.  Black men were stripped and depraved of their 
manhood and consecrated to a “learned helplessness” state of 
mind.  
            Efforts were made to establish considerable control 
over a person’s social environment, time, and sources of social 
support.  Social isolation was promoted. Contact with family 
and friends were abandoned.  The slave was nurtured so that 
he depended on the Master for mere economic means.  

The forerunner to forcible persuasion and 
brainwashing was easy to achieve through slave ship 
imprisonment.  Currently there is a correlation between the 
Slave Ship of 400 years ago and the current “Ghetto Jailer 
Battleship.”  The Slaver still stipulates the stockade.  Both 
methods use the “beat down system” and “bias law system” 
for incarceration purposes.  Currently, the “black List” penal 
institutions provide the same slave ship replica 
compartments.  Black men enter the institutions at the tune of 
35 percent for drug possession, 55 percent of all convictions 
and 74 percent of prison sentences because of an inequality of 
Federal sentencing rules for drug policies (Freedman, 35).   

In the US, human qualities of black men, women and 
babies were reduced to beasts of the field.  Language, 
traditions and cultural traits were wiped away.  Probably 
most devastating was the lawful commonality of denying a 
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birth name.  The slave child was listed as part of the 
livestock—first name only.  Group identity was abolished, 
history destroyed and isolation induced.  What kind of 
psychological degeneration developed (Thomas, 1+)?  

Each slave state had Slave Codes designed to keep 
slaves ignorant and in fear of white power. 
Example:  Apartheid was condemned in South Africa by 
America and the rest of the world but a glance over the 
shoulder shows that Apartheid is staunchly laden right here 
in the US of A.  The “White Lie:” slaves had to carry passes, 
and Africans ruled by the infamous Apartheid in South Africa 
had to carry passes.   The passes are becoming much like 
racial profiling in the US: “Driving While Black.”  

Slaves were forbidden to assemble in groups of more 
than five or seven while away from their home 
plantation.  They were forbidden to leave plantations without 
passes.  They were not allowed to marry, could not blow 
horns, beat drums or read books.  Slaves were forbidden to 
hold religious meetings without white witnesses. Black 
children were nurtured and molded to become matriarchal 
baby producers and career slaves.  Other provisions forbid 
slaves to raise their hands against whites and give every white 
person police power over all blacks—free or slave.  If a white 
person challenged a free black man, he was obliged to 
produce papers proving his freedom.  

This staunchly entrenched thought reform is best 
understood as a coordinated system of graduated persuasive 
influence and behavior.  Blacks have been taught to hate their 
own ethnicity.  The control was also designed for white 
people to also hate black ethnicity.  Deception and 
manipulation are continuously used to influence global 
citizens, both black and white, to deny an African origin of 
civilization.  
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The public will not accept researched proof that all 
races evolved from black.  One proof that comes to mind is 
the direct tracing of the Neanderthal to Bushmen of 
Africa.  The proof has been researched, recorded, and 
documented.  Euro-Americans have no idea of the 
documented proof, and those who are aware of the proof 
have filed the information away in a racial closet just like the 
quarter of the US population who have black ethnicity and 
now are passing for white/evolved white.           

The essential strategy used by those operating such 
programs is to systematically select sequence and coordinate 
numerous persuasion tactics over continuous periods of 
time.  The “whitewashed” coercive persuasion program used 
by the US Founding Fathers, the framers of the US 
Constitution, George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, James 
Madison and Alexander Hamilton has been quite 
effective.  Intense humiliation, loss of privilege, social 
isolation, social status changes, intense guilt, anxiety, 
manipulation and other techniques for creating strong 
aversive emotional arousals are examples of non-physical 
punishments used to abolish group identity.  

One way to abolish group identity in a political system 
is to set an agenda.  Example:  American History is based on 
myths.  Textbooks make references to the primitive man as 
Caucasian; Jews and Jesus Christ as Caucasian. Christopher 
Columbus discovered America. Napoleon Bonaparte 
conquered the world. The US won the Vietnamese War, and 
Martin Luther King, Jr. and the “Black Power Movement” 
were nothing more than Communist movements.   

The American Aboriginal believes Christopher 
Columbus and Adolf Hitler are synonymous—flip the script 
synchronization of thinking.    People who have their native-
born structure broken down are agents for White 
Supremacy!  African American minds have been 
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psychoanalyzed to the point of making sure certain thought 
patterns, actions, and feelings were created to synchronize 
with the American way.  Black people are the BESTEST tools 
that white men have in their possession to destroy the “black 
balled” black community. Non-whites still have doubts and 
are misguided about their own abilities, identity, and cultural 
intolerance unless they have assimilated into the accepted 
“Pseudo White Identity” realm.  Blacks imitate everybody but 
their own African American self.  The white man made sure 
of that.  He planted his seed while stealing black legacy and 
civilization.  

Blacks have ended up responding to the structure 
defined by someone other than themselves.  What you are is 
defined and/or given.  It is defined in ritual.  It is defined in 
interaction.  If the Native American Society has been 
shattered and social control defined in cues.  Tribal people 
will do whatever is most pleasurable to them under the 
circumstances.         

Not only is there a white majority being professed 
globally by Euro-Americans, there is also a denial of the 
African origin of civilization.  Whites will never accept 
researched proof that all races evolved from black.  The proof 
has been researched, recorded and documented.  Most Euro-
Americans have no idea of the proof, and those who are 
aware of the proof have filed the information away in a 
refusal racial closet.  One-fourth of the “so-called white” US 
population have black ethnicity but have crossed the color 
line to become authentically white.  

Euro-American scientists are scurrying around in their 
scientific labs mixing up fertility drugs, experimenting with 
cloning and developing bacterial eugenics to keep the 
Caucasian color line mortal.  Even the International Union of 
Anthropology and Ethnological Scientists have gotten into 
the act to re-classify black/brown people to make them 
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Caucasoid.  Scientists declare there is no such thing as race.  
The strategy is entrenched and upheld by the US legal 
system.  Certain secular psychological threats are used or are 
present:  failure to adopt the approved attitude, belief, or 
consequent behavior still leads to severe punishment (e.g. 
physical or mental illness), (AIDS in the black community) 
drug dependence (Crack is being dumped for the “crack 
stars”), economic collapse (loss of jobs or no jobs), social 
failure and disintegration, etc.  
 Boyd Ed Graves, J.D. discovered the United States’ 
secret 1971 Special ‘AIDS’ Virus Flow Chart in 1999.  Black 
and brown people have a gene called CCR5 Delta 32+.  On the 
opposite end of the spectrum is CCR5 Delta 32-.  The CCR5 
Delta 32- is a mutation of the original CCR5 Delta 32+.   The 
only people who have the Delta 32- gene are white people—
Nordic Europeans.  The 32- allele must be inherited from both 
parents to be immune from the test tube created HIV and 
AIDS.  The mutation does not have the required receptacles 
needed to “hold on” to the HIV and AIDS Disease.  The gene 
furnishes credence to the HIV/AIDS Disease being racially 
designed to eliminate “people of color.” 

About 10 percent of Europeans carry the CCR5 Delta 
32- mutation.  The incidence is only 2 percent in central Asia, 
and the mutation is completely absent among East Asians, 
Africans, and American Indians.  THAT SHOULD TELL YOU 
SOMETHING.  The HIV/AIDS enzyme is the product of 
many steps in the laboratory according to all scientific criteria 
in every independent ‘de novo’ review that has been 
conducted to date.  Science history shows ‘Aryan obsession’ 
with development of ethnic biological weapons targeting 
people of Negroid descent.  At present, it is unclear exactly 
when the genociders learned there was an exploitable 
difference within the blood of people with African Ancestry. 
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The American (Euro) scientists who created AIDS believed 
the Euro-American anthropology textbooks stating 
indigenous groups of people inhabiting all parts of the global 
world are Caucasian.  The scientists, therefore, felt safe to 
develop a disease that would wipe out all people with 
Negroid Ancestry.  Many of the indigenous people (now 
classified as white) are dying of AIDS because their “brown” 
skin contains the CCR532+ gene.  In effect, Caucasians have 

become victims of their own propaganda!!! 

 

  Shortly after the United States Congress appropriated 
money for offensive biological weapons to the CIA and US 
military in 1957, Negroid children on the Continent of Africa 
became afflicted with a “new” cancer (Burkitt’s 
Lymphoma).  In 2002, a new disease was killing African 
children that utilized the CCR5 delta 32 positive genes or 
indigenous to all people of color.  It became clear there was 
an obvious master plan to debilitate, incapacitate, eradicate 
and eliminate the populations of the world with African 
ancestry.  

Some people do not get AIDS even if they are 
repeatedly exposed to the virus (HIV) responsible for this 
usually fatal disease.  The people who are immune have 
inherited two copies of a rare mutant gene known as CCR5-
delta 32. They are homozygous. Those who are heterozygous 
apparently have a partial immunity or a delay in the onset of 
AID’s. Approximately 10 percent of Europeans now have the 
CCR5-delta 32 gene variants, but it is extremely rare or absent 
in other populations of the world.  Does that mean currently 
only 10 percent of all white people are Caucasian, and maybe 
the rest from mixed ancestry? 

Abolishment of group identity is resolutely laden.  If 
blacks/browns can’t be eradicated physically by 
governmental biological test tube sickness, there is the mental 
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segment. Being mentally sick will make you physically sick.  
There are mental weapons being used. Before 1986 there was 
no such thing as convicting a white person for committing a 
crime against a black person.  Until 1986 lawyers routinely 
bounced prospective jurors purely based on race.  The US 
Supreme Court ruled that blacks and members of other 
“cognizable groups” could not be preemptively purged 
(Close, 28).  Because of the divergent experiences whites find 
police testimony credible, whereas, blacks may not.  

In the 1994 State of California vs. Orenthal James 
Simpson, the jury of 9 blacks, 2 whites and 1 Hispanic were 
immediately accused of “jury nullification” ignoring the 
evidence to send a broader message.  White America felt a surge 
of outrage and refused to accept the juries’ findings.  White America 
thought justice was “black magically mocked.” The immediate 
response from the judicial system was to make it difficult for 
black juries to acquit black defendants.  There was an 
immediate push for a California amendment allowing “non-
majority” verdicts of 10-2, as well as new proposals that 
would limit “peremptory challenges” permitting lawyers to 
exclude jurors based on race (Close, 28).  

White America could hardly wait to rewrite the 
ending.  The civil trial would serve as pay back after the “not 
guilty” verdict was read in the criminal trial.  Simpson would 
be made liable for compensatory damages of $8.5 million.  A 
rational person asks: “How can he be held liable for a crime 
from which he has been acquitted?”  Only in America can 
folks rewrite laws to fit the Caucasian Mode and back it up 
with the Constitution.  

On February 4, 1997, the verdict for the Civil Trial was 
handed down.  President William Clinton’s “State of the 
Union” message started at 9 p.m. Eastern time.  The President 
informed the stations he was not going to hold up his “State 
of the Union” message for a verdict in the Simpson 
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trial.  Clinton wouldn’t “flip the script.”  National 
presidential precedence overshadowed “justice for just 
us.”   Clinton reminded America his State of the Union speech 
was a requirement by the Constitution.  Peter Jennings of ABC 
News kept referring to a Presidential/Simpson network 
competition.  

As the verdicts were read, a whoop of joy went up 
from the relatives of Nicole Simpson and Ronald 
Goldman.  Fred Goldman commented: “We finally got justice 
for Ron and Nicole.”  “This is all we ever wanted.”  “We have 
it.”  “Thank God.”  Denise Brown commented: “This is 
justice.”  The fugitive slave had been captured.  The 
newscasters kept saying: “Now that the case has been solved, 
we can get on with the business in America and hopefully the 
‘trial of the century will fade.’”  

Continually and perpetually it becomes a crime for 
blacks to be suspicious of criminal law and the legal system 
even though one-third 1/3 of all black males between the ages 
of 20 - 29 in America are within the criminal justice system.  In 
fact, the US penal system is much like slavery of the 1600 and 
1700’s.   Slavery was viewed as a system of controlling and 
exploiting labor just as it is today where large companies use 
prison labor to build products at $1.15 an hour in so-called 

prison industries.  “Prison life,” offers a better existence than 

living on the “outside.”   
Crime provides incarceration-tooling benefits, which 

are twofold.  The first provides a preventative pregnancy 
measure.  There are fewer black men on the streets; thus, 
creating a decline in the black birth rate.  The second is the 
realization of huge profits for conglomerates like Microsoft 
Corporation.  The modus operandi keeps the American 
economy strong as prisons account for America’s fourth 
largest growing industry.  
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Teenage pregnancies much like the Slave Era 
“Matriarchal System,” create a “Dependency on Welfare 
Mind-set.”  It teaches “learned helplessness” to young black 
women so they retain and remain in a constructed state of 
being set forth by Willie Lynch’s forefathers who now 
represent the majority or the standard US population.  Blacks 
are culturally dual citizens who can survive in all color sectors 
in the US.  Blacks have accepted the key concepts of Western 
institutions—a continual situation to be “noosed-up.”   

Johann Friedrich Blumenbach (1752-1840), a German 
anatomist and naturalist, was the originator of racial 
classifications.  He named the Caucasian Race in 1795 after the 
mountain range that straddles Russia and Georgia, Mount 
Caucasus.  He divided all humans into five groups defined by 
geography and appearance.  His writings were done before 
Darwin’s Evolutionary Theory.  

Blumenbach singled out the Caucasians as the group 
closest to the created ideal and then characterized all other 
groups by relative degrees of departure from his typical 
standard.  He ended up with a system that places a single race 
at the pinnacle, and then envisioned two symmetrical lines of 
departure away from this ideal toward greater and greater 
degeneration—whites at the top (Angel Food) and Africans at 
the bottom (Devils’ Food).  

Anthropology during the 15th - 18th Centuries is the 
forerunner of modern anthropology.  Anthropologists wrote 
treatises/lengthy papers trying to explain the origin and 
distribution of races, languages, and cultures that were 
brought in the European consciousness by world 
exploration.  By the 18th Century some philosophers viewed 
groups like the American Indians as living in a state of nature, 
uncorrupted by civilization, while another school viewed 
native peoples as the remnants of people who had fallen from 
a state of civilization into savagery.  
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Earlier anthropologists looked at the indigenous 
natives and asked questions different from those being asked 
today.  Where did you come from and how are you related to 
Christian Cosmology?  The answers were equivocal.  Some 
held Natives were noble savages living outside the biblical 
fall of man, while others concluded that natives were 
renegades from higher civilizations.  Scholars argued 
whether all races of mankind had had a single origin or 
multiple origins.  

Programs identified with the above-listed strategies 
have in common the elements to greatly modify a person’s 
self-concept, perceptions of reality, and interpersonal 
relations. When successful in inducing these changes, thought 
reform programs create the potential forces necessary for 
exercising undue influence over a person’s independent 
decision-making ability. It has turned all people into 
deployable agents for the “White Convincing Psychological 
Dominance Center” benefit without the individual’s 
knowledge or consent.  

Forcible persuasion programs started 400 years ago 
and are deeply rooted from “sea to shinning sea.” The Bible, US 
Constitution, American history books, and even the soils of 
grave yards are fortresses used to compel our forefathers as 
well as our families to the “Star Strangled Banner.”  Few of us 
realize that the psychological general practitioner has drilled 
hatred holes in our heads, so that “hate thyself” is impinged 
on the brain, and misrepresentation, denial and race 
theorizing shoot through our skulls like laser beams.  

All of us have been lobotomized into an acceptance of 
a “White Man National Refinement Position” here on 
Earth.  This acceptance has helped blacks justify the self-
denial of black merit.  Brain surgery is performed in a white 
sterile environment.  The brain nerve fibers have been 
severed with incisions that P-R-O-D-U-C-E white humanized 
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life where blacks are still “non-human.”  Remember what 
happened in Iraq and Afghanistan.  The sutures are an 
attempt to E-Q-U-A-L-I-Z-E white culture globally.  The 
relationship between the person and the coercive persuasion 
tactics are DYNAMIC in that while the force of the pressures, 
rewards, and punishments brought to bear on the person are 
considerable.  The tactics do not lead to a stable, meaningfully 
SELF-CHOSEN reorganization of beliefs or attitudes.  Rather, 
it leads to a sort of coerced compliance and a situation-ally 
required elaborate rationalization for the new conduct.  

To maintain the new attitudes, sustain the 
rationalization, and continue to unduly influence a person’s 
behavior over time, coercive tactics must be 
CONTINUOUSLY applied.  A fiery, hell and damnation 
guilt-ridden sermon delivered by hypocritical religious right 
TBN televangelist ministers or several hours with a high-
pressure salesman or other single so-called peaceful 
persuasions are sometimes the necessary orchestration of a 
SEQUENCED, CONTINUOUS, and carefully selected 
PROGRAM of surreptitious coercion.  The world exists 
through media-mastermind signifiers using the science of 
signs.   

It took 380 years for a coercive persuasion case to get 
the courts of law and be interpreted as compelling evidence 
of its own existence.   In the United States vs. Lee 455 US 252, 
257-258 (1982), the California Supreme Court found when a 
person is subjected to coercive persuasion without his 
knowledge or consent...He may develop serious and 
sometimes irreversible physical and psychiatric disorders, up 
to and including schizophrenia, self-mutilation, and 
suicide.  Oh, my goodness gracious!!!  

The Host Race has been able to get America to believe 
the most ludicrous things.  Doesn’t anybody ever stop to 
challenge media reasoning, constitutional democracy and 
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American politics, “Our National Think Tank?”  If a lie is 
repeated enough, people will believe it, especially a big lie.  
Read the successive intellectual legitimacies with logical 
contradictions set up by America the Beautiful Establishment. 
           Situation 1: Misdemeanors Synonymous with 
Monica: (The Blow Job of the Century).  The Republican Party 
tried to orchestrate the coup de tat’ of the century.  If the same 
thing happened in Cuba, India or China, reports would rain 
down on the global world as: “Overthrow! —Third World 
Government Attempted Ousting of Its Leadership.”   

Article I of the US Constitution, the Legislative Article 
gives the House of Representatives the sole power to 
impeach, and the Senate the sole power to try all 
impeachments.  Impeachment language is very sparse in the 
US Constitution.  A public official must be found guilty and 
convicted of Treason, Bribery or other High Crimes and 
Misdemeanors.  Only one president, Andrew Johnson, was 
impeached in 1868, but the Senate failed by one vote to muster 
the two-thirds necessary to support the charges.  Richard 
Nixon resigned on August 9, 1974; to avoid impeachment 
after the House Judiciary committee recommended three 
articles of impeachment against him.  

Our founding fathers, George Washington and 
Thomas Jefferson, were the presidents who committed 
Authentic High Crimes and Misdemeanors.  They reduced 
black slaves to the level of chattel on their plantations.  The 
real perjury and obstruction of justice should have been for 
determining that African slaves were three-fifths of a human 
being (Three Fifths Compromise).  

Eighty-four percent of all blacks supported 
Clinton.  Could this be the real reason for the President’s 
congressional demise?  Clinton arouses hatred among the 
conservative Caucasian media like no other president before 
him not even the “hoe,” John F. Kennedy or the “nefarious 
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Richard Nixon.” Clinton gave blacks access to the presidency 
and the White House making many heavyweights 
uncomfortable.  Vernon Jordan shared a high-profile 
friendship with the President and made other black faces 
personal secretaries—the gatekeepers—one of the most 
powerful public offices in the world.  Clinton appointed a 
record number of blacks to his cabinet, federal agencies and 
staff.  He took Africa seriously, embarking on a two-week 
tour to the Continent.  
            Situation 2:  The cost to rebuild Iraq after the Iraq War 
was $2 trillion dollars.  The war in Afghanistan cost 
Americans $900 Billion to REBUILD after NATO’s 
PEACEKEEPING (FARCE) Forces bombed bridges, homes, 
television stations, etc. Reader, do you understand?  That is 
why Japan could surpass the US in manufacturing and steel 
the automobile industry for the past two decades.  After 
World War II, Japan was rebuilt by the US with the latest 
technology while the US trucked along with aging 
manufacturing plants.  Japan and now China and India 
continue to dump cars, steel and electronic devices.  US 
citizens wonder why they no longer have the manufacturing 
jobs that were available 50 years ago.  
            Situation 3:  Just before the turn of the century Amadou 
Diallo, a West African immigrant from Guinea was viciously 
gunned down to the deadly tune of 41 bullets.  According to 
the medical examiners report, Diallo was hit 19 times in New 
York City.   The four New York undercover police officers 
said they were looking for a serial rapist and wanted to 
question Diallo.  It was reported when the police approached 
him, Diallo reached inside his pocket.  That is when the police 
fired the 41 shots.  Diallo had no weapon or prior criminal 
record.  All they found were a beeper and keys.  One year 
later the four police officers were found not guilty after the 
trial was moved to Albany, New York.  
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            Situation 4:  Rodney King Uprising - The acquittal of 
two white police officers caused the 1992 Los Angeles 
Riots.  The press reported: “Look at what happens when 
black racism reacted to perceived white racism?”  The riot was 
referred to as “The Rodney King Uprising.”  There is failure 
to see how this can be called the “Rodney King 
Uprising.”  King was laying flat on the ground with a bloody 
battered face and body.  Did he rise or was he beaten 
down?  Do you get it?      
            Situation 5: The bronze coffin that transported the 
body of President John F. Kennedy was secretly dropped into 
the Atlantic Ocean more than two years after his assassination 
to prevent it becoming an object of morbid curiosity.  Kennedy 
was buried at Arlington National Cemetery in a mahogany 
coffin.  There have been lingering questions about what 
happened to the silk-lined bronze casket seen in countless 
newsreels that brought the body of the slain president from 
Parkland Hospital in Dallas to Washington after he was 
assassinated November 22, 1963.  A memo described how a 
National Archives official removed the padding and bored 42 
half-inch holes in the metal casket.  Three 80-pound bags of 
sand were placed inside to make sure it would sink.  

Situation 6:  Eligible for Massive Ravaging - Black 
children in Memphis, Tennessee, “eligible” for free vaccines 
under the Vaccines for Children (VFC) Program were being 
targeted for mandatory vaccination with the newly licensed 
high-potency pediatric hepatitis “A” vaccine. A group of 
Memphis parents, protesting the forced injection of black 
children without informed consent have filed a $500 million 
lawsuit against vaccine maker SmithKline Beecham.  

In January 1996, SmithKline Beecham sent lobbyists to 
Tennessee.  They persuaded state legislators to support the 
introduction of a bill in the State House mandating children 
be fully vaccinated against hepatitis “A” before being allowed 
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to attend kindergarten or nursery school.  In the bill an 
epidemic was defined as 50 cases per 100,000 
people.  SmithKline Beecham tried to get another “license” 
from the FDA to market high-potency hepatitis A vaccines for 
children between two and 18 years old.  

The Memphis City School System sent out a memo to 
“selected principals” of 14 junior high and high schools in 
Shelby County stating: “The County Health Department has 
determined that the Hepatitis an Epidemic (which did not 
exist) has not been stemmed.”  In cooperation with the health 
department, “no student aged 17 or under, will be allowed to 
continue enrollment without documentation of receipt of the 
Hepatitis A shot.”  All but two of the targeted 14 schools 
contained most black students. In the two predominantly 
white schools, only those black students bused into those 
schools were required to get the vaccines.  

Haiti has been an off-shore drug research laboratory 
for decades.  Now 250,000,000 doses of the EZ Measles 
vaccine have been administered to what the US has titled 
“Third World” countries.  What does “Third World” mean 
anyway? It is just another white code word/phrase.  It takes 
from six months to three years for the children to die when 
death ensues from the vaccine.  

Your Last Chance to be Pseudo White:  The leaders of 
this nation who want to regroup are listening to “house 
niggas” who want to shed the titles “biracial” and “mixed,” 
much like the titles of the slavery era, “quadroon” and 
“octoroon” and be referred to by the code word 
“multiracial.”  You have been charmed and/or hexed.  Don’t 
you realize the titles are the same titles blacks received during 
slavery?  It is merely a ploy to categorize “house niggers” and 
“field niggas” akin to 400 years ago.  In the end, you still 
won’t be white. The only place where white color has any 
legitimacy is in the black neighborhood where psychological 
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outlooks have been altered and the mind-set is 
lopsided.  Master also means leader, teacher, and chief, God, 
Messiah and Supreme Being.  Make your choice wisely not 
white—ingly.  White means WITHOUT.  

Black people are thought to be the Parasite Race.  The 
farce situations expose awareness to the human Angel Food 
psyche.  WEB Dubois once said, “Men of America, the 
problem is plain before you. Here is a race transplanted 
through the criminal foolishness of your fathers.  Whether 
you like it or not the millions are here, and here they will 
remain.  If you do not lift them up, they will pull you down.” 
And I add:  We have liberated ourselves through slavery!   
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Chapter 5 
 

Invisible Men 

 
air and unfair may be referents to the topics covered in 
the following pages, but bygone events are being 
unfastened in straightforward language for clarity.  The 

following words made into paragraphs are merely outcries of 
normalcy from every day occurrences in the US of A.  Read 
between the lines and translate the code words.   

Patterns of behavior are learned after bringing both 
positive and negative thought patterns into 
consciousness.  What we perceive to be correct information 
acts as a catalyst for the human conscious. Most times people 
are unaware of erroneous information being provided in 
every day life situations even at the conscious level.  Translate 
the code words.  For centuries whites have used benign code 

F 

http://www.factnet.org/
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words on the surface.  Blacks are survivors of a dichotomy 
world and have always been able to “read between the 
lines.”  The average American fails to see the “cancer” of the 
codes. 

My objective is to present the matched and unmatched 
parallels that race melodramas play out in this 
country.  Hopefully this book will provide insight to the 
reader after receiving his/her daily information dosage via 
the media.  It must be noted that the media represents 
mainstream America.  Therefore, normality represents the 
news, ideas, contents, and concepts generated by the old 
guard.  

The long-time running big screen spectacle Oreo Cookie 
reversed out Vanilla Wafer is an academy winning full-length 
feature publicized in this country “twenty-four 
seven.”  Performing black men turn slowly inside out 
symbolizing a cream filled albino.  Their pigment disappears 
under the radiation of an invisible imp titled “E-
Lite.”  Gradually they might detect their transparency but 
continue stupidly to live in the big screen exhibition shining 
their E-Lites. 

Observable behavior and the process of learning go 
together as we watch what naturally occurs in Euro-
America.  Ask yourself the following: white America refers to 
African Americans as black with no differentiation in skin 
color, while black America is obsessed with skin color.  Why 
do we make the color comparisons—dark, brown-skinned, 
paper sack tan, redbone, fair, light and bright?  What is good 
and bad hair?  What are good and bad neighborhoods?  Why 
do suburban-living blacks expel great pride?  Why do black 
men lust after and covet white women, including the fat, 
lardy, homely, and low strata judging them to be dazzling 
and beautiful?  
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There is a boastful attitude in the black community 
when making the statements: “My Grandmother had that 
Indian hair.”  “My Granddaddy was a white man?”  Why do 
African American hair care companies make blonde hair 
dye?  Some blacks still use the bleaching cream advertised 
not-so-long-ago in national African American 
magazines.  Why do Negroid people wear blue/green contact 
eyes?  Why is the urban population in the US a majority 
black?  Why is there a lopsided black majority in US jails and 
prisons?  For everyone (1) black male who attends college, 
there are 100 who end up in prison.  Why is there a 
disproportionate white majority shown on television 
programs and in movies?  Based on black/white population 
figures does “large corporate America” employ fewer blacks 
than whites?  Why were the forgotten people who were left to 
die after Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans a majority black?  
Is the “Willie Lynch Syndrome” in play here? 

At one time only black entertainers and professional 
athletes married white.  Currently, there seems to be a white 
woman epidemic in America.  The toplofty answer:  Every 
thought and action is carried out for Caucasian E-Q-U-A-L-I-
Z-A-T-I-O-N to shine never-endingly on harvest E-lites—up 
in the sky. 

We use our eyes to gather information and translate it 
into a form that communicates with the brain.  The brain 
produces visual perception from the incoming sensory 
information influenced by way or our memories.  We simply 
see what is there.  Some have lost the ability to distinguish 
between what is real and what is imagined.  Specific patterns 
of behavior become evident after watching people in their 
natural habitat over a long period of time.  

Example:  In the past 400 years we have learned a 
“rapping-order” way of life.  The Natural Order—whites 
killed blacks during slavery.  “Nigga Hunting Season” was 
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chosen randomly to humor the “Good Ole Boys” who were 
upstanding “God Fearing” townspeople.  Blacks had better 
not kill whites; therefore, blacks were inadvertently taught to 
kill blacks.  The guns are turned inward within black 
neighborhoods.  Humans have the amazing ability to adapt 
to the demands of a totem pole hierarchy way of life. 

Why do we cringe when slavery is being discussed?  It 
is because the discussion of slavery is a discussion of 
race.  Most black Americans do not want to be categorized as 
“black Americans” and fail to consciously realize that we 
remain “African Americans” among the Americans.  Full 
blood, half blood, what’s the difference bellows American 
Natives!   We’re still Indians.  The difference is made when a 
white mother has black children and cannot psychologically 
accept what she has done.  She inherently assumes her white 
birthright and proclaims to America that her children are not 
black.   

“My children are many races” Mama White 
exclaims.  Before Mama White yearned to be loved by a black 
man, her forefathers craved black women.  Ask yourself the 
following question: “What is the urgency to legally recognize 
“multiracial ethnicity” and a “multiracial category” for the 
black gene when 73 percent of all blacks in America come 
from multiracial backgrounds?”  The real reason for people 
being classified within a category that downplays Negroid 
stock is like “crossing the color line” to white—writ of habeas 
corpus by the US government.  The term “multiracial” brings 
black ancestry closer to white.  Will the “multiracial category” 
bring back one-quarter of the black population who has 
crossed the color line in the past 300 years to become white?  I 
wouldn’t hold my breath in anticipation of the curly hair 
(Negroid stock) coming back to be “multiracial” black.  

Have we lost the ability to distinguish between what is 
imagined and what is real?  We see and hear stories of 
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discrimination every day but do not want to be involved 
because “we aren’t like those other black people they talk 
about on the news.”  Some how we have stepped out of our 
“psychological black selves” and no longer see black even 
though our commonality is color.  We have evolved into 
mainstream white America accepting the “NATURAL order” 
disproportionate allotment for everything in life to which 
whites are continually given the first choice. 

As an author, I know that using slavery, as the focal 
point for discussions is disturbing to both black/white 
Americans.  America is sick and tired of the topic.  The two-
line snippet in US history books serves as a complete down 
play of issues concerning slavery and racial atrocities. 
“DON’T CALL ME A SLAVE!!!”  We should be standing up 
tall to proclaim the mistreatment but instead fall back into a 
closet hoping that white America will not realize that our 
forefathers were “once black slaves.”  I iterate the word 
“black” in this case.  Whites weren’t slaves.  They were 
indentured servants.  Americans feel there were never 
atrocities committed against blacks.  America will turn 
around and discuss the behooving issues surrounding the 
“Great Holocaust” of Jews and Gypsies.  Evidence remains 
that both physical and psychological slavery exists in 
America.  The US populous has come to accept the “black 
eminent domain” and salvage slavery charity. 

Nazi Germany’s atrocities have been played to the 
theatrical hilt.  The histrionic topic given to the brutalities 
committed against human kind during the 1930’s and 1940’s 
was the “Great Holocaust,” but “America’s Auschwitz” 
remains an existent entity.  There continues to be human 
experimentation and deaths equated to people of color by 
Euro-America.  The American Aboriginal equates 
Christopher Columbus to Adolf Hitler, but the US hasn’t 
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embellished that “Hitler Concept.” It still celebrates 
Columbus Day the second Monday of October. 

Columbus thought he had reached the East Indies in 
his voyage across the Atlantic.  Therefore, he named the 
Natives “Indians.” The title is inappropriate but has never 
been changed.  The ancient people who lived in the Americas 
were called “Anasazi” by the Caucasian media (Reader’s 
Digest, 58).  The indigenous people were speakers of Siouan 
or Algonkian (Micmac) Languages (Encyclopedia Britannica, 
52). A more appropriate name for the Natives should have 
been Siouan or Algonkian not red men, redskins, or INGINS. 

In 1492 Indigenous North, Central, and South 
American people amounted to 100 percent of the 
population.  In the new millennium, they amount to less than 
1 percent of the total.  In the early 1900’s the population of 
Indigenous people in North America had reached their lowest 
point.  In the US alone this population had declined to some 
800,000.  In Canada, like the US, Indigenous people have been 
consigned to largely desolate land areas.  The process of 
assimilation began through the Bureau of Indian 
Affairs.  Residence, schools, and control of political and 
economic systems were the instruments used to criminalize 
Native cultures.  Native people, like those in Canada, were 
viewed as obstacles to be crushed in the drive for economic 
profits. 

In both America and Australia an American scholar 
asserts, smallpox-infected blankets were introduced to 
“exterminate disgusting indigenous people.”  Aborigine 
death in Australia was reduced by 25 percent, followed by 
“hunting propensities” of the settlers.  Flour issued as rations 
to the Aborigines was poisoned. There was a massive 
indigenous population loss in central Australia between 1860 
and 1895.  Forty (40) per cent, of the Aborigine population, 
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were (mostly) shot in what was euphemistically called 
“dispersal.” 

A Native Police lieutenant, giving evidence in 1861, 
was asked what “dispersing” meant. “Firing at them,” was 
his reply, but “I gave strict orders not to shoot any “gins” 
(Aboriginal women). Another euphemism was that troopers 
were out shooting “kangaroos.” An early observer, EM Curr, 
writing in The Australian Race in 1886, concluded: “The white 
race seems destined, not to absorb, but to exterminate the 
blacks of Australia.” 

The US profited from the colonization of the Americas 
and conducted lavish 500-year celebrations in honor of the 
“Discovery of the Americas” in 1992.  Spain spent billions of 
dollars for celebrations in conjunction with Expo ’92 in 
Seville.  In Columbus, Ohio, a $100 million quincentennial 
celebration entertained several million tourists.  The 
Association of South America’s Catholic Bishops organized a 
gathering to celebrate the “fifth century of the evangelization 
of the Americas” to be presided over by the Pope.  There was 
a wide selection of museum exhibits, films, TV shows, books 
and many other products and activities focusing on 
Columbus and the “Discovery.”  All presented one 
interpretation of the 500 years following 1492. 

Are Columbus and Hitler synonymous in several 
ways?  In remembrance of the “Great Holocaust,” there are 
dedicated museums, books and 7,000,000 sites and articles on 
the Internet to educate Euro-America of the great desolation 
suffered by Jews.  There are many similarities to the carnage 
of Auschwitz and the tragedies linked to slavery in the 
Americas that have been ignored by historians or even 
accepted similarly as atrocities.  Adolf Hitler ordered the 
extermination of Jews and Gypsies between the years of 1942-
5.  Before eradication the German Government used Jews to 
perform human medical and chemical research in 
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Dachau.  The end of World War II had deliberately killed six 
(6) million Jews by the Nazis, mostly in Auschwitz. 

Hitler ordered the extermination of Jews because they 
were Negroid.  The hematological research of Professor AE 
Mourant shows all Jews throughout the world, except for 
some small, semi-barbarous, and insignificant tribes of 
“converts” here and there, have an admixture of at least 10 
percent Congoid (African) blood.  The US has always been 
quick to say: “Jewish is not a race but a religion.”  Masking 
the blackness is the real purpose.  This is not a revolutionary 
concept discovered by Professor Mourant.  Revolutionary 
seems to be the exception and acceptance of Euro-
Americans.  Just go back to Egypt and the 18th Dynasty.  
Abraham and Moses were born within this dynasty (The 
Genetics of Jews, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1978). 

The US is magnanimous, wise, and 
unconquerable.  Americans were lead to believe in the 1950’s, 
1960’s, and 1970’s the Nation was powerful enough to protect 
all free nations from Communist aggression on planet 
Earth.  America still finds the need to prove itself 
psychologically as a global power.  The battles and 
revolutions in which America has been engaged display an 
exact pattern.  America has beat up and bullied small 
countries—some the size of Connecticut.  The psychological 
ploys have always been for its citizens to see more when there 

was less.  
In the 1960’s and 1970’s America helped lots of military 

coups throughout the world.  Later, with Ronald Reagan and 
Bush Daddy, the Washington Consensus has been 
demolishing the bases of Global economies to make them 
more and more dependent.  Now things have been made 
much worse.  Now there is the Colombia Plan—the exchange 
of rain forest for pieces of external debt, abandonment of the 
position of third party in negotiations between IRA and 
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England and between Palestinians and Israel. All those 
mistakes in US external politics made your country more 
hatred than before, and, of course, more vulnerable.  

“Success feeds the appetite of aggression,” blurted 
Richard Nixon.  Nixon visited Cuba in 1954 and praised 
competence of the Fulgencio Batista dictatorship, but the CIA 
overthrew the democratic government in Guatemala. 
Washington grew obsessed with the expropriation of 
American property in Cuba. The free world was confronted 
by a premeditated plan of Chinese expansion, and North 
Vietnam was the spearhead.  With the militant aggression of 
Asian Communism at its headquarters in Peking, China, the 
US claimed a “threat to world peace” and the Vietnam War 
was declared.   

In 1969 Nixon initiated secret B-52 raids over 
Cambodia.  He said it was to “clean out major enemy 
sanctuaries.”  The invasion of Cambodia set off the most 
widespread and intense college protests in American 
history.  In 1970 soldiers in Vietnam were wearing peace 
symbols and refusing to go into combat.  The use of marijuana 
was common, and 10 – 15 percent of the troops were addicted 
to heroin.  “Fragging”—the use of fragmentation grenades to 
kill unpopular officers was a common occurrence.  On May 4, 
1970, four students were killed and 10 wounded by National 
guardsmen at Kent State University in Ohio as they protested 
the war.   

In the Iran-Contra Affair of 1986 the US used covert 
action to change policies and regimes in other countries.  Late 
in the century there was the Bosnian and Chechnya 
Wars.  The Kosovo Crisis signified a “white lie” illustration 
that occurred just at the turn of the millennium.  It serves as a 
good example of “white without exception.”  A 
correspondent report (#2-249078) and UN officials in Angola 
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reported an “extreme” humanitarian crisis far worse than the 
one in Kosovo.   

Look at what happened in Bosnia.  The US 
Government went to Bosnia to teach President Slobodan 
Milosevic a lesson. They bombed the country leaving 
thousands of people homeless and hundreds of 
dead.  Alienation from the mainstream transpires when 
Devils’ Food and Marble bodies are grouped and labeled—
Osama Bin Laden. Psychological Operations propagandize 
minds.  America has promoted High Idealized American 
Religious Standards—GOD BLESS AMERICA!  Magnificent 
media-perpetrated Angel Food aesthetic characters have 
appended its psychological operations. 
          The Afghanistan and Iraq Wars started by the Bush 
Administration have shattered the world economy with oil 
prices reaching an all time high level.  Semiological Analysis 
(the science of signs) is a media analysis technique used all the 
time by Washington.  The George W. Bush Administration 
spent $1.62 billion on public relations propaganda contracts 
over two and a half years. Most of the money was spent by 
the Defense Department to recruit soldiers for the wars in 
Afghanistan and Iraq. It contracts media signs—Arab 
Terrorists, how the signs function—Arab Terrorists, and the 
“language” created by the signs which all point to the Arab 
Terrorist.  The analysis technique bargains with the signifier 
(communicator) and the signified (target).  Media signifiers 
can besiege citizens with mind control messages expressing 
mainstream Angel Food ad hoc attitudes and behaviors all in 
the name of Jesus!  Psychological Operations convey and/or 
deny selected information used as indicators to its 
audiences.  It influences emotions, motives and objective 
reasoning.    
            1950’s to early 1970’s—INDOCHINA:  During US 
military involvement in Laos and other parts of Indochina, 
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Air America flew opium and heroin throughout the 
area.  Many GI’s in Vietnam became drug addicts.  A 
laboratory built at CIA headquarters in Northern Laos was 
used to refine heroin.  After a decade of American military 
intervention, Southeast Asia became the source of 70 percent 
of the world’s illicit opium and the major supplier of raw 
materials for America’s heroin market. 
            1966-68 Operation Guatemala:  In Guatemala alone, 
8,000 people were slaughtered by Guatemalan soldiers under 
the direction of US Green Beret advisors; US pilots flew US 
planes on bombing missions.  Paramilitary groups/death 
squads hunted down “subversives” in collaboration with the 
government, military, multinationals, and landowners.  The 
main targets of this campaign, dubbed were the Central 
American Mayan people (Native Central Americans). 
            1970’s GI Heroin Epidemic:  The CIA denies being part 
of the epidemic, but there is evidence to support the charge 
the agency had something to do with the GI drug 
addictions.  The strongest evidence comes from the Vietnam 
War Era when the CIA turned a blind eye to President 
Nguyen Van Thieu—a South Vietnamese leader, who was up 
to his eyeballs in heroin trafficking that, hooked thousands of 
American black GIs. 
            1968 Agency for International Development 
(AID):  Between 1968 and 1972, “funds earmarked for 
population programs through legislation and obligated by 
AID amounted to more that $250 million.”  The main thrust 
of population control was sterilization.  South America 
received the largest percentage of funding with the 
distribution of educational material, birth control pills, IUDs, 
and other pharmaceuticals developed by a profitable gene 
and biotechnology industry.  Between 1965 and 1971, an 
estimated 1 million women in Brazil had been sterilized. 
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The US government has passed laws for the humane 
treatment of laboratory animals, but the same laws have not 
protected human beings used for medical 
experimentation.  The foregoing lists just a diminutive few of 
the better-known medical and chemical deceptions that were 
performed and are still being performed by the Euro-
American scientific world including sterilization, injections 
with contagious diseases and biochemical drugs, unlicensed 
vaccines, and psychoactive chemicals and drugs much like 
the tactics of eradication used in Auschwitz.  America’s urban 
areas are much like the Nazi Dachau Concentration Camps: 
“Democracy’s Dachau.” 

 
 
 

I’m an invisible man, and it placed me in a 
hole—or showed me the hole I was in, if you 
will—and I reluctantly accepted the fact.  What 
else could I have done?  Once you get used to 
it, reality is as irresistible as a club, and I was 
clubbed into the cellar before I caught the 
hint.  That is a lesson for history.  You carry 
part of your sickness within you as an invisible 
man.  You try to place it in the outside 
world.  It comes upon you like that strange 
disease and that affects those black men whom 
you see turning slowly from black to albino, 
their pigment disappearing as under the 
radiation of some cruel invisible ray.  You go 
along for years knowing something is wrong, 
and then suddenly you discover that you’re as 
transparent as air, but you continue stupidly to 
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live.  But live you must, and you can either 
make passive love to your sickness or burn it 
out and go on to the next conflicting phase 
(Ellison, 572-75). 

 
 

 
Wars are not won on the battlefield.  Wars are won in the 

minds of the people. (Unknown) 
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Chapter 6 

 

Theology Tethers:  The Whitewashed 

Whoring of Christianity 

 
 large burly black man stands in the pew of a Christian 
Church holding a Service Hymnal in his hand.  The 
church pews are filled with parishioners dressed in 

their Sunday’s finest attire including manicured diamond 
studded fingernails and Italian made shoes.  The mixture of 
expensive colognes fills the air.  Reverend Pork Chop has 
called the Sunday worship service to order.  At that moment, 
a male parishioner’s tongue and larynx automatically start 
working overtime as the song director stands before the 
congregation. 
      The man’s vocal cords tighten.  A silk tie drapes over 
his Armoi suit and tightens like a noose around his neck.  The 
reverberation from his larynx gets higher and higher, and his 
head bobs up and down.  His diamond-studded ear reflects a 
light prism that would blind your eyes. His lips part and all 
you can see are his gold tootha’s.  Air is forced suddenly over 
his vocal cords, and the vibration produces the following 
words:    
 

Whiter Than Snow (1872) 
  

Purge me with hyssop, and I shall be clean: wash me, and I shall be 
whiter than snow, (Psalms 51).  Now, where did snow come from 

as mentioned in the Old Testament?   

A 
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(Note:  There was snow at Mt. Hermon, Lebanon, in the Sinai, 
United Arab Emirates, and Simen Range, Ethiopia). 

 
Lord Jesus, I long to be per-fect-ly whole; I want the for-ever 
to live in my soul; Break down ev-ery I-dol, cast out ev-ery 
foe; 
 

Chorus  
  

Now wash my, and I shall be whiter than snow; Whiter than snow, 
yes, whiter than snow; Now wash me, and I shall be whiter than 
snow (Nicholson, 428). 

 

Note:  Black skin is the foe because this black man 
“longs to be perfectly whole”—to be whiter than 
snow.”  In Psalm 51, King David writes “Surely, I 
was sinful at birth, sinful from the time my mother 
conceived me.  Surely you desire truth in the inner 
parts; you teach me wisdom in the inmost 
place.  Cleanse me with hyssop, and I will be clean; 
wash me, and I will be whiter than snow.”  The 
prophet Isaiah uses the phrase similarly when he 
stated, “Though your sins be as scarlet, they will be 
whiter than snow”.  Here we go again with 
interpretations of Biblical verses.   

 
The hymn was written in 1872 when blacks were 

considered 3/5’s of a white person (Three-Fifths 
Compromise).  Why was such a hymn written?  Why would 
black Christian church parishioners sing the hymn?  The 
preceding hymn is just a microscopic part of the format 
representing the saturating subliminal and racist tools that 
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have been beating people “up side their head” of hundreds of 
years.  White means pure, innocent, spotless, trustworthy, 
honorable, good, auspicious, and beneficent.  The 
brainwashing racist tools have come in the form of words and 
actions producing superficial schisms in our US white super-
imposed “brotherhood of country” and “stick it together” 
global world.  

Common Sense Sacredness: Churchgoers are tethered 
in Caucasian European and American Theology hiding 
ancestral Black African Christendom History.  The Theology 
Tether keeps churchgoers gagged and bound in the 
Caucasian Church of God not realizing the Roman Church 
brought them to slavery in the “name of Jesus.”  Lily white 
Jesus hangs in the sanctuary and the congregation sings in 
unison:  Oh wash me, and I will be whiter than snow.  Ham’s black 
Egypt and Canaan (formerly modern Palestine and then 
Israel) have no significance because parishioners are caught 
up in a Caucasian “Sanctified Sham.”  If the Theology Tethers 
were removed so the black images of Abraham, Moses, King 
Solomon, and Jesus were hanging in the sanctuaries, on the 
pulpits and printed on Bible end pages, screaming would 
ensue a “bloody execution of Christianity.” 

The Genesis of Racism:  Portugal initiated the 
movement of international expansion and claimed Africa, 
Asia, South America and the West Indies.  The territories fell 
within the scope of the Roman Church (1455) giving the 
Church an imagined omnipotent authority to deliver infidel 
(atheist) people to servitude.  In 1457, the Council of 
Cardinals met in Holland and sanctioned, as a righteous and 
progressive idea, the enslavement of black Africans for 
converting them to Christianity and for acquisition in the 
labor market as chattel property.  This scheme speedily 
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gained the sanctimonious blessing of the Pope and became a 
standard policy of the Roman Catholic Church later taking 
root in the Protestant Churches (Rogers, ix-xx).  

 

Times Online (Oct 2005) reported the “Catholic 
Church no longer swears by truth of the Bible” The 
hierarchy of the Roman Catholic Church published a 
teaching document instructing the faithful that some 
parts of the Bible are not actually true.  The Catholic 
bishops of England, Wales and Scotland are warning 
their 5,000,000 worshippers, as well as others drawn 
to the study of scripture; they shouldn’t expect total 
accuracy from the Bible. 

 
  OH REALLY! The Roman Church reconstructed the 
Bible to fit the needs of Rome.  Intolerance in America is used 
microscopically—meaning racism by whites has become so 
minute, nobody notices the day-after-day indoctrination.  
Christianity is a religious hodgepodge put together by the 
Council of Nicaea in AD 325.  It was an endeavor to 
amalgamate the many religions of the Roman Empire into 
one.  Its alleged writer wrote none of the gospels, and none of 
the NT text can be found in writings prior to the beginning of 
the second century.   The Roman historian Tacitus 
wrote the Annals and Histories in AD 55 - AD 115.  In his 
writings, he tells how Rome functioned in the 1st century.  The 
Church of Rome (Book of Romans) took control of 
Christianity and most of the Church Fathers on whom we 
depend for our understanding of customs and history.  The 
way we view the people of the Bible was carved out by Rome 
from the 1st to 3rd centuries AD.   
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The Romans and Greeks of that era called Africa by the 
name “Ethiopia” and sometimes “Melos” (short for melanin).  
Africa extended from modern day Asia and the Middle East 
to all of Africa and India.  This information is crucial to 
understanding what information is included in the Bible.  
Israel was a part of Africa too!  It was a colony of Egypt that 
is now the Sudan—Niger and Ethiopia—an origin of the 
Egyptian and source of the Nile River.  It is currently known 
as Uganda, the center of modern Africa.  

Christianity plagiarizes older myths and legends 
historicized to suit the Roman Catholic Church while 
combining the numerous religions that existed at the time 
(Krishna, Horus, Mithraism, Osirian, Isis, and many other 
mystery religions).  You can believe if the religions have been 
termed “mystery,” the mysteries can all be linked back to 
Africa. 
   

After the final destruction of Jerusalem and Judea by 
the Romans in 135 AD, the Jerusalem Church was 
taken over by non-Jews.  From this destruction, 
Eusebius says: “In this way the city was closed to the 
Jewish Race and suffered the destruction of its 
former inhabitants.  It was colonized by an alien race, 
and the Roman city which subsequently arose, 
changed its name in honor of the emperor then 
reigning” (S., Acharya 37-8).  

 
Christianity emerged about AD 300.  The Roman 

Empire became Christian, and Christianity became the 
Roman Empire.  Gaius Aurelius Valerius Diocletianus, better 
known as Diocletian, assumed the throne of Emperor in AD 
284, ending almost 50 years of anarchy, with over 25 men 
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claiming the throne. In AD 312, Constantine invaded Rome.  
He held a rightful claim to being Emperor, and at that point 
regained his throne by defeating his enemy Maxentius. 
According to sources, Constantine used a Christian insignia 
he saw in a dream to adorn his men’s shields.  They won.  He 
became the sole Emperor over the mighty Roman Empire.  

Some sources believe Constantine was just a wily 
politician, and used Christianity to unify his empire, as 
opposed to suppressing something he perhaps saw as 
inevitable.  Other sources believe that he had been truly 
converted, had acknowledged the Christian God as supreme 
and had determined to obey Him. Constantine went down in 
history as the first Christian monarch.  

In AD 330, Constantine founded the new capital of the 
Roman Empire, known as Constantinople, (or New Rome), in 
the eastern half of the Empire.  The division between the 
eastern and western Empires existed for hundreds of years.  
During the Roman Republic, the senate elected two consuls:  
one to command the army in the western area and one to head 
the army in the eastern empire. This started the decay of 
Rome, the old capital, which lasted past its sack in AD 
410.  New Rome was ostensibly and officially Christian.  

Prior to Constantine’s reign the Roman Empire started 
persecuting Christians. It was widely accepted and officially 
sanctioned by the infamous Emperor Nero in AD 54 - 68.  The 
emperors opposed Christianity as disloyal and revolutionary.  
But the unity of the empire and the ease of communication 
throughout its parts had favored the spread of the new faith:  
persecution scattered the seeds more widely, forced on it a 
firm organization, and gave it martyr-heroes and a history.  

Christianity taught those who were faithful in this 
world had no need for money because they would receive the 
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kingdom of heaven.  The religion had instant appeal to the 
lower classes.  Christianity was both the catalyst and the 
result of the revitalization of the Roman Empire, under one 
god.  In AD 313 Constantine issued an edict (The Edict of 
Milan) making Christianity the only lawful religion within 
the Empire.  

The First Ecumenical Council of the Catholic Church 
was held in AD 325 on the heresy of Arius.  As early as AD 
320 or 321 St. Alexander, Bishop of Alexandria convoked a 
Council at Alexandria. More than one hundred bishops from 
Egypt and Libya attended.  The purpose of the Council was 
to unify the competing cults under the “Catholic” Church 
controlled by Constantine and Rome.  The gods of the other 
cults were subjugated under the new god and their titles were 
changed to “apostles” and “saints.”  Constantine was sole 
master of the Roman Empire (Constantine The Great AD 274-
337). 

 
The Bible Takes a Hit 

  
Its purported author wrote none of the gospels 

Matthew, Mark, Luke, or John.  Maricon was the publisher of 
the earliest New Testament Canon.  There isn’t any NT text to 
be found in writings prior to the beginning of the second 
century of the Common Era.  The gospels are said to be 
priestly forgeries and were not heard until AD 150 or until 
Jesus had been dead nearly 120 years (Bronson Keeler:  A 
Short History of the Bible).  
  The four gospels were unknown to the early Christian 
Fathers.  Justin Martyr, the most eminent of the early Fathers, 
wrote: “The divinity of Christ demanded the use of these 
Gospels, had they existed in that time.”  He makes more than 
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300 quotations from the books of the OT and nearly 100 from 
the Apocryphal books of the NT, but none from the four 
Gospels.  The names Matthew, Mark, Luke and John are 
never mentioned by the early Christian Church Fathers (S. 
Acharya, 25).  There has never been any painting, engraving, 
and sculpture of other work of antiquity furnishing evidence 
or existence of these gospels.  Even the Catholic Encyclopedia 
admits the NT has no foundation in history.  No extant 
manuscript can be dated earlier than the 4th Century AD; and 
most were written later.  The oldest manuscripts contradict 
one another. 
  What may account for the lack of the gospels existence 
was the burning of the Library of Alexandria by Constantine. 
Fifty thousand (50,000) manuscripts and books were 
destroyed.  The Roman Church (Roman Empire) removed the 
ancient texts from view of its citizens.  It can have argued 
nearly everything written concerning the gospels to the year 
325 and all the copies of the gospels of the same period were 
lost or destroyed.  Knowing that very few early Christian 
texts exist because the originals were destroyed 
or “retouched” under Emperor Anastasias (506 CE AD).  He 
included revision of the Church fathers’ works and can be 
termed “cataclysmic acts.” 
  At the University of Alexandria in Egypt, there was an 
immense library founded by the Ptolemies (the last dynasty 
of independent Egypt from 331 - 30 BC).  It was a gathering 
place for monks and Jesuits to study holy mysteries and 
inspired legends.  The very first bishops were from 
Alexandria.  It was the place where priests were educated and 
trained in the arts displayed 500,000 - 700,000 manuscripts 
collected from around the world.  After the Council of Nicaea, 
Constantine ordered the destruction of the ancient texts.  The 
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Library was destroyed in AD 391.  The Christian Emperor 
Theophilus I wanted to hide the truth about religion.  The 
Christian conspirators went on a rampage destroying books, 
temples, statues, inscriptions and other traces of previous 
cultures, eventually leading to immense ignorance and the 
virtual illiteracy of Christianity.  
  

The Gospel of Luke 

  
The Gospel of Luke is a compilation of dozens of 33 

older manuscripts including the Gospel of the Lord.  In using 
Maricon’s Gospel, the Luke writers interpolated and removed 
textual matter to historicize the story and to Judaize 
Maricon’s Jesus.   
  

Example:  Maricon’s Gospel speaks of Jesus coming to 
Nazareth.  Luke adds: “where he had been brought up.”  This 
phrase is missing from Maricon.  It was a further attempt on 
Luke’s part to make Jesus Jewish. 

 
Example: “The Son of Man must suffer many tings, 

and be put to death, and after three days rise 
again.”  Changed:  Luke 9:33, a new passage is rendered: “The 
Son of man must suffer many things, and be rejected by the 
elders and the chief priests and scribes, and be killed, and on the 
third day be raised.” 

 
The Difference:  The inclusion of elders and the chief 

priests and scribes represents an attempt to make the story 
seem as if it happened one time in history, as opposed to the 
recurring theme in a savior-god cult and mystery school 
indicated by Maricon. 
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It can be proved how passage after passage has been 

added to the earlier gospel, during manufacturing the later 
history.  The mourning over Jerusalem (Luke xiii, 29-35) is 
taken verbatim from the 2nd Esdras (I. 28-33) without 
acknowledgement.  The words previously uttered by the 
“Almighty Lord” are here assigned to Jesus as the original 
speaker (Massey, 19). 
 

The Gospel of Mark (175 AD)  

  
Mark has no genealogy and begins his story with John 

the Baptist, who was a hero of the 
Nazarenes/Mandaeans.  The Gospels were changed to fit the 
circumstances, rather than recording history (S., Acharya 
38).  Mark was written in a style of language written in Rome 
by a Roman convert to Christianity whose first language was 
Latin and not Greek, Hebrew or Aramaic.  The author of Mark 
was not a Palestinian Jew because he “betrays in 7:31 an 
ignorance of Palestinian geography.”  

 
Example:  Mark 1:16:  And passing along by the Sea of 

Galilee he saw Simon and Andrew.  All agree, Mark added 
the Sea of Galilee because they are placed quite 
ungrammatically in the Greek syntax.  Mark interpolated a 
reference to place into a report lacking it.   

Constantine consolidated his power and influence by 
making Greco-Roman Christianity the religion of the Roman 
Empire and eliminated the major controversies in the Greco-
Roman Church concerning the question over the deity of 
Christ and the celebration of Easter. The bishops modified an 
existing creed to fit their purposes.  Why do Greeks write so 
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much New Testament material?  These are people who never 
met Jesus.  Why didn’t those who met him face-to-face write 
the material?  It was destroyed by the early church 
fathers.  The Bible was transformed into a Pro-Roman 
Mystery Cult.  James WAS “the Righteous One” of the Scrolls 
(or at least one of the last to hold the title).  James was an 
ideological leader of the revolt.  Due to the Church’s 
reluctance to face the fact that Christ had brothers and sisters, 
the history regarding James has been obscured.  Rome 
destroyed the Church of Jerusalem in an uprising against 
Rome.  Isn’t it an interesting coincidence that James (the just) 
and the community at Qumran disappeared about the same 
time? 
  The Nicene Creed takes elaborate care by repeating 
several redundancies to identify the Son with the Father 
rather than with the creation.  The doctrine of the Trinity was 
declared to be the official doctrine of the Pauline Church.  
There were hundred or so Gospels in existence at that time.  
Four (4) were chosen as the official Gospels of the Church. The 
remaining Gospels written in Hebrew were destroyed.  An 
edict was issued stating that anyone found in possession of an 
unauthorized Gospel would be put to death. This was the first 
organized attempt to remove all the records of Jesus’ original 
teaching.  When Jesus died, there was no 
Christianity.  Christianity was fashioned by the Apostle Paul 
(Saul).  
  The Ebionites and Nazarenes (early Jewish Sects) were 
declared heretics.  If you go to a dictionary and look up Ebion, 
it is a prefix of the word Ebionites.  Jesus was a Nazarene?  I 
found out some other things after doing a bit of research.  The 
word “Nazareth” does not even exist historically or 
geographically.   Recent research will tell you that there was 
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a mistranslation in text.  Mary was not a virgin.  What about 
JESUS’ brother James?  Jesus had brothers and sisters, but the 
Catholic Church said that Mary remained a virgin throughout 
her life.  
  There is exploration of the linguistic methods used to 
document the relationship between black African languages 
and their sister languages in Africa and Asia written by Clyde 
A. Winters.  John J. Jackson presents striking evidence that 
Indo-Europeans played a major role in the destruction of 
African centers of civilization.  
  He cites for example, the Romans partial destruction of 
the Library of Alexander and its later destruction by fanatical 
Christians in AD 389. Prof. Jackson also discussed the Romans 
burned down the Library of Carthage, which contained 
50,000 volumes in 146 BC.  In Spain Europeans destroyed the 
great libraries of the Moors.  After the Council of Nicaea, the 
early church fathers destroyed Christian Texts.  It wasn’t until 
the Dead Sea Scrolls were discovered that some of the early 
church teachings came to light.  
  Along with Cheikh Anta Diop, Alex Darkwah also 
traces Ancient Egypt to geographical Africa.  Darkwah 
proves Africans wrote the Bible even though your personal 
Bible may have pages laced with white Greek characters and 
linked to Europe even though Europe is not mentioned in the 
Bible.  The main points of Darkwah’s book are: 

 

 Americans and Europeans assume that the Bible is 
about them, but the Bible is about my ancient ancestors 
and me…Alex Darkwah 

 Jews see the Bible as a record of their history because 
the King James Bible is centered on the history of Israel. 
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 The Jewish people of Europe and America still carry 
African Tribal names.  They carry the names of their 
ancestors who are Africans. 

 The early Roman Catholic Church portrayed Jesus and 
his mother in the original black images of the Jewish 
people of that time (The Black Madonna). What 
African tribe were they from? 

 The early Catholic Church is closer in time of Jews 
leaving Africa and going to Europe than the 
Renaissance Painters who painted Jesus white. 

 Statistically, the Lemba people from Southeast Africa 
are more Jewish than European Jews.  In a Lemba Clan 
known as the Buba Clan, 53 percent of the males carry 
the unique DNA signature of Jewish priests.  Males 
form the Lemba Tribe carry a higher incidence of the 
Jewish priestly DNA signature than the European and 
American Jewish population. 

 What Europe did not count on was that Africa would 
still know their past after European colonization and 
Imperialism. 

 
Alex Darkwah is the author of The Africans Who 

Wrote the Bible.  In his book, he states that ancient Egypt was 
geographically in Africa and so-called European experts do 
not know the Ancient Egyptian story because they are not 
familiar with African tribal names.  They did not have the 
linguistic and cultural backgrounds to identify Egyptian 
names and have simply transposed the African names of 
people and places in Ancient Egyptian history into European 
languages to make it possible for them to claim 
expertise.  Darkwah traces the ancient past of African tribes 
from the Middle East through Ancient Egypt to inner Africa.  
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Historians gave the fictitious names of Sumerians and 
Akkadians.  The African Tribes were Ancient Egyptians.  

A geneticist from Oxford University in London, 
England (1998) proved through DNA sequence the African 
Bantu-speaking Lemba Tribe of South Africa and Zimbabwe 
carry the same Y chromosome distinctive to the Cohanim, a 
hereditary set of Jewish priests scattered throughout Europe 
and America.  Reports carry the headlines “DNA COULD 
PROVE JEWISH ANCESTRY OF AFRICAN TRIBE.”  While 
reading the article, it struck me as a “Freudian Slip” presented 
in the “European Slip/Slap Origin.”  The title should have 
read:  DNA PROVES AFRICAN ANCESTRY OF BIBLICAL 
HEBREWS.  The most thorough analysis yet of the divergence 
of sequences in human mitochondrial DNA has been carried 
out. The results support the view that modern humans 
originated in Africa.  (Hedges, Blair S. “Human Evolution: A 
Start for Population Genomics,” Nature 408, 652-653 7 
December 2000). 

There are still Jews in Uganda, Ghana, South Africa, 
Ethiopia, Zimbabwe, Mali, Sao Tome, Cape Verde, Morocco, 
and Tunisia, and they aren’t converts like the white Jews of 
Europe and America.  The Jews of Europe and America 
probably do not realize people with black skin colors and 
distant cultures are the original Jews.  There are currently 
indigenous communities observing traditional Jewish rituals 
all over the continent of Africa.  The slaves taken to North and 
South America were Hebrew.  In the book Hebrewisms of 
West Africa (1930), Williams outlines parallels of cultural 
traits of the Ashanti Tribe to Hebraic influence dating back to 
legendary origin.  It is easier to follow the original Jews 
(Hebrew) because Williams references Judaism through the 
slaves who were taken to Jamaica as opposed to those taken 
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to the US. The slaves in the West Indies—Cuba and Puerto 
Rico and other Islands in the West Indies were not separated 
and sold-off as they were in the United States. 

He outlines the African Ashanti Tribe’s culture as 
endowed with proverbs, funeral customs, grave offerings, the 
Supreme Being “Nyame”—the Hebrew Yahweh, and all 
around Ashanti tribal customs are equivalent Hebrew 
meaning.  The Supreme Being is the same as the Yahweh of 
the Old Testament. 

The references used to write this book date to the early 
1800’s. These references alone open doors to what was 
truthfully written in that time era as opposed to current 
research that seems to hide material going back to Africa and 
the attempts to erase or hide history pertaining to the modern 
Jews of Africa and Europe? 
  Cheikh Anta Diop combines the research of linguistics, 
history and psychology to interpret the cultural unity of 
African people.  There are three components in the genetic 
model: 1) common physical type, 2) common cultural patterns 
and 3) genetically related languages (Winters, 1989a).  Diop 
has brought to bear all three of these components in his 
illumination of Kemetic Civilization (Diop 1974, 1977, 1978, 
1991).  There are striking resemblances between the ancient 
Egyptian language and Coptic and Pharonic Egyptian and 
African languages (Diagne, 1981; Diop, 1977; Obenga, 1988, 
1992a, 1992b, 1993).  Diop’s major linguistic effort has been 
the classification of Black African and Egyptian Languages. 
Up until 1977 Diop’s major area of interest was morphological 
and phonological similarities between Egyptian and Black 
African languages. Diop (1977, 77-84) explains many of his 
sound laws for the Egyptian - Black African connection. 
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  He was a major proponent of the Dravidian-African 
relationship (Diop 1974, 116), and he illustrated the African 
substratum in Indo-European languages in relationship to 
cacuminal sounds and terms for social organization and 
culture (1974, 115).  Diop (1978, 113) also recognized that in 
relation to Arabic words, after the suppression of the first 
consonant, there is often an African root. This is not 
surprising because Edward Blyden found evidence that the 
Arabic writing an African from the modern country created 
system we call Egypt.  Winters (1985a, 1985d, 1989, 1991) also 
used Diop’s method to confirm the unity between the African, 
Dravidian, Elamite, and Sumerian languages.  
  Publication of the Dead Sea Scrolls (15,000) papyrus 
documents discovered in the desert changed scholars’ views 
on the Bible.  The publication was completed after more than 
half a century of bitter squabbling, censorship and academic 
controversy.  Fifty-four years after the first scrolls were found 
in a cave in Qumran on the northwestern shore of the Dead 
Sea, publication of all the scrolls and fragments were 
completed in 37 volumes. All but two have been published, 
and those two are being edited. 
  The scrolls have been studied and much was 
discovered about the way the Bible was written, including its 
discrepancies, contradictions and repetitions. The first five 
books Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and 
Deuteronomy were ascribed to the same writer Moses, but the 
books still have many inconsistencies.  The scrolls include 
several different editions of the books of Exodus and 
Numbers, and the Psalms.  They revealed the Bible was not a 
rigidly fixed text but was edited and adjusted to make the text 
more relevant to its audience.  It was not only the religious 
significance of the work the scrolls questioned but also its 
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historical truth; the scrolls revealed that writers colored their 
accounts with their own prejudices.  

Church fanatics suppressed Biblical History.  In 1505 
Pope Julius II commissioned Michelangelo to change images 
of the deity from black to white perpetuating paintings like 
da Vinci’s Last Supper.  In the 1600’s King James feared an 
African disclosure would bring down conformist Caucasian 
History and the Caucasian Church established for Europe.  
The Greeks and Romans carried origins of ancient Egyptians 
to the King James Version of the Bible and bleached them “lily 
white.” The suppression of blackness in Biblical Archaeology 
has lead to a “Whitewashed Whoring” from the original black 
Hebrews to the current Mythical Ashkenazim white Jews.   
   In Arthur Koestler’s book, The Thirteenth Tribe: The 
Khazar Empire and its Heritage Khazar Jews - The revelation 
of another Jewish hoax:  Jews did not originate from Palestine!  
They are not “descendants” of the mythic Jews of the Bible!  
The fact that over 90 percent of those today calling themselves 
“Jews” are descendants of the Khazar people, originating 
from southern Russia.  Jews from Eastern Europe and 
Western Asia were descended from Mongolians and other 
Asiatic peoples who had adopted Judaism as their “religion” 
over 1,000 years ago and had become know as “Jews.”  
  The book traces the history of the ancient Khazar 
Empire, once a major power in Eastern Europe converted to 
Judaism in AD 740.  The Jews of our times fall into two main 
divisions: Sephardim and Ashkenazim. The Kharzas 
migrated to Poland and formed the cradle of Western 
(Ashkenazim) Jewry.  Modern Jewry is not of Palestinian but 
Caucasian origin. The mainstream of Jewish migrations did 
not flow from the Mediterranean across France and Germany 
to the east and then back again. The stream moved in a 
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consistently westerly direction, from the Caucasus through 
the Ukraine into Poland and into Central Europe (pp 179-180).  
The Sephardim are descendants of the Jews who since 
antiquity had lived in Spain (Hebrew-Sephardi) until they 
were expelled at the end of the 15th Century and settled in the 
countries bordering the Mediterranean, the Balkans, and to a 
lesser extent in Western Europe.  They were the Moors. 
  Ethiopia is mentioned in Genesis—Look for Europe in 
the Bible!  The birthplace of Abraham was Ur 
(Cushite/Ethiopian, the Land of Shinar) Genesis 10:10.  Ur was 
a city in the Ethiopian Kingdom of Nimrod.  Canaan was the son 
of Ham who begat Sidon his first born and Heth and the 
Jebusites and the Amorites and the Girgashites (Genesis 10:15-
16).  The Jebusites were the same as Jerusalem (Joshua 
15:8).  Jesus was a Judean.  Matthew (his disciple) was a 
Judean.  They were from the Tribe of Judah and/or 
Ethiopians.  Their language was Aramaic, or the language 
spoken by Ethiopians.  If you look up Ethiopia in the 
Encyclopedia, the information given explains Ethiopians are 
Hamitic and Semitic in origin.  You must know who Ham was 
to decipher the Ethiopians’ race.    

The word “Jew” (in Hebrew, “Yehudi”) is derived 
from the name Judah.  Originally, the term Yehudi referred 
specifically to members of the Tribe of Judah, as distinguished 
from the other tribes of Israel.  However, after the death of 
King Solomon, the nation of Israel was split into two 
kingdoms: The Kingdom of Judah and the Kingdom of Israel 
(I Kings 12; II Chronicles 10).  Haile Selassie can be directly 
traced to King Solomon—the ruler of Ethiopia (King of Kings) 
and the (Lion of Judah), placing him in the legendary line of 
King Solomon.   
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Cultural Christianity Contest:  The world has been 
presented with a white Jesus from the Roman Empire when 
Augustus (31 BC – AD 14) was the emperor.  The global world 
knows nothing about the bona fide Judean Jesus from the 
lineage of the Tribe of Judah, or Ethiopians who spoke 
Aramaic.  The former Semitic language Aramaic was 
developed from the latter Semitic language Amharic spoken 
in Ethiopia and Eritrea today.  Christ spoke Aramaic, Arabic 
and Amharic because of language locations in Jerusalem and 
other Middle Eastern cities that are now Addis Ababa, Cairo, 
Baghdad and Damascus. 

In Greek schools of learning and philosophy Plato and 
Socrates helped to provide philosophy and mystical thought 
to Christianity borrowed from the ancient Egyptians. 
Originally the Bible was translated from Hebrew to Greek to 
Latin to English.  In the eyes of the Romans, Africans had no 
substantial history. Africans were “heathens” who had to be 
converted to Christianity according to the Roman Church 
now headed by the POPE.  

The New Testament was written in colloquial 
conversational Greek of the times.  Greek was widespread as 
an international language in the Middle East and parts of 
North Africa and Europe after Alexander’s Conquests in 4th 
Century BC.  In conversational Greek, there were no upper or 
lower case letters used until the 9th Century. Everything was 
written in capital letters.  There were no punctuation marks, 
no spaces between words, and no paragraphs.  The division 
of chapter numbers in the Bible did not take place until about 
AD 1200, and verses were not added until 1557.  

In 1382 Wycliffe translated an English version of the 
Bible from Latin.  In 1604 King James commissioned six 
groups of scholars who translated the Authorized King James 
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Version of the Bible.  The original 1611 edition of the King 
James Version had many misprints and spelling mistakes that 
led to a second edition in 1613.  Provided for Christianity in 
the modern world in which we live are what Greek 
philosophers and King James have given.  We follow the herd 
to ensure soul salvation—just as sheep follow the leader of the 
herd to slaughter.  The Bible was translated into English for a 
cultural European audience, and people study the Bible 
without knowing its cultural context.  Christianity was first a 
Middle Eastern religion.  Remember, the Middle East was 
once Africa.  Europeans broke up Africa into the “Near East,” 
“Middle East,” and “Far East” to distinguish distances from 
Europe.  

To question the Bible’s ancestral Black African 
Christendom History is probably like translating the Bible 
into cult language.  There are many discrepancies in the Bible.  
Examples:  The word “Jew” wasn’t used in the King James 
Version until publications after 1800.  The word “Jew” does 
not appear in the Bible until the Book of Daniel.  The Bible 
contains both Greek and Latin traditions denoting editorial 
differences. The New Testament contains discrepancies in 
The Last Supper, the death of Judas, and the nativity stories 
in Matthew and Mark.  To say there are “Lost Books” and 
Apocryphal Books of the Bible leads one to question which 
books were really “inspired” by God, and which ones were 
inspired by King James and his translators.   

Some verses are almost identical in Matthew and 2 
Enoch (Enoch or Enos was the son of Seth and the grandson of 
Adam according to Genesis) leading to parallels and 
connections between the Gospels, Lost Books and Dead Sea 
Scrolls. The Gospels, for example were written between 35 and 
70 years after the death of Jesus.  This presents plenty of 
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opportunity for distortion.  The Gospels passed through a 
period of copying and general editorial tampering that lasted 
three to four centuries.  It is only these edited and differing 
versions that have survived to modern times.  

A person’s makeup and state of mind is externalized 
only after internalizing what has been given to him.  
Indoctrination takes place within the human psyche.  Whites 
are fed a white cultural Roman and Greek resemblance of 
Jesus.  Blacks have also been fed a white cultural Roman and 
Greek resemblance of Jesus.  Biblical scholars have studied, 
digested, and processed antiquity within a Caucasian 
Cultural Contest; therefore, the Bible we know encompasses 
the white Roman World and St. Paul.  

Religious interpretations are liable to contradiction 
unless historical backgrounds are accessible for examination.  
You should be aware of how Black Antiquity has been 
annihilated.  Just read the history books about Napoleon 
Bonaparte conquests of the late 18th and early 19th Centuries.  
Napoleon and his squad destroyed many artifacts of antiquity 
including shooting of the flat noses and big lips of the Sphinx.  
At the 1974 Cairo Symposium British and Egyptian officials 
prevented Cheikh Anta Diop from performing systematic and 
controlled melanin dosage tests on Egyptian mummies to 
determine their racial identity.  Shortly after he developed the 
melanin dosage test, nearly all the mummies on exhibition the 
Cairo Museum vanished.  There are many Shrines of the Black 
Madonna in Africa, Europe and Russia representing 
remnants of the original people who inhabited Ancient 
Palestine.  

The antiquity of man and recorded history was 
Negroid until Europeans emerged and extended themselves 
into the broader world of Africa and Asia during the 15th and 
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16th centuries.  Europe colonized black and brown mankind 
and conveniently rewrote history to show Europeans were 
the only creators of “civilization.”  The cover-ups 
continued.  Ancient Greece was not populated with all 
European looking people.  There was no Europe in ancient 
times.  In the Roman Empire, there was a Mediterranean 
World, a West and an East in the Latin- and Greek-speaking 
portions of the empire.  

These events took place 700 years before the “fallacious 
Caucasian discovery” of America.  Europeans referred to 
African Kings as Chiefs to avoid making them equal to 
European Kings.  The European termed “Chiefs” could trace 
their lineage back thousands of years.  Rome was nowhere to 
be seen on the map and sixteen centuries passed before 
Charlemagne (AD 743 - 814) ruled in Europe and Eghert (AD 
802 – 839) became the first King of England.  Seven hundred 
years still had to pass before the news rang out over the world 
of the discovery of America (Rogers, 28-9).  

Even during the 17th century the notion the landmass 
south of the Mediterranean was an entity distinct from the 
landmass north of it had yet to be fully accepted.  In 1656, the 
Geographer Royal of France described Africa as “a peninsula 
so large that it comprises the third part and most southerly 
part of our continent.”  As slave trade got underway, some 
Europeans were claiming parts of Africa—especially Egypt—
as an extension of their “continent” and “culture.”  The land 
north and east of Europe was inhabited by “barbarians” 
(Rogers, 28-9).  

In my few years of research, I have come up with a 
simple theory based on an elementary level hypotheses well 
founded to show Black Africa was WHITEWASHED.  Euro-
America still believes in a “White Origin of Mankind.”  The 
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King James’s white Biblical characters have created the 
“thinking mode foundation” spurred using one of the most 
powerful tools of our times— “Whitewashed Christianity.”  

Christianity has been used like a chainsaw power tool 
throughout centuries.  Not only was it used to disguise the 
origins of mankind but used to disguise the aims of 
Colonialism.  Euro-America used a class struggle and private 
property to turn labor and land into a marketable commodity 
on a global scale.  

It has caused Imperialism, an economic domination of 
one region or country by another over local resources in a 
manner advantageous to metropolitan (colonial) power at the 
expense of the local economy.  Imperialism occurs through 
stages of imperialist development: military establishment of 
colonies and profit extraction.  Foreign policy defends 
dictators in power and uses physical and economic force to 
prevent socialist governments. 

By switching or substituting African names with 
Arabic and European names of people during antiquity, black 
Hamites, Cushite’s, Hebrew, and Canaanites are no longer 
black Africans.  The titles are forthwith full-blown Caucasian 
references.  African History becomes the history of Arabs and 
Europeans in Africa, not the history of Africans.  As 
Chancellor Williams outlines in Euro-America’s guide to 
teaching “African History,” the following eras and chapter 
arrangements are used in US and European textbooks:  

 

 First Period African History:  The fall of the Roman 
Empire to AD 700 and the Arab invasions. 

 Second Period of African History:  The period of 
“Islamic” Civilization, AD 700 to the coming of the 
Europeans in 1500. 
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 The European Period (1500 to 1960) is subdivided at 
1880 to mark the period of colonialism. 

 Note:  There is no period of Black Civilization in black 
Africa.  The pristine 4,000 years of Antiquity has been 
dropped into a septic tank.    

 
By recording and referencing history in this manner it 

immediately eliminates 5,000 years of Black Civilization 
directly under the guise of “Arab-European History.”  Black 
artifacts, ecology and archaeology automatically become a 
study of Arab, Islamic and European 
Anthropology.  Caucasian religious and scientific doctrines 
were calculated to revive (raised from the dead) a white 
rational reasoning realization.  There are still writers and 
Bible theologians who label the findings a hoax if the 
hieroglyphics, linguistics and sculptures are Negroid.  

Logically speaking, Africa, where the Garden of Eden 
was located and where the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers come 
together and was referred to as Ham’s Africa and Ham’s 
Egypt before World War II.  Ham is the second born of 
Noah.  The white Christian Church has defined Ham as the 
father of the Black Race.  Sir Isaac Newton devised the Color 
Theory confirming there was no way to get black from white, 
but it was possible to get white from black.  Scientifically 
speaking, whose theory is correct?  

The ancient Egyptian language had a lack of 
vowels.  Therefore, to translate ancient Egyptian into English 
was laborious and troublesome. Names were 
changed.  Egyptologists obtained a lot of their information 
from the classical Greek writers, who paraphrased Egyptian 
names into their own language.     
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Currently, Egyptologists continue to use the Greek 
renditions when using Egyptian Terminology.  Take, for 
example, Egypt’s Fourth Dynasty, the pyramid builders, 
Khufwey, Khafre, and Menkaure who are better known by their 
Greek variations—Cheops, Chephre, and Mycerinus 
(Greenberg, ix).  The Pyramids show Negroid features, noses 
and lips.  Napoleon Bonaparte and his army tried to get rid of 
any traces of Negroid forerunners.  He and his army shot off 

Negroid features in the 18th century.  
The Book of Enoch is from Hamitic (Ethiopic) 

Authorship:  The Book of Enoch is the earliest biblical record 
of antiquity and widely quoted throughout the King James 
Version of the Bible.  The Book of Enoch was found among 
the Dead Sea Scrolls in the caves of the Qumran.  Enoch was 
Noah’s grandfather and Methuselah’s father.  Methuselah 
was the oldest man in the Bible living to be 969.  Read the 
Book of Enoch, and it will become evident the entire Creation 
of Heaven and Earth depicted by King James and his 
translators have not been taught in America’s 
churches.  Why?  Did King James and his translators use 
scheming to gain control and purposely hide Hamitic, 
Ethiopic authorship?  This is just another saga in the white 
man’s creation mode (Brown, Ronald K. BOOK OF ENOCH, 
San Antonio, Texas 78210).  

The King James Version of the Bible starts with Genesis 
and the creation of Heaven and Earth.  In Genesis 4:15, God 
orders Cain out of the Garden of Eden.  Cain goes out from 
the presence of the LORD, and dwells in the Land of Nod on 
the east of Eden.  There he knew his wife and conceived.  “The 
Land of Nod” appears right there in the fourth chapter of 
Genesis.    If Adam and Eve were the first two people on 
Earth, what was the Land of Nod?  The word “Genesis” is be-
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rasheet in Hebrew, an African/Edenic language that Western 
philologists in the 18th century classified as part of the family 
of languages.  Be-rasheet means “in the beginning” or in a time 
when God created all things (African Heritage Bible, 1).  

Colonization and the Colored World:  In textbooks 
written during the 1940’s the world outside of Europe and 
America was referred to as “Colored.”  Europe “ran a train” 
of Colonialism and Imperialism to the so-called “New 
World.” “Colonialism” describes the succession of large-scale 
permanent European settlements in areas of the world 
outside Europe.  The advent started soon after Columbus’s 
voyages at the end of the fifteenth century and became 
widespread from the seventeenth century to the 
fore.  “Imperialism” is the political domination of nations or 
regions by a foreign power.  After Columbus and the 
“discovery” of the “New World” in 1492, areas that were 
extensively colonized often became part of European 
empires.  Europeans knew they had a different skin color 
from the inhabitants of other parts of the world.  This led to 
the “European Conception” skin tone was essential to the 
identity of individuals and groups.  Religious differences 
between peoples were once considered far more important 
than physical ones.  Race in the modern sense of inherited 
physical attributes did not exist during or before the Middle 
Ages.  Race classification is a recent construction that springs 
originally from the desire of Europeans to justify their 
attempts to dominate and subdue other peoples and cultures.  

Colonialism became the bright idea for Caucasians to 
go into other Continents and take over. European Christianity 
became a teaching conqueror, tool and pacifier.  It made the 
exploitation and controls an easier crushing avenue to the 
victimization of other races.  Christianity taught the “Colored 
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Races” of the world that suffering and being a martyr is of a 
beneficial experience in the eyes of God.  Those less 
technologically developed societies were unable to 
successfully defend themselves against the Europeans mainly 
because of three issues:  mysticism, primitivism, and tribalism 
(Willis, 57).  Europeans were invited to come in and take 
control over land and resources.  

The people of Europe and the Mediterranean in the late 
fifth and sixth centuries belonged to a shifting, wandering 
confederacy, who were never as homogenous as their names 
suggested.  The confederations inherited the Western Roman 
Empire and left an indelible mark on the map of 
Europe.  Some of the familiar names of countries and regions 
of modern times (France, Burgundy, Lombardy, England) 
owe much to the Germanic invaders who conquered them.  In 
the English language, we speak of a person of “wanton 
destructiveness” as a ‘Vandal’ and equate ‘frankness’ with the 
right (enjoyed only by the Franks in Dark-Age Gaul) to speak 
one’s mind.  

Anglo-Saxons or ‘Englisc’ (the name used amongst 
themselves to denote Angles, Saxons, Frisians and Jutes), 
were the people who conquered large parts of mainland 
Britain and whose descendants are the modern-day 
English.  Other Germanic people included the Vandals who 
conquered North Africa, the Gepids, and the Suevi Lombards.  
History depends on the “ignorance of the masses” to write 
and editorialize what is currently printed and published.   

To substantiate the Diaspora of Africa; Claude A. 
Winters proved the ancestors of the Dravidian and Manding 
speaking people appear to have left Africa at the same time 
around 2600 BC (Winters 1985c). These people founded 
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civilizations in Europe, Elam, India and ancient China 
(1991a).   

The most sacred icons of the Catholic Church are the 
Black Madonna and Christ child, which are found in Europe’s 
most venerated shrines and cathedrals.  The Egyptian 
Goddess Isis with her child Horus in her arms was the first 
Madonna and Child. They were renamed Mary and Jesus 
when Europe was forcibly Christianized. The worship of Isis 
and Horus was especially popular in ancient Rome. “Roman 
legions carried a figure of black Isis holding the black infant 
Horus all over Europe where shrines were established to her. 
When Christianity invaded Europe, these figures of the Black 
Isis holding the Black Horus were not destroyed but turned 
into figures of the Black Madonna and Child.   

Today these symbols are still the holiest shrines in 
Catholic Europe” (Suzar, Blacked Out Through Whitewash).  
The icons are in France, Spain, and Czestochowa. There are 
Black Madonna’s in Mexico, Costa Rica, and Ecuador.  Whites 
have theories about the color of the Black Madonna’s.  They 
believe the dark skin color was due to chemical reactions in 
medieval paint, when it could not be explained by soot from 
furnaces and other kinds of aging. 

The physical characteristics, culture, and linguistics of 
Sumerian, Elamite, Egypt, and Africa have been linked.  
Knowing the evidence, ask yourself how it all evolved into 
what we know today as “European-Arab Biblical History?”  
“Were all of the players in Biblical times and in the Bible white 
Jews and Gentiles and do these people embodying the history 
of antiquity?”  

Expression changes, language is added and 
synchronized, then deleted and names are blended, expanded 
and hidden all in the feeble attempt to decentralize the 
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African effect on the world and hide its roots.  We are divided 
and therefore conquered. We are absorbed in the dominate 
culture of deceptions although we represent the dominant 
mankind on Earth. 

 
African History is World History! (Ekowa) 
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Chapter 7 
 

The Millennium’s Vanishing Masters   

  
This is a retort to White Nationalists and Adolf Hitler’s Mein 

Kampf: Nation and Race (Volume One--Chapter XI) appearing as 
one of the books on the Aryan Nation’s History and Western 

Philosophy Website...My Four and a Half Year Struggle against 
Lies Stupidity and Cowardice... Hitler Writes:  

 

(The compulsion of captivity during slavery in the US made 
it possible to mate within the same species—but ...)  

 
ith satanic joy in his face, the white slave owner 
(LIKE OUR 3RD PRESIDENT THOMAS 
JEFFERSON) lurked in wait for the unsuspecting 

slave girl.  It would not be the first time he defiled black 
women with his blood; thus, stealing her from her people.  He 
ended up destroying the racial foundation of Caucasian 
people—not the people he set out to subjugate.   With any 
rhyme there is a melody, but who gets the last jingle?  He has 
been truly victorious one more time in wiping out his mere 
global existence and has delineated his numbers to 8 
percent.  Because of instituted cultural and political 
supremacy and conceived bastardization white people have 
become the new neoteric global dinkies.  

To inflate the ego of people claiming white ancestry, 

European anthropologists have reached back in history to 
claim heir to the coal-black Ethiopian, the Black and Mulatto 

Egyptian, Black Arabs, Black Hindu, Negroid Polynesian, 
Australian Aborigine, Black Italian and Black Spanish Moors, 
not to mention some of the more famous people from Negroid 

W 
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antiquity—Aesop, Terence, Cleopatra, Mohammed, and 
Beethoven.  During the seventh century, the Moors invaded 
Spain and Italy.  The original Moors were black 
Africans.  “Black-a-Moors” was the term used to refer to the 
original Moors, but “black” was dropped as Black Civilization 
was destroyed (Williams, 207).  Moor became a code word for 
Negro.  Benito Mussolini primed his people by telling them 
about a great Roman past.  Hitler inflated the Germans psyche 
by referring to them as “Aryans” and claimed the ancient 
Egyptians were really (Teutons) Germanic (Rogers, 7).   

Enormity is the word of measure to be used as he 
systematically pulls down the blood barriers.  The white race, 
thanks to many people from the religious right, have become 
hated and hunted worldwide.  The white man has problems 
traveling throughout the world because of the vibes and 
bribes he has created.  His racial numbers have dwindled into 
near non-existence.  Twenty years ago, Caucasians were 
looked upon as demigods.  Today Caucasians are on the way 
to depletion. Depository!  

The medium by which the world has been judged—the 
white man—is now falling into degradation.  The laws he put 
on the books serve as preconditions for his own 
existence.  Without Caucasians, there will be no “Caucasoid 
Conceptions” for world discern.  Remember these words—
Hitler writes...  The idea is always conditioned by the presence of 
human beings; hence, these laws have created the precondition for 
one’s very own existence....  

Slave owners believed that it was quite all right for a 
slave master to go to the slave quarters every night to 
fornicate.  Burning blacks at the stake and hanging necks from 
a noose were done through hate, but lust was the ruler in 
forced fornication.  The only other white people who did not 
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agree with his actions were the white wives left way up in the 
MASTER bedrooms of the “Big House.”  That may be one of 
the reasons for white women making mad dashes to “Black 
Quarters” now-a-days.   

History repeats itself.  Mankind has a way of evolving 
just as he did in the beginning of time.  The world was black 
up until the 4th Glacial Epoch.  Caucasians evolved from the 
Negroid Race as albinos and left to go to the North Continents 
where they lived in caves, (The Isis Papers, Welsing, Frances 
1991).  They returned as Vikings and Huns (barbarians).  The 
same foreigners and/or barbarians caused the downfall of the 
Roman Empire and the formulation and birth of Christianity.  
The Vikings and Huns have a history dating from AD 17, 
whereas Negroid chronicles are dated and recorded from the 
beginning of time.  Human evolvement has made a turn-
around.  Is it safe to say the world is “back to black”?  

White women who are at childbearing age have a birth 
rate of 2.1 percent as compared to 6 percent for black women 
of Uganda.  To replenish the white, race the birth rate for 
white women would have to be at least 2.5 percent per 
annum.  The white man answers back angrily and says, 
“When two of same species mate, it causes a resistance in 
nature that produces a medium between the levels of the two 
parents.”  White women who have black children undergo 
“self-remorse.”  Talk shows, books, and movies have many 
plots that play out the social problems black children 
experience because white society cannot accept the children 
who have one white parent.  The white parent becomes the 
“White Race Advocate” who wants the child to be labeled as 
“biracial,” “multiracial” or any other label to conceal black 
ancestry.   “Biracial” and “multiracial” also apply to people 
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who are mixed with Asian or Indian ancestry.  That way the 
child has—THE CAUCASIAN CONNECTION.  

“White Race Advocates” let their birthrights pop to the 
surface and expose what has been entrenched in the psyche—
a real case of “self-chastisement.” The preceding feeling 
befalls the white parent whose white race genes are 
shriveling.  The half-white offspring must stand higher than 
the black parent but not as high as the Caucasian 
parent.  Therefore, the child becomes multiracial—not 
black.  It boosts the offspring to the “ingrained Caucasian 
superior level” of the white parent.   It makes the black parent 
proud to have a superior offspring.  That’s why they agree to 
the title.  

The offspring will later succumb in the struggle against 
the higher level.  This very situation was created during 
slavery because the offspring would become “house Niggers” 
(who felt closeness with the MASTER in his MASTER 
Bedroom).  It opposed the “field Niggas” and in turn the 
“field Niggers” started hating the “house Niggas” for all the 
special privileges provided.  We can also thank Willie Lynch 
for this theory.    

Most Caucasians believe black/white mating is 
contrary to the will of Nature.  Therefore, the Caucasian 
Theory supports the following:  Having any amount of black 
blood still classifies blacks as “Niggas”—regardless of 
inherited white skin and blue eyes that might surface from 
ancestral Caucasian roots.  It is also the reason for the new 
title “multiracial” devised by white mothers with black 
children.  If whites blend with the dominant black gene, they 
sacrifice their own recessive nature.  

The Aryans irritate:  racial purity universally is valid 
in Nature.  The fox is always a fox, the goose a goose, the tiger 
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a tiger, etc., and the difference can lie at most in the varying 
measure of force, strength, intelligence, dexterity, endurance, 
etc. of the individual specimens.  But you will never find a fox 
that in his inner attitude might, for example, show 
humanitarian tendencies toward geese, as similarly there is 
no cat with a friendly inclination toward mice.               

Absoluteness, dominance and strength numerically 
predominate above the Caucasian’s impotence.  If both had 
the same possibility of preserving life and propagating, why 
has the recessive gene failed to multiply?  Its current global 
status is at a minus and/or negative multiplicity.  The 
impotency of the Caucasian Race and inability to multiply is 
being driven backwards.  Global Caucasian citizens do not 
have a clue as to why they are no longer fertile.  Fertility 
clinics are still prescribing drugs from giant pharmaceutical 
labs resulting in Caucasian multiple births—the answer to 
infertility. 

The Bible tells what happens when man falls into 
disfavor with God.  Genesis 29:30-35: To have children is a 
blessing.  Not to be able to bear children is an 
affliction.  Deuteronomy 7:15: Though shalt be blessed above all 
people:  There shall not be male or female barren among you, or 
among your cattle.  The verses are repeated in Judges 13 and 1 
Samuel 2:5. The Council of Conservative Citizens is a band of 
alleged Ku Klux Klansman disguised in business suits.  They 
have direct ties to the US Senate and House of Representatives 
and other white nationalist groups.  At this very moment, 
they are trying to correct the state of Global Blackness Affairs.  

The Southern Baptists, Religious Right and 
Evangelicals are one of the same just as are the Republicans 
and Dixiecrats. The Dixiecrates are “breakaway 
segregationist Democrats.”  The Republican Controlled 
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Congress has had its way with Washington for the past 80 
years.  On March 4, 1913, Woodrow Wilson, the 28th president 
moved into the White House.  That day in March President 
Wilson brought Jim Crow back to Washington.   

The Dixiecrats were initially referred to as a splinter 
from the Democratic party in 1948.  For over 100 years white 
Southerners had been Democrats.  In 1948, the splinter party 
supported Strom Thurmond for US President.  Over the next 
several decades the white south slowly re-aligned itself from 
the Democrats to Republicans. Ask yourself why?  Kennedy, 
Johnson, Carter, Clinton—all presidents fought for Civil 
Rights.  Reagan got in there some place in the middle and look 
what happened.  He put his “Southern Strategy” in place. 

Many of the political ideologies of the Dixiecrats have 
been so totally adopted by the Republicans these principles 
are now considered to be the core values of the modern 
Republican Party. The change started in 1972 with Richard 
Nixon’s “Southern Strategy.”  There was a recon quest of the 
House of Representatives in 1994 by Newt Gingrich that 
reached ultimate pinnacle in 2000 with the election of George 
W. giving religiously motivated former Dixiecrats total 
control over all three branches of the federal government. 
(“Dixiecrat,” Wikipedia Encyclopedia). 

The “Southern Strategy” cannot battle with Nature.  
The natural world has subjected the recessive gene to living 
conditions that have limited numbers. Fertility drugs, 
multiple births, and Viagra are not permitting the remainder 
to increase—even in promiscuously.  Promiscuity currently 
prevails as white women “on the prowl” seek the “LARGER 
PENIS black men—jumping the color division to advance to 
zestful “Black Quarters.”   
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The International Committee for Monitoring Assisted 
Reproductive Technologies (ICMART) has reported an 
increase from 30,000 births in 1989 to 200,000 in 2002 from 
fertility treatments.  Almost half of the techniques are 
performed in four countries—the United States, Germany, 
France and Britain.  A report by Reuters touts three million 
babies have been born since the advent of in-vitro fertilization 
(IVF) 30 years ago (Reuters, 21 Jun 2006). 

In the quest to save the dwindling Caucasian numbers, 
that means there are 100,000 more babies born per year 
because of fertility treatments.  That is still well below 
replacement levels within Caucasian groups.  With the 
immigration issue of Mexicans entering the US, they serve the 
dual purpose of being a buffer race that can supplement the 
dwindling white birth rate and help to maintain the status 
quo.  According to the US Census, brown is just a temporary 
phase on the way to white.  Once Mexicans cross the border, 
they have already been classified as Caucasian by our US 
government even through 40 percent has visible Negroid 
ancestry. 

Nature is fashioning the neurotic and ruthless race 
choice according to strength and health.  Just read the 
following research being done with a group of multi-ethnic 
children at Baylor College of Medicine. The Encyclopedia 
Britannica also outlines the fact of greater bone density 
present in African Americans so it just is not just an isolated 
research experiment.  According to the research done by the 
college, “people of color” have more muscle and bone 
mass.  Biology propagates that “people of color” are equipped 
with dominance in the gene pool.  

In the second phase of a multi-ethnic body 
composition study of young children, researchers at the 
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USDA/ARS Children’s Nutrition Research Center at Baylor 
College of Medicine examined the genetic and environmental 
factors that influence growth.  In a Multi-Ethnic Composition, 
more than 1,000 children participated in first part of CNRC 
Study.  More than a thousand children, ages 3 to 18, took part 
in the first part of the study.  Researchers found differences 
among ethnic groups in bone and muscle growth starting 
during the pre-puberty years, which was clear by age 12.  

“African-American children were found to have 
higher muscle and bone mass than do Caucasians. We believe 
this might be a genetic difference and might help tell us why 
more whites than blacks suffer from osteoporosis later in life,” 
said Kenneth J. Ellis, Ph.D., Professor of Pediatrics. “We 
found Caucasian children, in terms of bone and tissue mass,” 
said Ellis. “Hispanics have a higher incidence of obesity and 
body fat.” (“http://www. 
bcm.tmc.edu/baylormed/0997/.html” Modified: Sep-26-
1997)  

African babies tend to be more advanced than 
European infants and US in sitting, walking, and running.  In 
Uganda babies typically walk at 10 months as compared with 
12 months in the US and 15 months in France (Papalia, Diane, 
et al (2003) Child Development: A Topical Development, 145-
46). 

Historical experience offers countless proofs of mating 
the recessive with the dominant gene.  After thousands of 
years the recessive gene person has been wiped out resulting 
in a blow to white genetic make up.  It shows with distinct 
clarity that in the mingling of Caucasian blood with “people 
of color,” has resulted in the GLOBAL GRAND FINALE of 
Aryan/Caucasian people.  
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The Aryan Nation writes…The Germanic inhabitant of 
the American Continent, who has remained racially pure and 
unmixed, rose to be MASTER of the continent; he will remain the 
MASTER if he does not fall a victim to defilement of the blood.  And 
as a sin this act is rewarded. When man attempts to rebel against 
the iron logic of Nature, he comes into struggle with the principles 
to which he himself owes his existence as a man, and this attack will 
lead to his own doom.  

Man does not have the power to conquer Nature.  As in 
anything, he has risen based on his knowledge of various laws and 
secrets of Nature.  The white man has been Lord over living 
creatures of color that lack this knowledge.  An idea cannot 
overcome the preconditions for the development and being of 
humanity, since the idea itself depends only on man.  Therefore, the 
idea as such is always conditioned by the presence of human beings 
and hence of all the laws which created the precondition for their 
existence.  

Caucasoid humans have changed the origin of 
civilization.  They iterate:  we have dabbled in racial 
engineering.  We have been successful in wiping out mass 
numbers of American Aboriginal.  We have classified and 
reclassified races of people.  We have been successful in 
changing religious philosophies to meet the needs of the 
Caucasian Race.  We are busy in our scientific labs trying to 
clone people with blue eyes, blonde hair and white skin.  We 
have instituted biological germ warfare.  In the last analysis, 
we have only mocked Nature because we are at the point of 
extinction.   

We thought that distress, misfortune, and diseases 
were Nature’s answer to the “colored man’s demise.”  We as 
white men have misjudged and disregarded the racial laws; 
thus, forfeiting the happiness that was destined to be 
ours.  We have thwarted the triumphal march of the Aryan 
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Race—the best race and hence, also the precondition for all 
human progress.  We are burdened with the sensibility of 
man, and now find ourselves in the animal realm of helpless 
misery.  

Hitler writes:  Thus, the road, which the Aryan had to take, 
was clearly marked out.  As a conqueror, he subjected the lower 
beings and regulated their practical activity under his command, 
according to his will and for his aims. As soon as the subjected people 
began to raise themselves up and probably approached the conqueror 
in language, the sharp dividing wall between MASTER and 
SERVANT fell.      

During slavery, white men gave up the purity of Aryan 
blood, therefore, losing the sojourn in the paradise, which 
they had made for themselves.  They have become 
submerged in the racial mixture, and gradually, more and 
more, have lost cultural capacity, not only mentally but also 
physically.  They have begun to resemble the subjected 
aborigines more than their own ancestors.  The Aryans 
write:  It behooves us that we must again reclassify people of 
“mixed blood” so that we will not lose our competitive racial 
edge.  This act of reclassification is in direct opposition to the 
logic of Nature, but we must struggle with the principles to 
which we owe to the existence of man or this racial mixture 
will lead to our own doom.  

Hitler writes:  Race, however, does not lie in the language, 
but exclusively in the blood.  A man can change his language 
without any trouble-that is, he can use another language; but in his 
new language he will express the old ideas; his inner nature is not 
changed. The Nigger who can speak a thousand languages and 
nevertheless remains a Nigger best shows this.        

Mind over matter prevails.  It must be re-irritated:  No 
matter what shade of black skin surrounds the body, if the 
mind-set can be changed to believe the psychological makeup 
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is white, the black skin cycles white.  We have seen it 
throughout history and even in antiquity.  The higher he 
climbs, the more alluring his WHITE RIGHT GOAL that had 
once promised him a rise from the veil of the past with 
feverish avidity.  His keenest mindset sees the dream of world 
domination tangibly approaching in alignment with his now 
WHITE RIGHT BROTHER.  And so, his sole effort is 
directed toward obtaining full possession of ‘civil’ rights and 
an equalization with whites.  Clearance Thomas, Tiger 
“Negrito” Woods, and other noted Negroes are prime 
examples of “black skin cycling white.”  
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Chapter 8 

 

Warren Harding’s Death  

Warrant—Blackness  
  

here is a contrast with America’s past and present—
death by blackness and death of the presidential office 
by stoogery.  The fatality of imperialism continues.  Of 

all the American presidents who died in office, none had more 
questions surrounding his sudden death than the 29th 
President, Warren G.  Harding.  The file is still missing and is 
one of history’s most famous unsolved cases.  Who killed 
Harding?  US National leaders denied the rumors by 
Democrats that Harding came from African ancestry—his 
untimely demise—blackness.   

Eighty years and 14 presidents later, George W. Bush’s 
demise was the bottle of Jack.  There are several articles 
recanting Bush’s bout with the bottle, and his college major in 
“beer drinking.” It took a group of Bible packing 
fundamentalists in West Texas to bring him to his Evangelical 
present.  Bush took part in a Bible study group in 1985, after 
two decades of binge drinking.  Bush has been known to make 
statements like, “God speaks through me.” Bush believed 
God wanted him to run for president.  Bush’s victory in his 
second presidential term shocked the world.  Bush was the 
most internationally unpopular American leader in decades.  
He came to the presidential office illegitimately, and the rest 
of the world was stunned to see him win again. 

Warren G. Harding won the 1920 Election by a 
landslide.  He was popular beyond belief.  Just before his 
death he was dubbed: “corrupt, incompetent, spineless and 

T 
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lacking the ability to speak authoritatively about public 
questions.”  To this day, I believe people in or connected to 
his administration because of his blackness wiped him out.  
Harding was assassinated.  

When Warren Harding was elected in 1919, and it was 
discovered that he stood for women’s rights as well as 
standing up in the segregationist south and professing 
African American rights. And then Washington DC found out 
Harding was black.  He had to be wiped out.  During 
Woodrow Wilson’s tenure, Federal officials built separate 
structures to house black workers in Washington DC.  Whites 
replaced most black diplomats.  Numerous black federal 
officials in the South were removed from their posts; the local 
Washington police force and fire department stopped hiring 
blacks.  Harding was dubbed most corrupt and inept.  His 
popularity, like George W. Bush’s disappeared soon after he 
was elected to office. 

In his first four years of office President Bush was 
christened one of our most “popular presidents.” How can 
one president be so incompetent and the other so 
extraordinary when Harding and Bush were involved in 
similar forms of corruptness?  Bush uses a Propaganda 
Offensive when he can speak clearly enough for people to 
understand what he is trying to convey.  During Harding’s 
Era technology was not developed enough to make the same 
“Big Bush Impact.”  Blackness must be the answer to the 
mystery of his untimely death. 

When the audience is lulled into believing something 
or doing something or supporting something—that otherwise 
would have been rejected is a Propaganda Offensive.  The 
Bush Administration had their Republican Journalistic 
Sanctified Warriors busy developing messages and themes 
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and making certain the media noticeably planted certain 
attitudes used the “proper ideas”.  The Propaganda Offensive 
tactics included the Presidential Election of 2000, 9/11, and 
the State of the Economy.  Bush & Co. made sure their 
audience received messages from a variety of sources that 
mutually reinforced one another—God Bless America!    

Since the attack of the United States on September 11, 
2001, President Bush’s popularity remained strong until his 
second term when it bottomed out at 30 percent.  During his 
first term a Los Angeles Times Poll has the president’s job 
approval rating steady at 86 percent, while only one in ten 
disapproved.  Almost the same share of Americans 83 percent 
approved of the way he handled the war in Afghanistan with 
64 percent saying they strongly approved.  Ministers of the 
evangelical movement form the core of the Republican Party 
(Dixiecrats).  They have controlled Washington for almost a 
century.   

The Enron Scandal has been called the sequel to 
Harding’s Teapot Dome Scandal.  George W. Bush and Enron 
Oil and Gas were in business together in 1986—when Ken Lay 
was head of Enron.  Lay was named Enron chairman in 
February of that year.  After the Enron affair began generating 
front-page headlines, Bush attempted to distance himself 
from Enron and Lay.  The Enron-George W. Bush connection 
goes back further than the President has suggested.  The 
Spectrum-Enron deal is either an odd historical coincidence 
or an indication there’s more to learn about the Bush-Enron 
association. 

Look at how tyranny works.  George W. Bush, Junior 
sold 60 percent of his stock in Harken Oil (Spectrum 7 was a 
subsidiary) in June 1990 for $848,560.  Wasn’t that brilliant 
timing?  Didn’t Martha Stewart end up in jail for “insider 
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trading?”  In August, Iraq invaded Kuwait and Harken’s 
stock dropped 25 percent.  Harken’s internal financial 
advisers at Smith Barney issued a report in May warning of 
the company’s deteriorating finances. Harken owed more 
than $150 million to banks and other creditors.  Bush, Jr. was 
a member of the board and Harken’s restructuring 
committee, which met in May and worked directly with the 
Smith Barney consultants. These are clear-cut indications of 
illegal insider trading.  President Bush controlled the 
Securities and Exchange Commission.  It investigated but 
chose not to press charges.  Junior also violated another SEC 
rule. He was required to register his sale, as an insider trade 
by July 10, 1990, but didn’t until March 1991, after the Gulf 
War was over.  He was not punished or cited (“Bush Jr.’s 
Skelton Closet,” http://wwwrealchange.org /bushjr.htm 
#insidertrading).     

Bush said God made him attack Iraq.  “God told me to 
strike at al Qaeda, and I struck them, and then he instructed 
me to strike at Saddam Hussein, which I did, and now I am 
determined to solve the problem in the Middle East.  If you 
help me I will act, and if not, the elections will come and I will 
have to focus on them.”  

Harding got sick from Ptomaine Poisoning and 
collapsed after having violent convulsions.  Some believe that 
Florence Harding, his wife, killed him.  Before his death, 
Harding suffered numerous breakdowns and ended up in a 
Sanatorium in Battle Creek, Michigan.  He was 
psychologically sick all right.  

During Harding’s time in office there were 183 
lynching’s of African-Americans.  The Tulsa, Oklahoma Race 
Riots of 1921 left a total of 301 dead.  This domestic terrorism 
event was more serious than the Oklahoma City Bombing of 

http://wwwrealchange.org/
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1995, but America heard about this domestic terrorist attack 
80 years after it happened.  White people rioted after a 
botched lynching of a black man wrongfully accused of 
rape.  Fifteen hundred (1,500) houses and businesses and 35 
blocks in the Greenwood section of Tulsa known as the 
“Negro Wall Street” were destroyed.   

Two days of violence and arson directed by whites 
against African American neighborhoods left hundreds of 
dead, hundreds injured, and more than 1500 African 
American homes and 600 businesses in shambles.  In 1922, a 
filibuster in the US Senate killed a Federal Anti-Lynching 
Bill.  Warren didn’t want to be found out and then 
lynched.  That is where Warren G. fits in—fit in where you 
can get in—BE WHITE YOUNG MAN!  GET ELECTED 
PRESIDENT OF THE US.  Certainly Bush & his Washington 
DC crew are using tactics more scandalous than Harding ever 
thought about to get over.  Like Bush, Harding also lived a 
political illegitimacy—although Harding’s illegitimacy was a 
WHITE illegitimacy.  Consider the following:   

President George W. was selected and elected with a 
proven Political Illegitimacy: According to The Nation, Albert 
“Al” Gore beat George Bush by roughly 537,000 votes 
nationally, but also handily defeated him among legally cast 
votes in Florida.  Bush will spend his term to counter his 
proven political illegitimacy.  Before the much-misreported 
results of the Florida recount, the Administration gave every 
indication of being so addicted to secrecy that it would 
happily stretch the bounds of democratic accountability 
beyond their breaking point.  

AL GORE WINS THE STATE OF FLORIDA declared 
the major television networks on November 7, 2001.  Later 
that evening the networks retracted their call and placed 
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Florida in the undecided camp.  Voting machines in black 
communities did not work properly and black voters were 
intimidated by the police and in some instances prevented 
from voting.  Americans think the 2000 Presidential Election 
in Florida came down to hanging chads on a handful of 
disputed ballots.  When George Bush’s brother Jeb’s Secretary 
of State, Katherine Harris, hired a company with the excuse 
to empty the state’s voter rolls of convicted felons.  It resulted 
in the purge of mostly black voters while purposely deleting 
thousands of prospective Democratic voters with no criminal 
records from the rolls.  

Operation Public Lockout: According to the 
Washington Post, this tendency was evident even pre-9/11—
for instance, when Dick Cheney refused repeated 
Congressional demands that he identifies the lobbyists 
crafting the Administration’s multibillion-dollar giveaway to 
the oil and gas industry.  Bush wants to shut down the free 
flow of information.  Consider November’s Executive Order 
13233, which eviscerates the nation’s access to its own history, 
effectively overturning the Presidential Records Act (PRA) of 
1978 by Fiat.  Current law insists that all presidential papers 
be declassified within twelve years, with an exception made 
for those whose publication could demonstrably affect our 
national security.  Bush now wants to allow Presidents to 
refuse to declassify the decision-making process virtually 
forever.    

Some think Harding was one of America’s greatest 
presidents.  Harding was the first Republican president to 
support the right of women to vote. The election of 1920 was 
the first presidential election in which women could vote.  He 
was a leader in bringing about postwar economic 
development after WWI.  He took responsibility and held 
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government officials accountable.  He is the first president to 
require budgets in all departments of the government - 
especially the War Department.  There was much graft and 
corruption in defense spending, and Harding brought it 
under control with budgets.  

In Harding’s Teapot Dome Scandal – The US Navy’s 
oil reserves were sold and turned over to private investors 
with a kickback to the Secretary of the Interior.  There are 
many similarities to the recent Enron collapse.  It was 
believed that the public should divest itself of real property 
and never compete with private enterprise.  CNN reports that 
Energy giant Enron, which used to brag about becoming the 
world’s biggest company, now holds the record for the 
country’s biggest ever bankruptcy filing.    

The media reports:  Enron makes Whitewater look like 
peanuts—4,500 employees out of work.  Tens of thousands of 
investors watched their Enron stock sink suddenly from $83 
per share to 26 cents, wiping out $60 billion of stockholder 
value.  Eleven Thousand (11,000) employees invested 401K 
funds exclusively in Enron—and were forbidden by Enron’s 
own rules from diversifying.  Today they have no retirement 
plan at all.  

It is hard to tell whether Enron is the house that Bush 
built, or Bush is the house that Enron built. Bush and friends 
were major players in Enron’s corporate success.  The 
political fortunes of George W. Bush seem to be linked to the 
rise and fall of Enron.  Enron is the world’s biggest corporate 
disaster.  It can also be labeled the world’s biggest cause of 
corporate criminality.    

The Bush administration had Enron connections. 
Secretary of the Army Thomas White was a former high-
ranking Enron executive, and Robert Zoellick, the US Trade 
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Representative, was a paid member of Enron’s Advisory 
Board. The Washington consulting firm run by Lawrence 
Lindsey, the White House’s top economic advisor, worked for 
Enron.  Other top officials included Karl Rove, Bush’s chief 
political strategist and Lewis Libby, Vice President Dick 
Cheney’s chief of staff, both owned huge chunks of Enron 
stock when they joined the Bush Administration.  At the end 
of the first Bush Administration, Enron hired Chief of Staff 
James Baker and Commerce Secretary Robert 
Mosbacher.  Ken Lay Chairman of Enron was George Bush’s 
biggest campaign contributor. Ken Lay was the only energy 
executive to meet privately with VP Dick Cheney to help 
shape the administration’s new energy policy. The Bush 
Whitehouse refused to help California solve its energy crisis, 
which were caused by Enron’s suddenly inflating the price of 
electricity, forcing blackouts throughout the state.  Bush 
refused to intervene to help consumers—wouldn’t do 
anything to hurt his pal’s big business.   

Harding’s presidency was one of total 
disrespect.  Authors write:  Harding’s nomination and 
election proved the adage that anyone could become 
president.  That way if the news of his blackness leaked out, 
he would go down in history as low man on the Totem 
Pole.  This Negro couldn’t be lynched like the other 
Negroes—not for public display.  I believe that is why he was 
eliminated mysteriously—by poison. 

Warren didn’t want a legitimate child because the 
child might be born with black skin or curly hair; therefore, 
validating black ethnicity.  Blacks were savages who lead an 
animal-like existence.  The southern plantation was “a school 
constantly training and controlling pupils who were in a 
backward state of civilization.”  If Warren was poisoned by 
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government officials, it was done under the auspicious of 
“proper discipline” by “The Star Strangled Banner.” 

Woodrow Wilson was the 28th president of the US and 
a Dixiecrat (breakaway segregationist Democrats).  When he 
was elected, Washington rang with happy Rebel Yells, while 
bands all over town played “Dixie.” The Chief Justice of the 
Supreme Court, whose role it was to swear in the newly 
elected Southern president, was himself a former member of 
the Ku Klux Klan. The South ran the nation and Negroes 
should expect to be treated as a servile race.  Wilson was pro-
slavery and supporter of the Confederacy.  After his election, 
he gave Washington the license to pursue its racial practices 
without concern about federal interference.  He re-segregated 
Washington DC and employees in the White House. Black 
federal supervisors, along with most black diplomats, were 
replaced by whites; numerous black federal officials in the 
South were removed from their posts; the local Washington 
police force and fire department stopped hiring blacks 
(Freund).   

Lynching during that era was common as a “Negro 
disposal method.” With the Dixiecrats in power in 
Washington, why wouldn’t Warren Harding end up 
“mysteriously dead” once he was found out to come from 
Negro ancestry?  History has done much to ruin his 
credibility.  He has been deemed, “America’s worst 
president.” 
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NOTE:  Recorded European History documents a 
Caucasian connection to the origin of mankind with 
a direct line through Christianity.  To prove the 
position, similar information may be presented in 
this chapter as was outlined in Chapter 6.   

 
he Falasha Jews of Ethiopia are the only Jews in 
“modern day” Israel who can trace their Biblical 
roots.  Keep in mind that modern day Israel was set up 

by the US and Britain in 1948.  The original Jews remain in 
Africa.  Everything came from Africa.  It is the continent the 
rest of the world visited, colonized, and pillaged—its 
diamonds, gold, and other iron ores and most important—its 
people.  Africa is being paid back with the implantation of the 
US “lab created” AIDS Virus and post-colonial political 
systems to trigger civil wars causing famine, disease, and 
social deprivation.  Europe eats from Africa.  It is easy to see 
the same thing starting to happen in Afghanistan, Iraq, and 
the rest of the Middle East under the guise of “war to 
implement democracy.”  Those government leaders are being 
toppled so the US and Europe can put into place an “umbrella 
democracy” and embezzle the oil and other resources.  The 
USA’S economic policy has a growing dependency on war to 
maintain full-employment. 
  Africans wrote the Bible about Africans.  The Bible is 
not about Europe or Europeans.  Europe was not in existence 
6,000 years ago.  Egypt wasn’t conquered by Rome until 300 
BC.  Where did the white people come from that you see 
lining the pages of your King James Holy Book?  They 
appeared intentionally in the mindset of people who changed 
the color of history.  King James translated the Bible.  Did he 
also rewrite the Bible knowingly?  Logical thinking is the 

T 
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process by which one uses reasoning consistently to conclude.  
It plainly makes sense.  This process involves taking the 
important ideas, facts, and conclusions involved in a problem 
and arranging them in a chain-like progression so that it takes 
on meaning.  To think logically is to think in steps.  When 
talking about the “End Times” or “New World Order,” the 
public thinks the US is not mentioned in the Book of 
Revelation, but it is mentioned.  The US is the “Political 

Babylon.”  The US and Europe represent everything coming 
from Rome.  

What happens when man falls into disfavor with 
God?  Genesis 29:30-35: To have children is a blessing.  Not to be 
able to bear children is an affliction.  Deuteronomy 7:15: Though 
shalt be blessed above all people:  There shall not be male or female 
barren among you, or among your cattle.  The verses are repeated 
in Judges 13 and 1 Samuel 2:5. Those who have transgressed 
against God cannot bear children to replenish the 
Earth.  Statistically speaking the Caucasian Race amounts to 
eight (8) percent of the global population with white females 
of childbearing age representing two (2%) percent.  The 
future of the white race is in the wombs of its reciprocating 
white women. The concept “reciprocate” means willing to 
duplicate. Caucasian children replication has become a 
barren issue.  In case you hadn’t noticed, white women are 
running rampant, lusting after black men in massive 
numbers.  Black men are still considered “Niggers” to white 
fathers but are “Mesmerizing Knights” to their white 
daughters who have dubbed black men as “remarkable.”  

Two events helped to evoke the current force of fury 
and consummate the “White Jurisdiction Institute.”  The first 
instance was Christianity, and the second European 
Colonization.  Christianity evolved in Roman History (AD 
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400).  Colonization evoked force during the 18th and 19th 
Centuries.  The average person knows groups like the Aryan 
Nation, Council of Conservative Citizens and KKK are 
culprits of the “White Jurisdiction Reasoning Institute.”  We 
have a nation of lobotomized brains disciplined to feel and 
think “Caucasian Outgrowth.”  The groups are merely 
putting into sequence thoughts from our “National Think 
Tank,” the Average American.  Both blacks/whites have been 
“brainwashed and lobotomized” to think and act identically 
logically c-r-a-z-y.     

The Aryan Nation proclaims its mission: “The on-
going work of Jesus Christ, the re-gathering of “His people,” 
calling “His people” to a state for their nation to ring in “His 
Kingdom.”  The Nation believes the white race first appeared 
on Earth when Adam, man of Genesis (father of the white race 
exclusively) turned rosy (red, ruddy) according the original 
Hebrew Language and is translated: “To show blood in the 
face; turn rosy.” Genesis 5:1).  The definition ruddy (from the 
Earth) also goes back to Diop’s explanation of how Europeans 
described the ancient Egyptians as “dark red.”  It is just 
another term for Colored/Negro. 

Menelik II “King of Kings,” “Lion of Judah” (1923) can 
be traced to King Solomon in the Bible.  The oldest royal 
family in Europe was the Bourbon, which dates to the Ninth 
Century AD.  The next is the English, which goes back to 
William the Conqueror, who was born in 1028.  The Menelis 
can be traced to Menelis I, son of Solomon and the Queen of 
Sheba, or back to 930 BC between Menelik I and Menelis II, 
which stretches 2,793 years.  Solomon’s lineage is traced in the 
Bible to Adam, which for those who accept the legend would 
give Menelik nearly 6,000 years of recorded ancestry (Rogers, 
370).  
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Doesn’t the foregoing philosophy sound like historians 
labeled the ancient Egyptians a “Race of dark red people” to 
disguise blackness to the Western part of the world?  The 
invaders could not go back to Europe and America with the 
“Black Birthplace of Mankind Theory” when slavery was 
being staunchly put into place.  White Americans think the 
same thoughts and have the same philosophies but do not 
speak the thoughts aloud—you know from whence your 
enemy surrounds.  

Euro-American historians refer to “Aryans,” not to be 
confused with the Aryan Nation as the Mediterranean Race 
i.e. the original man, although the Aryan Nation denies any 
resemblance to the present mixed-breed inhabitants 
(black/white) of the Mediterranean Basin.  The Aryan Nation 
alleges to be part of the great race that built the pyramids of 
Egypt, knew the heavens and charted stars and created the 
deserted ruins in South Africa.  Their claims are as shaky as 
they are quaky.  Archeological remains and inscriptions to 
prove their theory are NON-EXISTENT.  

The Aryan Nation’s Affirmation:  They were the 
Phoenicians, Carthaginians and Babylonians.  But then turn-
around and say: “These groups of people fell because of 
Negro women found in their tents in Africa.”  The 8 
percenters are hard at work after recognizing they are on the 
brink of extinction.  Caucasians have become victims of their 
own propaganda.  They have built their foundation on white 
sand, and the little granules falling by the wayside are shaded 
black/brown.   

Aryans, believe they are the original race of people 
labeled “Atlantean.”  Do some research and look up the word 
“Atlantean.”  It has occult connections.  Muslims believe the 
“white man is the Devil.”  Lucifer means, “Light.”  Could 
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there be something to that thought?  The implication being 
made is the following:  Caucasians cannot validate the 
rudiments of white civilization.   It has been proven that 
civilization started in the great river valleys of Africa in the 
Fertile Crescent.  It is also logical that the evolution of the 
white race started in Africa.  

The Encyclopedia Britannia outlines the lack of or 
absence of historical sources to trace the process of Swedish 
Expansion and the Viking Era around AD 400—the land of 
the Aryans.  The same is true for Denmark.  The first 
trustworthy written evidence of a kingdom of Denmark 
belongs to the early Viking Period.  Roman knowledge of this 
country is fragmentary and unreliable.  The same is said for 
the other Scandinavian countries—THE LANDS THE 
ARYANS.  

In my quest to trace pre-historic man to Europe, the 
following information surfaced.  The original Indo-
Europeans referred too as Aryans were nomads, who herded 
animals in the steppes north of the Black Sea, in what is now 
the Ukraine.  Between 5,000 and 6,000 years ago the Aryans 
migrated into Europe on horseback and conquered a series of 
cultures.  The Encyclopedia Britannica, one of Euro-
America’s own search engines, concurs with British 
historians.  

Indo-Iranian languages make up a major branch of the 
Indo-European family of languages (Bower, 120+).  The 
Singhalese Language is an Indo-European language of the 
Indo-Aryan family.  Linguistics links the Iranian language to 
African languages.  Iranian languages include the Arabic 
language.  Arabic belongs to the Semitic Language group.   

Semitic includes Ethiopic and Hebrew—people who 
lived in one of black Africa’s greatest civilizations.  The 
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earliest surviving specimens of the language are brief 
inscriptions on rocks in Brahmi Letters dating from 200 
BC.  The most considerable amount of dated Aryan language 
dates to about AD 1000 (Encyclopedia Britannia, 567).    

The Aryans propagate a semi-fictional (semi-means 
half-and-half) historical novel on the origins of the Aryan 
people. The Saga/fairy tale deals with the lives of the ancient 
Indo-Europeans about twenty thousand years ago who 
proudly called themselves the Aryans - The Noble 
Ones.  They were the first Mazda Yasnis, the worshippers of 
Ahura Mazda: God in the ancient Aryan tongue of Avestan.  

There are no archeological specimens of Caucasians 
from antiquity—just cave drawings.  Cheikh Anta Diop and 
Chancellor Williams have researched proof of European 
civilization being a derivation of African achievement.  They 
are not the only authors with this theory.  There were no 
artifacts left behind or found by archeological digs.  The 
Aryans claim to be extraterrestrial or existing outside of the 
Earth and universe.  Volume I of the Saga vividly describes 
the Great Migration of the Aryan ancestors from their ancient 
homeland Airyanam Vaejo in the North Pole.  The ancient 
ancestors drew inspiration from the sacred Scriptures of the 
Aryan Zoroastrians, in which the great journey is 
authenticated.   

There were trials and tribulations that befell the 
ancient ancestors of mankind in their great journey to the 
South and the Southwest, towards Iran, India, Greece, Russia, 
Germany and the other nations of Europe.  The Aryans 
display great heroism against the bitter cold and blizzards, 
the wild animals and the savage barbarians. Romance blooms 

among the young as they travel onwards to IRAN.  The 
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Aryans proclaim to be part of the root race “Atlantean” 
(Avestan).   

Christianity was the first event to consummate the 
“White Jurisdiction Institute.”  Constantine I was the Roman 
emperor who ruled during AD 306-337, built Constantinople, 
chartered Christian worship, and instituted Christianity as 
lawful.  Christianity was established, and the Ecumenical 
Council decided which books were left in or out of the Holy 
Bible.  The following words placed on the cross-denoting 
Christianity: “In Hoc Signo, Vinces” (meaning, “In this sign 
you will conquer”).  Currently, the majority membership of 
Christian churches is non-white, and all are held in control 
concealed by the symbol of the cross.  

The Christian Crusades were a series of military 
campaigns sanctioned by the Roman Catholic Pope during 
the 11th and 13th centuries.  Originally, the Crusades were 
Roman Catholic Holy Wars to recapture Jerusalem and the 
Holy Land from the Muslims.  The more things change, the 

more they stay the same!  Is that what happened when Britain 
and the US set up a homeland for the modern-day Jews?  Is 
that the reasoning instilled for the slaughter of Palestinians by 
modern day Israel—a repeat of the same thing?  The religious 
fundamentalists claim the US and Britain are fighting a 
religious war (crusade) in the Middle East when it is no more 
than a war Euro-America created for global conquest.   

The fury of a white supremacy dynamic was expressed 
in the form of Nazism.  The dominant symbol used by this 
group in the supremacy system is the black swastika.  The 
central element of the swastika is the cross.  A spinning or 
whirling cross (cross in motion) gives the visual illusion of the 
swastika.  Historically, the symbol of the swastika spurred 
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whites to destroy.  The cross is still the dominant symbol in 
religious practices of the supremacy system/culture.  

Through “Caucasian racial engineering” some brown 
races have become hypothetically “white.”  If black and 
brown people have straight or wavy hair, they have been 
reclassified as “Caucasian.”  Therefore, the word Caucasian is 
continuously used to refer to dark skin (non-white) people 
with Negroid ancestry who have straight hair.  It has 
increased the white race totals with a lopsided distribution 
numbering system.  The system was designed to expand and 
extend white race counts that amount to 8 percent worldwide 
(UN Population, 1+).  

  The name “Israel” goes back in history to at least 13th 
century BC.  It was once the name of the people in Canaan 
(Western Palestine) who were destroyed by the Egyptian 
Army under Pharaoh Merenpath.  The name Moses 
originates from the Egyptian word ms, meaning “is born, as 
in Thutmose and Ramose.”  “Moses is an anglicized version 
of the Hellenized transliteration (i.e., mosis) of the original 
Egyptian” (Greenberg 188).   

  According to the Bible, Egypt was peopled by the 
offspring of Ham, ancestor of the blacks.  “The descendants of 
Ham were Chus, Mesraim, Phut and Canaan.  The 
descendants of Chus are Saba, Hevila, Sabatha, Regma and 
Sabathaca…Chus was the father of Nimrod; he was the first 
to be conqueror of the Earth. Mesraim became the father of 
Ludim, Anamin, Laabim, Nephthuhim, Phethrusim, 
Chasluhi. Canaan became the father of Sid, his first-born, and 
Heth (Diop 2).  

Note:  Mesraim still designates Egypt; Canaan, the 
entire coast of Palestine and Phoenicia; Senmar, which was 
probably the site from which Nimrod left for Western Asia, 
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still indicates the Kingdom of Nubia.  Canaan = Palestine = 
Israel.  In Phoenicia, the Canaanites were descendants of 
Canaan.  Canaan was the brother of Mesraim, the Egyptian, 
and Chus (Kush), the Ethiopian, sons of Ham (Diop, 107).  
Ham is the father of the Black Race according to King James 
and his Bible translators.  

The term “Semite” originally came into being when 
Roman (white) soldiers sexually aggressed against African 
women.  Another keen example of this aggression occurred 
during slavery when white males sexually aggressed 
themselves against African (black) females.  When the 
Israelites leave black Egypt in the Exodus story, they walked 
out black but have been since “labeled and stamped” white 
people.  The evolvement embarks.  Semi means someone 
whose ancestry was of a black and white mixture; therefore, 
emerging black (since black is genetically dominant).  The 
Ethiopian Language is Amharic and has Semitic origin.  Semi-
sweet chocolate is a good example of what “semi” 
means.  The sweetness is there, but the pungency comes 
through.   

The 18th Dynasty between (Abraham and Moses) were 
black in color but labeled and stamped “Dark Red Race” by 
the foreign invasions of Napoleon and his army in the 16th 
Century, and the English in the 19th Century.  The American 
Aboriginal is also called “red men.”   The armies established 
the first modern contacts with the West.  It was then 
Napoleon and his men shot off the flat noses and other Negro 
features of the Sphinx.  The Great Pyramids display a profile 
of the Bantu African people.  The Bantu people make up about 
2/3 of the population of Africa, and inhabit the southern half 
of the continent (below the Sahara Desert). Bantu means 
unmixed Negroid people.  The Bantu region stretches from 
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Cameroon in the west to Kenya in the east and south to the 
bottom of the continent.  

Cheikh Anta Diop unraveled the intertwined 
relationships connecting Egyptian dynasties to the Old 
Testament during the 1960’s and 1970’s.  There are many 
current theological authors who have revealed the same 
concepts, but the following two stand out as having done a 
vast amount of research along the same lines.  Gary 
Greenberg and Thomas Thompson examine archaeological 
records connecting Egyptian Dynasties to the Old 
Testament.  Greenberg is a Jew who connects himself to 
African Origin.  

English scholar Gerald Massey wrote extensively on 
the origins of Jewish ancient history and the relationship of 
the ancient Kemet people to the Old Testament during the late 
1800’s, but Massey’s work was banned in much of the United 
States.  He wrote extensively about Egyptian History between 
the Pharaohs of Akhenaten and Rameses II.  The pre-dynastic 
chronology in Genesis (from the birth of Adam to the birth of 
Methuselah) is derived from the same source as Manetho’s 
Chronology of the Egyptian Gods.  Both are based on the 
Theban Doctrine of Creation. The Egyptian God “Yahweh” 
plays a central role in the story of Moses and Israel’s 
beginnings (Greenberg 6).  The Bible’s seven days of Creation 
derived from Egyptian theology and the story of Noah’s 
Flood revolves around Egyptian calendar cycles.  The precise 
alignment between the genesis and Manetho Chronologies 
enables the resolve of almost every major chronological 
dispute about Egyptian Dynastic History prior to the 19th 
Dynasty.  There is evidence dating the Book of Genesis to 
coincide with Egyptian Dynastic dates.  The two chronologies 
were based on a common history (Greenberg, 282-3).  
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In Genesis 15:13 “Abraham’s Inheritance” was a carrier 
of the blessing that descended from Shem and entered a 
covenant with God.  Abraham found the land of Canaan 
inhabited by Hamitic people upon his arrival.  Genesis 15:18 
clearly reaffirms the boundaries of the land to be inherited by 
Abraham (Genesis 2:8-14) from the Nile to the Euphrates 
including the Garden of Eden and the Fertile 
Crescent.  Genesis 15:19-21 lists the Hamitic Tribe people and 
nations who inhabited the region promised to Abraham in 
Genesis 15:1-21.   

The Cushite’s of Mesopotamia were Ethiopians 
(Judges 3:3-10).  Cushite’s were Edenites from the Land of 
Eden.  The Sudanese are synonymous with Watusi and Zulu, 
400 years from 1846-1446 BC. The Cushite’s of Mesopotamia 
are identical with Ethiopians. Until the 4th Glacial Epoch, flat-
nosed Negroes were the only humans (Diop, 67-8).  There is 
archaeological evidence includes Semitic Languages which 
are closely related to African Languages and are spoken in 
Syria, Palestine and related to Berber, Libyan, ancient 
Egyptian and Coptic Cushite (Greenberg pp. 110-111).  The 
earliest human bones have been found in Ethiopia.  Twenty 
years ago, South Africa was the only place in the world where 
the bones found allowed scientists to reconstitute the 
genealogical tree of mankind uninterruptedly from its 
beginning until today.  

The civilization of Canaan can be traced to Paleolithic 
times.  Skeletons of Neanderthal type man can be traced 
directly to the (Hottentot/Bushman) dated about 30,000 BC 
and discovered in caves near Mt. Carmel and the Sea of 
Galilee.  The Bushmen left the first engraved rough drawings 
on rocks and carved limestone figurines representing 
monstrously fat pregnant women. Aurignacian tools have 
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been found in France, Italy, and Spain, Java, Siberia, and 
China.  Practically everyone agrees that until the 4th Glacial 
Epoch, flat-nosed Negroid were the only humans.  It was 
probably not until the fourth glaciation, which lasted 100,000 
years.  The differentiation of the Negroid Race into distinct 
races occurred following a long period of adaptation.  

Open your Bible to Leviticus.  Chapter 13 deals with 
the issue of leprosy and skin turning white.  Verse 4 describes 
a man’s flesh with a bright spot of white in the skin.  If the 
hair has not turned white, a priest can help him turn the 
plague around so that it is somewhat dark. Verse 10 talks of 
the rising of white in the skin, and the hair turning white.  It 
is then that a priest will pronounce him unclean.  Is this when 
the black man turns white?  Was this a form of 
Albinism?  Albinos occur in all races of mankind and in all 
animal groups.  The Albion tic condition arises from a distinct 
hereditary interference with the normal function of 
melanocytes (www.noah.com).  

The same physical Albino attributes in children of 
black/brown races were taboo in Biblical times.  In Biblical 
times people with albinism were banished or thrown out and 
forced to live in colonies just as people with leprosaria 
(Hansen’s Disease) lived in the Gillis W. Long Leprosy 
Hospital in Carville, Louisiana.  Because the disease is now 
considered rare, the hospital closed just at the turn of the new 
millennium.  The Biblical black race believed God was 
delivering judgment on a family with albinism and the 
individual with albinism was cursed or in the embodiment of 
sin.    

White-skinned people came into existence thousands 
of years ago as the Albino mutant offspring of black-skinned 
mothers and fathers in Africa.  A sizable number of these 

http://www.noah.com/
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black parents produced, rejected and then cast out of the 
community their genetic defective albino offspring to live 
away from the normal black skin-pigmented population. 
There were colonies of albinos formed which eventually 
migrated northward to Europe, to escape the intensity of the 
equatorial sun of the Southern hemisphere.  The Albino 
colonies produced more and more Albinos until there was an 
Albino (white) Race (Welsing, 23).  

According to The South African Institute for Medical 
Research in review – Journal of South African Science, there is a 
High Frequency of Albinism in Africa. “Albinism provides 
more clues to early African history to complement the lessons 
of language,” provides more clues to early African 
history.  The Department of Human Genetics at the SAIMR is 
currently involved with numerous research projects, most 
related to human genetic disorders and population origins—
one of these, ‘Albinism in African peoples’ having received 
particular attention because it offers new insights into the 
historical movement of peoples in sub-Saharan Africa.  

The albinism syndrome shows parallels with sickle 

cell anemia. The carrier of the sickle cell mutation is at an 
advantage in regions where malaria is hyperendemic, which 
includes large areas of Africa.  About one in 35 southern 
African blacks is a carrier of an albinism mutation, a 
surprisingly high prevalence for a genetic disorder where the 
homozygote is at a survival disadvantage. It is postulated that 
the albinism carrier may be at an advantage, possibly also 
with malaria as the selective agent.  It has been suggested that 
mosquitoes are less likely to alight and take blood from a 
lighter-skinned person and thus the albinism carrier may be 
at an advantage over darker-skinned people. The testing of 
this hypothesis is opening a new line of research into malaria 
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studies, which may yet show some other selective agent may 
be responsible for the high frequency of albinism in Africa. 

The Finnish, Swedish, and Danish people are “as white 
as pure driven snow” with blonde hair that is almost 
white.  The two groups of people show strong evidence they 
could be a composition of the Albinic/white Race that moved 
northward.  White European geneticists have validated that 
the union of two albinos will produce children that are 
affected with albinism.  The parents of albinos are often con-
sanguineous since it increases the likelihood that both will 
possess the same gene.  The albionotic condition creates an 
extreme sensitivity of eyes and skin to the sunlight.  There 
was a migration of the African Albinos northward to what the 
world recognizes as Europe.  During the Biblical times, 
Europe was part of Africa.  In modern times Europeans, 
themselves designated and divided Africa into the regions of 
the “Middle East,” “Far East” and “Near East.”  The regions 
were divided according to the distance from Europe. 

The Scandinavian countries of Norway, Sweden, 
Denmark, Iceland, and Finland make up the Nordic 
people.  Nordic traits include long slim bodies, long oval 
faces, white alabaster skin, straight blond hair, and blue or 
gray eyes.  Nordic people have thick yellow-white eyebrows, 
and facial hair.  The Nordic traits clearly distinguish and 
identify Albino traits or visa versa—take your pick.  

   

 The Cushite’s of Mesopotamia were Ethiopians 
(Judges 3:3-10).  Cushite’s were Edenites from the 
Land of Eden.  Until the 4th Glacial Epoch, flat-nosed 
Negroes were the only humans (Diop, 67-8).  

 The Egyptian God “Yahweh” plays a central role in the 
story of Moses and Israel’s beginnings (Greenberg 
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6).  The Bible’s seven days of Creation was derived 
from Egyptian theology, and the story of Noah’s Flood 
revolves around Egyptian calendar cycles.   

 The name “Israel” goes back in history to 13th century 
BC.  It was once the name of Canaan (Western 
Palestine).  They were destroyed by the Egyptian 
Army under Pharaoh Merenpath.  The name Moses 
actually originates from the Egyptian word ms, 
meaning “is born,” as in Thutmose and 
Ramose.”  “Moses is an anglicized version of the 
Hellenized transliteration (i.e., mosis) of the original 
Egyptian (Greenberg 188).    

 In Phoenicia, the Canaanites were descendants of 
Canaan.  Canaan was the brother of Mesraim, the 
Egyptian, and Chus (Kush), the Ethiopian, sons of 
Ham (Diop, 107).   

 The Sudanese is synonymous with Watusi and Zulu - 
400 years from 1846-1446 BC.  The Cushite’s of 
Mesopotamia are synonymous with Ethiopians.  

 Constantine I was the Roman emperor who ruled 
during AD 306-337, built Constantinople, chartered 
Christian worship, and instituted Christianity as 
lawful.  Christianity was established, and the 
Ecumenical Council decided which books of the Bible 
were left in or out of the Holy Bible.    

 “Caucasian racial engineering” has caused some 
brown races to become hypothetically “white.”  If 
black and brown people have straight hair, they have 
been reclassified as “Caucasian.”  The word Caucasian 
is continuously used to refer to dark skin (non-white) 
people who have straight hair.  
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 During the French invasion off Africa, Napoleon and 
his men shot of the flat noses and other Negro features 
of the Sphinx.  The Great Pyramid displays a profile of 
the Bantu African people.  

 Theologians have connected archaeological records to 
Egyptian Dynasties and the Old Testament.  English 
scholar Gerald Massey wrote extensively on the 
origins of Jewish ancient history and the relationship 
of the ancient Kemet people to the Old Testament 
during the late 1800’s, but Massey’s work was banned 
in much of the United States as was Diop’s African 
Origin of Civilization. 
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Chapter 10 

 

Biological Assimilation & Global Racial 

Cleansing 

 
t has been estimated there are as many as 50 million 
people who could be classified as African American but 
are passing for “European stemmed Caucasian.”  The 

classification would literally double the number of Americans 
with African ancestry on the records.  According to our US 
Census, Hispanics outnumber African Americans as the 
largest ethnic group in the US.  That information is clearly 
misleading.  Forty percent (40) of Hispanics in the US are 
visibly from African ancestry.  The actualization: one-quarter 
of the American population has Negroid ancestry, which has 
absorbed itself into the labeled “Caucasian population.” The 
Euro-American community is no longer homogeneously 
white.  Society as we know it should be titled White 
Mythology.  Scientists find themselves in a quandary and must 
be weary after c-r-e-a-t-i-n-g daily visionaries for media 
display.  The United States, Canada, Europe, and Australia 
are still predominantly white—a legacy from their 
squatters.  Those parts of the globe provide a nostalgic 
longing by whites for a white homogeneous global world—
for whites by whites.   

The new millennium brought with it a new world 
order.  The global world is no longer homogenously white as 
you have been led to believe.  There was a “changing of the 
guards” while America was busy painting its inhabitants 
white.  You probably didn’t notice because people with 
Negroid stock were busy changing their racial 
classification.  While African Americans were proving to 

T 
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white America they were at least part white.  A series of 
events at the end of the millennium spelled out white global 
annihilation.  The incidences that follow are minute examples 
of image manipulation. 
 As President George W. Bush addressed the UN 
Secretary General Kofi Annan in 2002, he looked around the 
room as the camera panned mostly black and brown faces.  
That got my attention.  My thoughts go back to Jesse Jackson 
as he negotiated the release of three US prisoners of the War 
in Kosovo (1999) and initiated the signing of a cease-fire in the 
bloody seven-year war in Sierra Leone.    

The Secretary of State, Colin Powell, addressed the UN 
Security Council regarding Iraq and its disarmament 
obligations under Resolution 1441.  Whites can no longer 
travel or speak freely at the global level.  George W. Bush 
needed Powell for the appearance of relevancy on the “World 
Stage,” just as he needed Condoleezza Rice as his 
ventriloquist dummy. 
  President Bush said to Brazil’s President Fernando 
Henrique Cardoso: “You have blacks, too?”  Condoleezza 
Rice, Secretary of State, had become President Bush’s solitary 
capacity for sensible verbal communication. While most 
African Americans were outraged by his comments, the white 
community never knew nor probably cared because they live 
in the 8% Pod. Most whites believe the only people with 
Negroid ancestry live in Africa and the United States.  
Runoko Rashidi makes the statement that the largest black 
population outside of the US is in India.  According to WHITE 
RIGHT, Black History started with slavery in the US—
Brainwash No Think!  The white mind-set is the Caucasian 
residue of supposed superiority.  NO THINK—by whites for 
whites.     

In 1942 the US, along with 26 other nations, signed a 
joint declaration subscribing to the Atlantic Charter (United 
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Nations).  Fifty-eight (58) years later when the UN decided 
the US was out-of-line and shouldn’t intervene in the Gulf, 
Bosnian and Iraq Wars, it became evident the US had “lost 
it.”  The UN and other world leaders had smacked the US 
alias— “Super Global Cop.”  Washington is convinced reality 
is whatever they say it is.  The realism:  America has been 
reading too many US History books. 

There were questions about the legality of the US-UK 
war on Iraq starting in 2003.  The UN Secretary General stated 
that the use of force without Council endorsement would “not 
be in conformity with the Charter.”  Many legal experts 
described the US-UK attack on Iraq as an act of aggression 
violating International Law with violations of the Geneva 
Conventions and responsibilities as an occupying power. 

Remember the Clarence Thomas Senate Hearings of 
1991?  The 1990’s Era witnessed a “panic attack” on the “Big 
Black Penis.”  The American media whored African-
American men to validate an all-around proof of black men 
sexual derogations.  Clarence was at the top of the apex with 
education and position and christened all time “sexual 
harasser.” Michael Jackson was the ultimate entertainer 
turned child molester and pedophile, endowed “dinky” or 
“dinkily” of the crew.  OJ Simpson was hailed: “white woman 
abuser and murderer.”  Mike Tyson was dubbed “illiterate 
rapist.”  Dennis Rodman was nicknamed “clown prince.”  

America learned that black men were all-around large 
penis dicks regardless of their positions in American life.  The 
proof presented to America resulted in white women running 
to accept black more vs. white less.  The large penis 
CAUTIONS caused their women to want what they were not 
getting.  

The definition of a holocaust depends on who has won 
the battle, writing the history books and making the movies.  
The original Biblical Jews were of African Edenic Ancestry.  
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Africans are the indigenous native Hebrews.  When God said: 
“Ye were a curse among the heathen, O house of Judah, and 
house of Israel; so, will I save you, and ye shall be a blessing:  
fear not” (Zechariah 8:13).  He was talking about “black 
Abraham and black Moses” and their descendents.  The 
Falasha Jews of Ethiopia are directly related to David and 
Bathsheba (Gen 10:6-7) by their son Solomon.   

Abyssinia is the starting point and was an extensive 
territory in East Africa that is known today as Ethiopia. In 
ancient times Ethiopia extended over vast domains in both 
Africa and Asia.  Classical historians and geographers called 
the whole region from India to Egypt, both countries inclusive 
by the name of Ethiopia. They regarded all the dark-skinned 
and black people who inhabited it as Ethiopia.   (History of 
Ethiopia, Vol. I., Preface, by Sir EA Wallis Budge) “Homer and 
Herodotus call all the peoples of the Sudan, Egypt, Arabia, 
Palestine and Western Asia and India by the name of 
Ethiopians.” (Ibid, p. 2) Herodotus wrote in his celebrated 
History both the Western Ethiopians, who lived in Africa, and 
the Eastern Ethiopians who dwelled in India, were black in 
complexion, but the Africans had kinky hair, while the 
Indians were straight haired. (The aboriginal black 
inhabitants of India are generally referred to as the 
Dravidians.) “The Ethiopians occupied all the south coasts of 
both Asia and Africa.” 

The “Dawn of History” as we know it was in Sumer, 
Egypt in 5000 BC.  Framework of the ancient Israelite Religion 
was 2000 BC.  Ancient history and modern day Bible scholars 
agree the Children of Israel were Negroid.  Read ancient maps 
and globe locations.  King James and his translators were 
troubled by what they found and decided not to tell the world 
of their unraveled evidence—the lack of historical evidence 
regarding the origin of white mankind?    
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In Acts 7:6-7…And God spake on this wise, that his seed 
should sojourn in a strange land; and that they should be in them 
into bondage, and entreat them evil four hundred years. 7:  And the 
nation to whom they shall be in bondage will I judge, said God: and 
after that shall they come forth, and serve me in this place.  

 
Before Biblical History the Pygmies 

Appeared on Earth 

 
 In ADDIS ABABA Ethiopia, scientists discovered the 
skull of a small human ancestor that could be a missing link 
between the extinct Homo erectus and modern man. The 
hominid cranium is believed to be between 500,000 and 
250,000 years old according to the Gona Paleo-
Anthropological Research Project.  Homo erectus, an ancestor 
of modern Homo sapiens, died out 100,000 to 200,000 years 
ago.  Homo erectus left Africa about 2 million years ago and 
spread across Asia from Georgia in the Caucasus to China and 
Indonesia.  Pygmies, small human ancestors, are the oldest 
race on the planet.  Pygmies have always been depicted as 
dwarfs with large heads; Negro features, close, curly hair, and 
sometimes armed with lances.  Aristotle believed in their 
existence and characterized the Pygmies as a race of men with 
small stature inhabiting the marshes of Upper Egypt towards 
the sources of the Nile.  Pygmies were found sculptured on 
the tombs at Sakkarah—referred to the 5th Dynasty of Egypt, 
3366 BC.   
 Various writers have localized Pygmies in different 
portions of the Earth’s surface.  Pliny mentions dwarfed races 
in both Asia and Africa.  Ctesias, a century after Herodotus, 
wrote of a race of Pygmies in the heart of India.  Relics of a 
Pygmy nations existed in Sicily and Sardinia, i.e. along the 
high road between Pleistocene Africa and Europe.  A dwarf 
Negroid Race existed in northern Europe and resulted in the 
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traditional tales of elves, goblins, gnomes and fairies.  Where 
do you think the Stonehenge came from—the original 
Druids?  The existing pygmy ethnic groups may be 
subdivided into two main groups or sub-races: (a) the African 
pygmies Negrillos, (b) the Asiatic pygmies Negritos.  The 
Negroid element was widespread throughout Malaysia, 
Indo-oceanic Asia, extending from New Guinea up to the 
Persian Gulf, and from the Malay Archipelago to Japan. 

The Negritos peopled Australia.  The Australia 
Aborigines refer to themselves as black.  People who look at 
them see their coal black skin and refer to them as black, but 
Aborigines, who are black in color, have been classified as 
Caucasian by physical anthropologists.  The primitive 
Quaternary type of man with prominent bridges, low brain 
cap, chinless lower jaw, etc. is classified as (Homo primigenius 
or primitive one) and was distinguished as a separate species 
from Homo sapiens when white anthropologists were 
developing racial classifications during the 19th 
century.  Research and investigation of Aboriginal Australian 
skulls showed the same peculiarities found in Homo 
primigenius.  Logically, Aborigines were reclassified as 
Caucasian so white men could lay claim to the line of 
“original man.” 

The Olmecs were the first inhabitants of Ancient 
Central and South America.  Their civilization existed from 
1500 BC to about 300 AD.  The first pyramid to ever appear in 
the Americas was built by the Olmecs.  The Olmec were the 
Nubians of Ancient Uganda located in Northeast Central 
Africa.  A thousand years before the Continental Drift they 
arrived in the Americas.  Before sails were invented Africans 
could sail the waters by using the Guinea and Canary tides 
and currents of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.  Abu Bakari 
II, a member of the Mali Tribe arrived in the Americas 300 
years before Christopher Columbus set sail.  The Nuwbuns 
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(Olmec) are known as the builders of colossal bay salt heads. 
The Colossal Heads were discovered/exposed in 1862 and 
again in AD 1938 by Dr. Mathew Serling outside the City of 
Tres Zapoes (in the jungles of Vera Cruz) in the Gulf of 
Mexico.  The heads are 20 tons each and measure 7-8 feet 
tall.  The headgear and appearance are very like the Rameses 
(Egyptian Pharaohs) Army who built the pyramids at Giza 
and Nubia 100 BC.  The heads have ear and lip plugs and nose 
rings.  

The similarities between Olmec and West African 
civilization include racial, religious and pyramid building 
similarities, as well as the similarities in their alphabets and 
scripts and both cultures spoke the identical Mende 
Language.  The language was once widespread in the Sahara 
and was spread as far East as Dravidian India in prehistoric 
times and the South Pacific. 

American Indians are the product of two races the 
Nuwbuns (Olmec) and the Chinese (Mongoloid).  The 
original people of Asia were African or Negroid in stock. 
They can be found in the first Chinese civilization called the 
Shang Dynasty.  In the 4th Century some of these descendants 
landed on the shores of what is today called California.  The 
explorer who led them was a Buddhist monk named Hsu 
Shen (Shang Dynasty AD 459).  

They lived and mixed among the (Olmecs) Nuwbun 
and produced what Columbus called “American 
Indians.”  The Olmec gave them the lower land (South 
America), which became known as Amexem another word 
for Hsu Shen, Ho Shen and the name of Mexico.  This mixture 
produced the original American Indians with slanted or 
epicanthic folds around their eyes, shovel teeth, hollow hair, 
dark skin and dark eyes.  The Natives were classified as “red 
skins.” That is the very same wording used by Caucasian 
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anthropologists who classified the Egyptians as “dark red-
skinned” rather than black/brown.  

The 8 percent Euro-Americans continue to use 
psychological and biological assimilation maneuvers towards 
the dominant to instigate the Mother of all campaigns and 
combat their very own extinction.  They are using a racially 
cleansing detergent to wash the Negroid out of Negroid—by 
white for white.  

Universally, Caucasians have used the stratagem for 
centuries to purge the blackness factor.  Racial cleansing 
procedures have taken place in Africa, Spain, Italy, the 
Middle East, Australia, South America, the Oceanic Islands 
and the Caribbean Islands.  Between the years 1995 - 2015 the 
population of the US and other developed Western regions 
will increase by 120 million.  The population of less developed 
regions will increase by 1,727 million.  Forty-five percent 
(45%) Western Africa’s population in under the age of 15 
(child bearing age) even with the threat AIDS (Cline, 1+) 
(United Nations Population Information, 1+).  

According to the Washington Quarterly version of the 
Pentagon Study, AIDS may be the factor most likely to affect 
future population size and distribution, since it occurs mainly 
in those regions expected to account for most of the world’s 
future population growth.  AIDS could do in Africa what 
decades of Western world family planning efforts failed to 
do—that’s end the population explosion in places like Africa 
and Vietnam.   

In Nigeria childbirth rates, equal 6.3 per female.  The 
rate is 4.5 times higher than the combined European nations 
of Russia, Denmark, Germany, Hungry and 
Austria.  Caucasian females worldwide have childbirth rates 
of less than two percent (2%).  In 1990, the average childbirth 
rate for women in Haiti was 7.0 per female (Population 
Reference Bureau, 1+).  Nigeria is expected to double in size 
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by 2010, triple by 2024 and quadruple by 2035 adding 312 
million people to the world’s population in 50 years.  By the 
year 2035 Nigeria is expected to surpass both the United 
States and the Soviet Union to become the third largest 
country in the world.  Within 30 years Kenya, Ethiopia, Zaire, 
Tanzania and South Africa will be among the world’s 25 
largest countries.  

Citation of Sub-Human Example:  Body Snatching 
and the Australian Aborigines: Classify them as 
subhuman.  Evolution and Racism:  In the late 1800’s and 
early 1900’s many in the scientific community viewed non-
Caucasian races as evolutionary ancestors, human 
subspecies, or not quite human. Because of this thinking, 
humans of certain races were treated like laboratory 
specimens. The Smithsonian Institution in Washington DC 
holds the remains of 15,000 individuals of various races.   

Ten thousand (10,000) Australian Aborigines were 
shipped to a British museum to determine if they were the 
“missing link.” Some of the leading evolutionists of the day, 
including anatomist Sir Richard Owen, anthropologist Arthur 
Keith and Charles Darwin wanted samples.  Museums were 
interested in bones, fresh samples, and pickled Aboriginal 
brains.  Edward Ramsey, curator of the Australian Museum 
in Sydney (1874-1894), published a museum booklet that 
appeared to describe Aborigines as “Australian animals.”  It 
also gave instructions on how to rob graves and plug bullet 
wounds in freshly killed “specimens.” He complained in the 
1880s that a Queensland Law to stop slaughtering Aborigines 
was affecting his supply.  

Amalie Dietrich, a German evolutionist (nicknamed 
the ‘Angel of Black Death’) came to Australia and asked that 
Aborigines to be shot for specimens, so their skin could be 
stuffed and mounted.  “She shortly returned home with her 
specimens.” “A new South Wales missionary was a horrified 
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witness to the slaughter by mounted police of a group of 
Aboriginal men, women and children.  Forty-five heads were 
then boiled down and the best 10 skulls were packed off for 
overseas.” (The above quotes and paraphrases are from 

Creation ex nihilo, Vol 14, No. 2, March - May 1992, pg. 17).  
Give them a chance to cleanse the blackness through 

reclassification:  In Australia the twentieth-century official 
state policy and practice forcibly transferred children from 
Aboriginal families to white families with the express 
intention they cease being Aboriginal.  As a biological 
solution to Aboriginal extinction, the government practiced 
child removal— “breeding the ‘half castes’ with white,” and 
“dismantling” or reclassifying everyone regarded as less than 
“full-blood” until 1970.  The intent was to await the “natural” 
death of the “full-blood” people and to socially engineer the 
disappearance, forever, of all those “natives of Aboriginal 
origin.”  This practice has a strange similarity to blacks in the 
US being classified as “multiracial.” 

In 1905, WE Roth, the Chief Protector of Aborigines in 
Queensland, ruled that the “social status of half-caste 
children” had to be raised. “In the future, all such infants 
taken from the camps should be brought up as white children 
(41).  In 1909, CF Gale, the Chief Protector in Western 
Australia, wrote:  Neville had a “three-point” plan: first, the 
“full-bloods” would die out; second, take “half-castes” away 
from their mothers; third, control marriages among “half-
castes” and so encourage intermarriage with the white 
community. Neville established Sister Kate’s Orphanage in 
1933, on the guiding principle that the good Sister took in 
those whose “lightness of color” could lead them to 
assimilation and intermarriage.  

The National Inquiry into the “separation” of 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children from their 
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families, published in 1997, summarizes the situation. 
Between one in three and one in ten indigenous children were 
forcibly removed from their families and communities in the 
period from approximately 1910 until 1970” 
(51).  Note:  Anthropologists have classified black Australian 
Aborigines as “Caucasian. 

In America, white families adopt black children 
because there is a shortage of white children.  The cross-racial 
adoption often amounts to black biological and/or 
psychological absorption and then disappearance inside the 
“racial closet.”  White people want to adopt black children 
who are mulatto because they can see a trace of their 
biological traits within the Negroid stock.  If the situation was 
turned around, black people could not adopt white 
children.  Can you see approved assimilation from white to 
black—for whites by blacks?    

Scurry to whiteness like research lab animals—test 
tube whiteness:  current research shows that in Australia 
many people did not acknowledge their Aboriginality in the 
1996 census.  They cited fears of what would be done with the 
figures or sheer antipathy to all “white systems.” The 
Aboriginal population is closer to 450,000, perhaps 2.5 percent 
of the total population rather than the 1.5 percent of the total 
population or 300,000 as Australia quotes.  
           US Census workers can’t add but sure know how to 
subtract—elementary is the process if you realize what’s 
happening.  Black race counts numbered 18-22 million in the 
1960 US Census.  The 2000 US Census utilized the calculated 
guess method of estimation to tally numbers.  Black race 
counts were estimated at 30-33 million.  The black birth rate 
is 1.3 percent above the national white birth rate of 1 percent 
per year (Peterson 1+) (Population Reference Bureau, 1+).  
            There was a 10 percent African-American under count 
in the 2000 Census.  Black women from Puerto Rico, 
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Panamanian, and Cuba were counted as Hispanics.  We all 
know that in 1808 there wee 3,650,000 African slaves 
delivered to Latin America compared to 1,000,000 delivered 
to the US (Ploski, 1-3) (Walvin, 63).  Remember, before slaves 
were delivered, African ancestry was already present from 
the Olmecs and Moors from Spain who invaded Mexico.  
Result:  In 1990 there was a 66 percent under count of black 
Americans.  The documented 30-33 million should have been 
55-70 million black Americans.  

There is a day-to-day psyche implantation 
process.  The conditioning will psychologically bluff a nation 
of white mothers with black children and some blacks 
sucking on sponges as the white polish oozes.  The US is 
giving blacks a choice to become Pseudo white or 
multiracial.  Population Policy Planning:  Anthropologists 
currently recite how important it is to realize that skin 
pigmentation no longer denotes racial classification.  Most 
African-Americans (80 percent) have an admixture of 
American Aboriginal.  Historically, authors of US History 
books narrate that Native Americans hid escaping slaves, and 
Native Americans and blacks lived together and 
cohabited.  What US History books have failed to record in 
history are the Negritic beginnings of the Indigenous people? 

Psychological studies done in the US two decades ago 
proved the disastrous impact of widespread racism on 
children of African descent.  In 1939 Kenneth and Mamie 
Clark conducted psychological studies of self-image and self-
evaluation.  Black children were given a choice to choose 
between black and white dolls.  Sixty-seven (67%) percent of 
the black children chose white dolls.  The children said that 
the black dolls “looked bad.”  In 1985—five decades later 
Derek and Darlene Hopson did the same experiment and 
found similar results.  This time 65 percent of the black 
children in one test all believed a doll with white skin was 
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good and pretty—a measure of the “self-hatred” instilled by 
social attitudes so prevalent as to be taken for granted (Frazier 
& Warner, pp 1+).       

Beloved (1998) starring Oprah Winfrey and Danny 
Glover was an excellent movie.  It immediately provided the 
viewer with a first-class trauma for the “psychological slavery 
mind-set” and its effect on African Americans of that era who 
were in bondage.  Without hesitation, Beloved helped 
substantiate and define the mindset of present-day people 
with Negroid stock.  Contemporary mind-set— “We don’t 
know anything about slavery.” That’s why very few people 
went to see the movie Beloved, and it was deemed a “flop.”  
“We weren’t part of that era.”  “Slavery was something that 
happened on those plantation movies about the South.”    

Sethe (Winfrey) displayed psychosis—life in the 
shadow of madness with flashbacks and metaphysical 
images.  Most blacks suffer from the same illness.  Blacks have 
a major loss of contact with shared US views of reality and 
themselves.  They would never admit that they are still being 
classified as “Negroes among the Americans.”  The delusions 
prevail—act white—Gee Whiz—Cool man!  Live white, 
praise white, look white, and we will be accepted by 
mainstream America as not really “black.”  Blacks suffer from 
hallucinations that “lily white” is God’s “the chosen ones.” 
“My grandmother had that Indian Hair.”  “My mamma was 
half white.” The hair is blonde or weaved, and the eyes are 
contact blue/green eyes.  

Disturbed is the definition for personality 
disorganizations by processes of thought, speech, memory, 
and actions—a break with reality.  White women remain the 
key for black men to be delivered from second-class to the top 
of the “White Sphere.”  White women support their 
men.  White women understand and will provide for 
me.  White women are alabaster with straight hair, thin noses; 
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small lips—the definition of beautiful and wonderful and 
exquisitely white—even though recessive.  “It’s okay if she 
fights to have my children reclassified once they grow up, and 
she comes to the realization that she isn’t accepted by her 
family and neither are my children.”  “If they are considered 
bi-racial or multiracial, they might have a chance.” This “hate 
thyself schizophrenia” has turned us into a group suffering 
from silly bizarre behavior.  

White people have science backing them up.  They are 
free to diagnose the causes of schizophrenia as an unsolved 
riddle.  Environment or a disturbed family environment may 
cause mental illness.  Whites even have treatments for the 
illness—tranquilizers, hospitalization, and all types of mental 
health programs.   

African-Americans have no help from their “hate 
thyself phobia” because they don’t understand why.  Whites 
just don’t care, and why should they care?  Blacks have 
treatments in the form of reclassification, white women relief, 
blonde weaves and red/blonde hair dyes, bleaching creams, 
and denial that we are like those other black people.  We feel 
as if we now fit-in.  Just look in a mirror and reality will hit 
you.  The reflection is still black.  

Logical thinking brings the average person to a 
realization the original man was black.  Just read the Old 
Testament of the King James Bible to determine how the 
white man originated (Leviticus – Chapter 13:2).  The 
admixtures of black/white can also be logically proven.  It has 
taken hundreds of years for the white scientist to run a sham 
on the general populace proving that black skin, brown skin, 
frizzy hair, curly hair, flat and broad noses, protruded 
(prognathism) foreheads, and wide spaces between the 
incisors are traits of the Caucasian Man—Read the research 
available to you.  
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(Psalm 83:4-5) Come and let us cut them off from being 
a nation that the name of Israel will be no more in 
remembrance.  Slave masters made sure blacks in America 
had no national identity.  Even though black Americans were 
imported from Africa, the continent was never used as an 
honorable word.  Africa was always the “dark continent” or 
“land of savages.” Surnames were replaced with “Darkie” 
and “Nigger.”  All terms used as a substitution for true 
nationality or origin.  The loss of nationality is a curse.  
(Exodus 1:8-22) 

We are in a struggle against the recessive white gene 
pool to retain the title “original man” from the dominant gene 
pool before it is altered.  Physical anthropologists are busy 
reclassifying the Global black/brown races making them 
Caucasian.  It will be an all-out battle to fight the “racial 
closet.”  Caucasians were named for the Caucasus Mountain 
Range that straddles Russia and Georgia.  Steadfast is the 
key.   
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o maintain implied global superiority has to be a real 
“mother f%#&er” existence. When the magical process 
of white superiority fails, frustration and anger start to 

increase. Mainstream America, the last global “superpower,” 
cringes as carnage is strewn across the “Main 48.”  The 
followers are blaming the leaders for everything that goes 
wrong including “killing sprees”—shoot it out at the OK 
Corral—mainstream America.  The followers continue to 
remain tightly knit despite the internal combustion and 
explosion.  We are in the “midst of a mental white man 
mania.”  The US is reaping the impairment of the “angry 
white male” who has been given the term “Sudden 
Murderer” by psychologists.  

The white male reeks of fanatical views that he is the 
“mostess” credible and “bestess” authentic persuading the 
enemy to trust him—although he remains the enemy.    He is 
the “Super Power Global Cop.”  If something isn’t right 
according to “Super’s” eyesight, he merely flies a jet fighter 
plane over top of a country and bombs.  White males have 
been able to inform and inspire those already in agreement 
with them and their views through a process of repetition 
created by the Founding Framers of the US Constitution—the 
road map rules of “Power Play” for the white male.  The 
Constitution was written for white males.  The 19th 
Amendment had not been passed, and blacks were 
considered three-fifths (3/5) of a person.  

African slaves became an inferior breed, subhuman—
reduced to refuse (waste).  Slaves were used in the form of 
forced labor, trapped, concentrated, and automated by 
psychological and physical brutality.  Many slaves failed to 
foresee the outcome and ingested the inborn learned 
helplessness. Some slaves longed to be a replication of the 
“Chosen Ones”—Master White Race.  They loved their 
Masters because they could bask in his “Reflected White 

T 
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Glory,” which in turn enhanced delusional power.  It created 
a reciprocal attachment necessary for physical survival by 
enhancing “Massive Master Power.”  This attachment was 
necessary for the formation of psycho-political symbiosis.  

Some slaves needed the Master to feel protected and 
safe, while other slaves loved their Masters to the point of 
sacrificing their lives to protect and idolize him.  Others were 
more sensible and followed not from love or belief, but from 
fear of being deprived, excluded or killed.  Regardless of 
motive, there was psychological self-destruction on the part 
of the slave.  

Slaves were a symbol of strength for “ordained white 
masters.” The more slaves he had on the plantation, the 
stronger he felt.  In America, the holdings were called 
Plantations. In Nazi Germany Adolf Hitler referred to his 
holdings as Concentration Camps. The ever-present fight for 
survival, our most primary biological urge, created a 
paradoxical situation turning slaves into mechanical 
men.  Life was reduced to the first biological law, win or be 
defeated.  It contributed to the brutalization of slave life, 
turning it into a fight for survival.  

Whites were on separate sides of the fields during 
slavery.  “Black Servitude” was viewed as a practical system 
to control and exploit labor.  The Caucasian became the “all-
wise creator” who found a physiological basis for 
temperamental and intellectual differences.  The 
argument:  The visible difference in black skin pigmentation 
also extended to the membranes, muscles, tendons, and to all 
the fluids and secretions.   

Whites of the 19th Century felt Negroes and Caucasians 
belonged in separate species.  White men became obsessed 
with racial superficialities.  Passed down from former 
generations whites currently feel that all people of color are 
barbarians who should be subjected to rigid discipline and 
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severe controls to preserve white civilization.  The Southern 
plantation was “a school constantly training and controlling 
pupils who were in the backward state of civilization” 
(Stampp, 11).   Mainstream America still ingests 
psychologically the “mentality of being white” and the 
entitlements inherited because of white skin color.       

The US is magnanimous, wise, and 
unconquerable.  Americans were lead to believe in the 1950’s, 
1960’s, and 1970’s the Nation was powerful enough to protect 
all free nations from Communist aggression on planet 
Earth.  America still finds the need to prove itself 
psychologically as a global power.  The battles and 
revolutions in which America has been engaged display an 
exact pattern.  America has beat up and bullied small 
countries—some the size of Connecticut.  The psychological 
ploys have always been for its citizens to see more when there 
was less.   

In my lifetime, I started to think about the many wars 
and revolutions in which the US has been involved.  “Success 
feeds the appetite of aggression,” blurted Richard 
Nixon.  Nixon visited Cuba in 1954 and praised competence 
of the Fulgencio Batista dictatorship, but the CIA overthrew 
the democratic government in Guatemala. Washington grew 
obsessed with the expropriation of American property in 
Cuba. The free world was confronted by a premeditated plan 
of Chinese expansion, and North Vietnam was the 
spearhead.  With the militant aggression of Asian 
Communism at its headquarters in Peking, China, the US 
claimed a “threat to world peace” and the Vietnam War was 
declared.  

In 1969 Nixon initiated secret B-52 raids over 
Cambodia.  He said it was to “clean out major enemy 
sanctuaries.”  The invasion of Cambodia set off the most 
widespread and intense college protests in American 
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history.  In 1970 soldiers in Vietnam were wearing peace 
symbols and refusing to go into combat.  The use of marijuana 
was common, and 10 – 15 percent of the troops were addicted 
to heroin.   

“Fragging”—the use of fragmentation grenades to kill 
unpopular officers was a common occurrence (Blum, et al, 
775).  On May 4, 1970, four students were killed and 10 
wounded by National guardsmen at Kent State University in 
Ohio as they protested the war.  In the Iran-Contra Affair of 
1986 the US used covert action to change policies and regimes 
in other countries.   

Mass Murderers:  The television news cameras have 
rented space in the black community.  When there is a 
homicide in the black community, it usually is reported by the 
media as a routine and common occurrence.  When there 
were mass shootings near the end of the Millennium at the 
Federal Building in Oklahoma City, Columbine High School 
in Littleton, Colorado, and schools in Paducah, Kentucky and 
Atlanta, Georgia the shootings become 
abnormalities.  National news programs tore apart and 
dissected the irregular/random behavior.   

It took 80 years for the Tulsa, Oklahoma Race Riots 
(1921) to be divulged to the American public.  The public 
heard instantly of the Oklahoma City bombing 
incident.  White people rioted after a botched lynching of a 
black man wrongfully accused of rape in.  It was the worst 
single act of US domestic terrorism.  Fifteen hundred (1,500) 
houses and businesses and 35 blocks in the Greenwood 
section of Tulsa known as the “Negro Wall Street” were 
destroyed.   

Taylor Tash was a model student in school and was 
described by those who knew him as quiet, gentle, and a man 
who loved people.  A coworker described Taylor as “someone 
who was easy going and could be pushed around.”  One day 
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Taylor exploded without warning.  Two weeks after he was 
suspended from his job, he returned to work, determined to 
get even with his supervisor.  He ended up killing his 
Supervisor and five co-workers before taking his own life.  

The psychology books describe Tash as a “Sudden 
Murderer.”  A sudden murder is a National newsworthy 
object simply who has been projected in society as a “law 
abiding” white male who seems to be an unlikely candidate 
for violence.  Research suggests that “Sudden White 
Murderers” explode into violence because they are shy, 
restrained, and inexpressive.  Their attacks were triggered by 
a minor irritation or frustration and reflects years of 
unexpressed feelings of anger.  They feel cheated or betrayed 
are doing what is necessary to remedy the situation to 
maintain their manhood (Coon, 434). 

“Somebody during mania will take risky behavior.” 
When you are talking about “mass killings, you are talking 
about white males.”  They have a white male entitlement 
dysfunction. They think they own people.  That’s why they 
take everybody out with them.  Either they kill themselves or 
commit suicide by proxy.  They set themselves up to be killed 
by the police.  The middle-class white male has no sense of 
accountability for his behavior.  Example:  blacks usually seek 
out the individual.  When whites went after Saddam Hussein, 
they wiped out innocent people.  Whites are beginning to feel 
the stress of finding out they don’t have all the freedoms they 
thought they had (Muhammad, 3+).  

The birth of AIDS was in a US laboratory:  On April 4, 
1969, Richard Nixon was personally present at the historical 
event when the American scientists discovered the 
mechanism of life.  Microbiologists from the US created the 
so-called ethnic cancer, whose viruses are capable of 
penetrating into human DNA and controlling it.  On June 9 
that same year the Pentagon informed the Congress the US 
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possessed the means to curb the unprecedented growth of 
population in the Third World countries.  

The result of that discovery was the law signed by the 
US President in 1970 on the stabilization of the planet’s 
population. These events had spurred the creation of a new 
synthetic human virus, which is now known as the AIDS the 
(Special Virus Program) lasted for 15 years and cost American 
taxpayers 550 million dollars. By the time the program was 
completed, the Pentagon had already 60 thousand liters of 
that deadly virus in its secret storage facilities. 

Annihilation of the Biblical Hebrew:  The Talmud is 
a European document used to solidify the false heritage of the 
German Jew.  It is what the Book of Mormon is to the 
Mormons.  It takes precedence over the Bible and is the 
commentary of different Rabbis over the centuries.  It may 
have started out innocent but now promotes racism. 

By the 2nd and 3rd centuries after the destruction of 
the Temple and the dispersion of the original peoples—
(Africans) into the land of their fathers, the Greeks, Romans 
(Europeans) took to writing and re-writing scripture.  This is 
where the Talmud came into being.  By the 6th century 
Christianity and Judaism was essentially European.  After 
that the Turks, Germans, English added to the confusion. 

Most of today’s Jews in Palestine aren’t descended 

from Abraham. The Falasha Jews of Ethiopia are related to 
David and Bathsheba the daughter of Kush (Gen 10:6-7) by 
their son Solomon.  Unfortunately, Christianity fell in 
Ethiopia and Haile Selassie obscured the true faith of 
Ethiopians who were Jews.  Most of the Ethiopians who are 
not Falasha, adopted the Coptic or Easter Orthodox faith, as 
did Selassie.  The Falasha are said to be from the tribe of Dan, 
which is impossible since they are from the stock of Judah, but 
the Ashkenazi’s did not admit Jewry and assigned the Tribe 
of Dan to the Falasha.   
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            From the book the Kebra Nagast, one of the holy books 
that Rome refused to Canonize into the Bible, Solomon is 
shown in a dream that the glory of Israel was fading and that 
he should give his new son Menelek the Ark of the Covenant 
and a priesthood to carry on the traditions of Judaism in the 
land of his fathers (Kush) Ethiopia.  That is one of the reasons 
the Ashkenazi Jews (Jews of Europe) went to get the Falasha 
from Ethiopia and bring them to Palestine (modern day Israel 
set up by the US and England in 1948) so they would have a 
claim on the original heritage and the Ark.   

Ashkenazi Jews are not the physical descendants of 

the biblical Hebrews.  Over 90 percent of those today 

calling themselves “Jews” are descendants of the Khazar 

people, originating from southern Russia.  Jews from 

Eastern Europe and Western Asia were descended from 

Mongolians and other Asiatic peoples and had adopted 

Judaism as their “religion” over 1,000 years ago.  The 

ancient Khazar Empire—once a major power in Eastern 

Europe that converted to Judaism in AD 740.  The Kharzas 

migrated to Poland and formed the cradle of Western 

(Ashkenazim) Jewry.  Modern Jewry is not of Palestinian 

but Caucasian origin.   

There are two distinct groups of Jews living in 

Palestine.  The Sephardic Jews are from the Middle East 

and North Africa; the Ashkenazim (singular, Ashkenazi) 

Jews from Eastern Europe.  The Sephardic is the oldest 

group and are the Jews described in the Bible. They are 

blood relatives to the Arabs.  According to history, the 

Ashkenazim Jews came into existence about 1200 years 

ago.   

Annihilation of Racial Groups:  The 2000 Election is 
over and done.  We still know that 80,000 maybe as many as 
100,000 black voters were not allowed to vote in Florida 
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because of Bush’s Racial Coup d’etat.  That is how Al Gore 
lost.   Are we being erased as a group visibly!  Racially!!!  

Without a Security Council resolution, the Iraq War 
was clearly a violation of International Law, as the UN 
pointed out.  At the same time, Israel is in violation of, at a 
very conservative count, over 30 resolutions, pertaining 
among other things to the very substantive issue of the 
continuing illegal occupation of another people, along with 
violations of the Fourth Geneva Convention through steady 
encroachment and effective annexation of land.  The US War 
on Iraq is itself the most fundamental violation of 
International Law. In the language coined at the Nuremberg 
Trials, it is a crime against peace.  Former Supreme Court 
Justice Robert Jackson, chief US prosecutor at the first 
Nuremberg Trial, called waging aggressive war “the supreme 
international crime differing only from other war crimes in 
that it contains within itself the accumulated evil of the 
whole.” 

The media keeps making an issue of the fact that 
Hispanics/Latinos are now more numerous than blacks in the 
US...The fact is 40 percent of those people who call themselves 
Latinos are in fact of African descent!  But we know that 
Hispanics/Latinos were once classified as white in America 
as are Egyptians...Afro-Brazilian activist Abdias do 
Nascimento thinks its a fallacy to call Brazil a Latino country 
because the Afro-Brazilians make up anywhere between 44 
and 59 percent of the Brazilian population.  According to a 
study by the United Nations, Brazil is a 72 percent black 
country!  It all depends on what you call black! 
            Ninety-Six percent (96%) of all African slaves were sent 
to South America and the Caribbean compared to only 4 
percent sent to the US.  As a matter of fact, Brazil received 38 
percent (more than one-third) of ALL African slaves sent to 
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the New World!  Brazil was also the last country to abolish 
slavery (1888). 

The average citizen sees no immediate need to “defend 
race because America and Europe do not see the looming 
annihilation.”   They live in a “lily white vacuum” that invites 
all the “browns” to join.  In fact, whites have shifting 
allegiances and identify outside defined groups as needs arise 
or interests are threatened.  You can believe whites will re-
associate with their racial group if placed under outside 
pressure to do so. 

What the AAA will not say is that the global biological 
reality has authenticated a black/brown world.  The 
overlapping genes have created a non-white reality.  There is 
no longer a definition for race because it is now considered a 
“social construct.”  Anthropologists have become victims of 
their own propaganda and refuse to categorize genes that are 
void of WHITE. 
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Conclusion 
 

 
magine what it would be like if you were confined within 
the walls of a pod where no other Nations existed on the 
face of the Earth but white European countries, parts of 

Australia and North America.  “Great and wonderful” echoes 
and affirms the constant chest thumping—nobody else 
subsists.  God blesses you.  That gives you a license to do 

I 
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whatever you want.  Woe to the other 270 odd US 
unrecognized hoards of brown faceless Nations. 

White Global Identity Scene 101.  It has come down to 
the basic citation of Population Reference Bureau Statistics.  
It’s so elementary, my dear Watson, that even anthropologists 
seem dazed from the shock of having to present daily 
visionaries of white people for media display.  Overlapping 
gene pools have created a non-white reality.  While people of 
color have come to the realization they are inconvenient 
counter-examples to America and Europe’s central 
doctrines—trigger-happy—shoot to kill policies, they realize 
full well how whites overreact, and then target people who 
do not look the way they look.   
  When the “shoot-to-kill-in-order-to-protect policy” is 
over, and another person of color has fallen, the 8 percenters 
stare into the cameras and “express regret.”  The investigation 
following the “Fallen Enemy Combatant Policy” cures the 
whole situation and reassures the public everything is just 
fine now.  Police departments across the US and Europe do 
what they believe necessary to protect the lives of the white 
brotherhood.  Shootings are an indication of nervousness, 
panic, and anxiety whites fear because they are fighting for 
survival.  

Everybody should take a course in logic.  Reasoning is 
the process of drawing conclusions from facts. For the 
reasoning to be sound, conclusions must follow inevitably 
from facts to which they are drawn.  When a person reasons, 
it is natural to regard reasoning as producing several separate 
arguments aimed at supporting different conclusions.  A 
person could then see the rhetoric and the images 
precipitating down through the atmosphere into corporeal 
reality.  Maybe our resident anthropologists, do the same 
thing in perverse; play God to make Caucasians from people 
with African ancestry. 
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  President George W. Bush granted himself the power 
to declare anyone on Earth—including any US citizen—an 
“enemy combatant,” for any reason he sees fit.  He thinks it is 
for global power, but is it Euro-American preservation?  He 
can render torture, imprison for life, put out a hit and have a 
person killed, all without charges, with no burden of proof, 
standards of evidence, legislative oversight, appeal, judicial 
process whatsoever except those that he himself deigns to 
construct, with whatever limitations he cares to impose. He 
can never be prosecuted for any order he issues, however 
criminal; in the new American system laid out by Bush’s legal 
minions, the Commander is sacrosanct and/or holy, beyond 
the reach of any law or constitution. 
  Trapped in the “white race” 8%-pod, most Americans 
are oblivious to what’s happening in the world outside their 
own isolated neighborhood.  White Americanism—or “our 
way of life” struggles against the faceless hordes of Muslim 
savages parading across Continents to destroy the world 
through the coined term of “terrorism.”  Most white 
Americans operate daily in a dazed and confused state.  The 
US and Europe have made it a “Global badge of honor” to be 
just like them!  Jump on the bandwagon to become “white like 
us,” they say class-collaboration.  There is an American 
obsession with “white benevolence” at the center of the US 
opinionated imaginary.   

A 27-year-old Brazilian slain by police in a London 
subway was shot eight times at point blank range, seven times 
in the head and once in the neck.  One police source as stated 
that he was shot so many times the face was beyond 
recognition.  He was the victim of an officially sanctioned 
policy of state.  Under the guise of war against terror, police 
secretly adopted the shoot-to-kill policy.  “There is only one 
sure way to stop a suicide bomber determined to fulfill his 
mission: destroy his brain instantly, utterly.” 
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The 8% Pod:  Euro-Americans are unable to coexist 
with Global Civilization as it now exists.  The allegory of a rat 
being backed into a corner and fighting for survival is a great 
description of what is going on with the 8 percenters.  The 
President tried to justify the recess appointment of his 
representatives to the UN, but little does anybody realize, “It 
just doesn’t matter.”  The US is outnumbered within the UN 
Delegation.  It doesn’t matter if UN Representative John 
Bolton or Howdy Doody are delegates representing the 
US.  Bolton will be lost in the nameless horde of brown faces 
representing the 270 odd US unrecognized nations of the 
global world.  You know, Howdy Doody probably has more 
global recognition than John Bolton. 

In America, there are three types of racial 
cleansing.  The first is “Colored” mass murder.  The second is 
simulation--claiming white authenticity--with black 
ethnicity.  The third is symbiosis or codependency, sucking 
up white.   

Random has become the Euro-American 
standard.   The media reports that random mass shootings 
and hate crimes have just recently surfaced.  America is 
horrified at such random occurrences; therefore, needing 
licensed psychiatrists and psychologists to analyze the 
random incidences so that citizens can understand the 
random American bizarre behavior.  Are the hate crimes 
random or a result of an overflow of pent up emotions from 
the “National Think Tank” -- “The Average American?”  

Mainstream America still ingests psychologically the 
“mentality of being white” and the entitlements inherited 
because of white skin color.  White skin color and/or 
European origin are an immediate exemption from racial 
oppression.  The onset of stress occurs when a person with 
white skin finds out he does not have all the freedoms he 
thought he had.  The granules, which were once all white, are 
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now heavily peppered.  The following statistics must be 
stifling to those who were once in charge.     

Statistically speaking, the Caucasian Race amounts to 
6 - 8% percent of the global population.  White females of 
childbearing age represent only two (2%) percent of the global 
population.  The future of the white race is in the wombs of 
its reciprocating white women who have been running to the 
black side in number hordes.  Reciprocate used in this 
instance means to share in the duplication of Caucasian 
children. 

The Aryan Nation proclaims their mission “the on-
going work of Jesus Christ, the re-gathering of His people, 
calling His people to a state for their nation to ring in His 
Kingdom.”  The Nation believes that the White Race first 
appeared on Earth when Adam, man of Genesis (father of the 
White Race exclusively) turned rosy (red) in the original 
Hebrew language and is translated: “To show blood in the 
face; turn rosy.” Genesis 5:1).   

The Encyclopedia Britannia outlines the lack of or 
absence of historical sources to trace the process of Swedish 
Expansion and the Viking Era around AD 400--the land of the 
Aryans.  The same is true for Denmark.  It is written—the first 
trustworthy written evidence of a kingdom of Denmark 
belongs to the early Viking Period.  Roman knowledge of this 
country is also fragmentary and unreliable.  The same is said 
for the other Scandinavian countries—THE LAND OF THE 
ARYANS. 

Why do we cringe when slavery is being 
discussed?  There is a recorded Negroid antiquity 
history.  The same is not true for Caucasians.  It is because the 
discussion of slavery is a discussion of race.  Most black 
Americans do not want to be categorized as “black 
Americans” but fail to realize consciously that we remain 
“Negroes among the Americans.”  Full Blood--Half Blood--
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What’s the difference the American Aboriginal bellow!  The 
difference is made when a white mother has black children 
and cannot accept psychologically what she has done.  She 
inherently assumes her white birthright to proclaim that her 
children are not black.  They are many races.  Is that why one-
quarter of all blacks in America have physically crossed the 
color line to pass for white?  

Nazi Germany’s atrocities have been played to the 
theatrical hilt.  “The Great Holocaust” is the theatrical topic 
being given to the brutalities committed against humankind 
during the 1930’s and 1940’s while “America’s Auschwitz” 
remains a non-existent entity.  There continues to be human 
experimentation and deaths equated to people of color by 
Euro-America.  The American Aboriginal (Native American) 
equates Christopher Columbus to Adolf Hitler, but the US 
hasn’t embellished that “Hitler Concept” and still celebrates 
Columbus Day the second Monday of October.  

Before 1986 there was no such thing as convicting a 
White person for committing a crime against a black 
person.  Until 1986 lawyers routinely bounced prospective 
jurors purely based on race.  The US Supreme Court ruled 
that blacks and members of other “cognizable groups” could 
not be pre-emptively purged (Close, 28).  Because of the 
divergent experiences whites find police testimony credible; 
whereas, blacks may not.  

Anthropology during the 15th to the 18th Centuries was 
the forerunners of modern anthropologists.  During these 
centuries anthropologists wrote treatises/lengthy papers 
trying to explain the origin and distribution of the races, 
languages, and cultures that were brought in the European 
consciousness by world exploration.  By the 18th Century 
some philosophers were viewing groups like the American 
Indians as living in a state of nature, uncorrupted by 
civilization, while another school viewed native peoples as 
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the remnants of people who had fallen from a state of 
civilization into savagery.  

Aborigine Australians are considered the primitive 
“Quaternary” type of mankind. They have physical 
characteristics of “Primitive Mankind”—prominent bridges, 
low braincap, chinless lower jaw, etc. (Homo 
Primigenius).  Aborigine Australians have chocolate brown 
skin; broad noses, frizzy hair, and medium stature making 
them look like Pygmy Africans.  Euro-American Physical 
Anthropologists have classified them as Caucasian.  We all 
know that the whole stratagem is to recapture the Caucasian 
Race as the “original man.”  The inside story holds many 
arguments, documented by anthropologists and made into 
theories.  Who can dispute the “chocolate brown” people with 
frizzy hair any other way but WHITE?  

The Genesis of Racism:  Because Portugal initiated the 
movement of international expansion it claimed all 
territories (Africa, Asia, South America and the West Indies) 
because they fell within the scope of the Roman Church of 
1455 authorizing infidel (atheist) people to servitude.  In 1457, 
the Council of Cardinals met in Holland and sanctioned, as a 
righteous and progressive idea, the enslavement of black 
Africans for their conversion to Christianity and for 
acquisition in the labor market as chattel property.  This 
scheme speedily gained the sanctimonious blessing of the 
Pope and became a standard policy of the Roman Catholic 
Church and later germinated to the Protestant Churches 
(Rogers ix-xx).  

In 1656, the Geographer Royal of France described 
Africa as “a peninsula so large that it comprises the third part, 
and this the most southerly of our continent.”  As slave trade 
got underway, some Europeans were claiming parts of Africa, 
especially Egypt, as an extension of their “continent” and 
“culture.”  To the north and east of Europe were inhabited by 
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“barbarians” of whom the civilized world knew almost 
nothing (Rogers, 28-9).  

By recording and referencing history in this manner it 
immediately eliminates 4,000 years of Black Civilization 
directly under the guise of “Arab-European History.”  Black 
artifacts, ecology and archaeology automatically become a 
study of Arab, Islamic and European 
Anthropology.  Caucasian religious and scientific doctrines 
were calculated to revive (raise from the dead) a white 
rational reasoning realization.  There are still writers and 
Bible theologians who label the findings a hoax if the 
hieroglyphics, linguistics and sculptures are Negroid.   

In textbooks written during the 1940’s the world 
outside of Europe and America was referred to as 
“Colored.”  Europe “ran a train” of Colonialism and 
Imperialism to the so-called “New World.” “Colonialism” 
describes the succession of large-scale permanent European 
settlement in areas of the world outside Europe.  The advent 
started soon after Columbus’s voyages at the end of the 15th 
Century and became widespread from the 17th Century 
on.  “Imperialism” is the political domination of nations or 
regions by a foreign power.  After Columbus and the 
“discovery” of the “New World” in 1492, areas that were 
extensively colonized often became part of European 
empires.  There were many territories that were politically 
assimilated without colonization.  

History repeats itself.  Mankind has a way of evolving 
just as he did in the beginning of time.  The world was black 
up until the 4th Glacial Epoch.  Then Whites evolved from 
black and went to the North Continents to live in caves.  They 
returned as Vikings, Huns, etc. (barbarians).  These same 
foreigners and/or barbarians caused the downfall of the 
Roman Empire and the formulation and birth of Christianity. 
The Vikings and Huns have a history dating from AD 17; 
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whereas, Negroid chronicles are dated and recorded from the 
beginning of time.  Human evolvement has made a turn-
around.  Is it safe to say that the world is “back to black?”  

Caucasians believe in the Holy King James Bible that 
was REVISED and translated from ancient Hebrew text 
(Egyptian History) by Caucasians.  The Bible teaches that 
mankind is above animals, unless the Aryans are saying they 
are on the same level as beasts.    

Absoluteness, dominance and strength predominate 
numerically over the impotent.  If both have the same 
possibility of preserving life and propagating, then why has 
the recessive gene has failed to multiply and is currently at a 
minus or negative?  In the end the impotency of the Caucasian 
Race and inability to multiply has been inevitably driven into 
the background.  Global Caucasian citizens do not have a clue 
as to why they are no longer fertile.  Fertility clinics are still 
prescribing drugs from the giant pharmaceutical labs as they 
pump out fertility drugs for Caucasian multiple births.  

The Bible tells what happens when man falls into 
disfavor with God.  Genesis 29:30-35: To have children is a 
blessing.  Not to be able to bear children is an 
affliction.  Deuteronomy 7:15: Though shalt be blessed above all 
people:  There shall not be male or female barren among you, or 
among your cattle.  The verses are repeated in Judges 13 and 1 
Samuel 2:5. That is why the Council of Conservative Citizens 
“a band of alleged Ku Klux Klansman disguised in business 
suits,” with direct ties to the US Senate and House of 
Representatives with other white nationalist groups are at this 
moment trying to correct this state of ~Global Blackness 
Affairs. ~  

African-American children were found to have higher 
muscle and bone mass than do Caucasians.  The genetic 
difference might help tell why more whites than blacks suffer 
from osteoporosis later in life.  Hispanic and Caucasian 
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children, in terms of bone and tissue mass, were almost 
identical.  Hispanics did have a higher incidence of obesity 
and a higher percentage of body fat. 

The Aryan Nation writes.... The Germanic inhabitant 
of the American continent, who has remained racially pure 
and unmixed, rose to be MASTER of the continent; he will 
remain the MASTER if he does not fall a victim to defilement 
of the blood.  When man attempts to rebel against the iron 
logic of Nature, he comes into struggle with the principles to 
which he himself owes his existence as a man, and this attack 
will lead to his own doom.  

The white male reeks of fanatical views.  He feels he is 
the “mostess” credible and “bestess” authentic who can 
persuade the enemy to trust him, although we know he 
remains the enemy.  He is the “Super Power Global Cop.”  If 
something isn’t right according to his eyesight, he merely flies 
a plane over top of the country and bombs it.  White males 
have been able to inform and inspire those already in 
agreement with him and his views through a process of 
repetition created by the Founding Framers of the US 
Constitution, the road map rules of “Power Play” for the 
white male.  Remember: The Constitution was written for 
white males.  Blacks were considered three-fifths (3/5) of a 
person—Check out the Three Fifths Compromise.  

Beloved (1998) starring Oprah Winfrey and Danny 
Glover was an excellent movie.  It immediately provided the 
viewer with a first-class trauma of the “psychological slavery 
mindset” and its effect on African Americans of that era who 
were in bondage.  Without hesitation, Beloved helped 
substantiate and define the mindset of present-day people 
with Negroid stock.  Sethe (Winfrey) displayed a psychosis—
life in the shadow of madness with flashbacks and 
metaphysical images. Most blacks suffer from the same 
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illness.  Blacks have a major loss of contact with shared US 
views of reality and themselves. 

The Euro-American community is no longer 
homogeneously White.  Society as we know it should be titled 
White Mythology.  Scientists find themselves in a quandary 
and must be weary after c-r-e-a-t-i-n-g daily visionaries for 
media display.  The United States, Canada, Europe, and 
Australia are still predominantly white—a legacy from their 
squatters.  Those parts of the globe provide a nostalgic 
longing by whites for a white homogeneous global world—
for whites by whites.  

It has been estimated that there are as many as 50 
million people who could be classified as African Americans 
who are passing for European American. It would literally 
double the size of African Americans numerically.  The 
actualization: one-quarter of the American population has 
Negroid ancestry, which has absorbed itself into the 
population. 

African ancestry is being absorbed into the white 
European population through a racial cleansing 
process.  Census Bureau Paints America White:  The “White-
American Concept” of how people look with Negroid 
ancestry has become distorted.  White Americans have been 
told that curly hair, tan skin, broad noses and spaces between 
the two front teeth are Caucasian traits. White America thinks 
that all black Americans look like the Bantu’s of Africa. 
Latinos in America are “African ancestry-absorption-prime-
examples.” Latinos and other African-descended US 
minorities openly refuse a “black” identity because the US 
considers Latinos white.  The US evangelizes white racial 
“purity.”  White anthropologists have continually reclassified 
people to fill up the color bin with Whites—whose numbers 
have dwindled. 
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 Most “white” Americans are obsessed with “white 
racial purity.” 

 Most white Americans think that all blacks should look 
like the Bantu’s of Africa. 

 Light-skinned blacks can “pass for” Indians, Italians, 
Arabs and Greeks because of the darkness of their 
skin.  And why?  Ask yourself!  It is because Indians, 
Italians, Arabs, and Greeks have African ancestry. 

 
People who are Italian, Spanish, Arab and Greek have 

been reclassified as “white.”  Think logically!  Why are these 
“so-called white” ethnic groups so dark?  Could it be because 
of their geographical closeness to Africa and their ancestors’ 
intermixture with Caucasians?  Or did the hot sun bake the 
white skin black as white anthropologists proclaim?  In Spain 
and Italy there was the invasion of the Moors i.e. black 
Egyptians.  The Moors occupied southern Spain for 8 
centuries from 710 to 1492 AD.  This gives rise to a famous 
quote from Simon Bolivar, (a mulatto who was often held in 
contempt by “pure blooded” Spaniards: “We are no longer 
European just as Spain is no longer European, because of its 
African blood, character and institutions.”)  African ancestry 
is part of the mix.  OH!  The Author forgot.  Egyptians are 
classified as white.  

Some observers estimate that over 70 percent of the 
Cubans inside Cuba are of African descent.  Both the Cuban 
government, analysts at the US State Department, and the 
CIA state the number is 63 percent.  Did you know that Cuba 
was a black nation?  It is once you leave Havana.  In Miami, 
some estimate that over 97 percent of Cubans are of Spanish 
origin.  At the very least, 85 percent of them describe 
themselves as being White in a recent survey.  The term 
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Spanish Cuban tends to hide the fact that Spaniards have a 
strong African heritage.   

One of the first things children in Mexico, Central 
America, the Caribbean or South America learn in school is 
that their ancestors built magnificent pyramids, equal to those 
in Egypt.  It is an even greater thrill for them to learn that their 
ancestors were great scientists and astronomers who built 
observatories and invented the mathematical concept of zero. 
But when these children migrate to the United States, 
something phenomenal happens: despite their distinct 
indigenous, nonwhite ancestry, the US government suddenly 
considers most of them white.  In the 2000 Census, half of all 
Latino households checked off “white” as their racial 
category. The other half checked the “other” or nonwhite 
categories. Interestingly, of the 10 million people who 
checked the “other” category in 2000, 98 percent also checked 
off “Hispanic” as their ethnic identity.  The Bureau 
erroneously assumes that the nearly 10 million Latinos who 
chose “other” are white and was simply confused by a 
complex questionnaire (For Hispanics, race “goes beyond” 
skin color, Genaro C. Armas Dec. 14, 2004). 

  
Note: At one time, the Census categorized Mexicans as 
Asians. At another time, a Mexican was considered a 
race in and of itself.  Some check white due to a racial 
inferiority complex; simply choose to identify 
themselves as “white,” out of a sense of shame.    
 
Just at the turn of the century America watched the 

custody battle of 6-year-old Cuban born Elian Gonzalez.  He 
was one of three survivors of a failed journey from Cuba to 
America in which his mother died. When his father in Cuba 
and the government of Fidel Castro demanded his return, his 
Miami relatives launched a fight to keep him in the US. 
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The Cuban Adjustment Act (1966) allows Cubans to 
apply for permanent residency after one year, while other 
groups may face longer waiting periods.  This is a Federal law 
and not an INS policy.  The “wet foot/dry foot” immigration 
policy allows Cubans to remain in the United States if they 
manage to reach land, while Haitians and others usually are 
returned to their homelands regardless of whether they touch 
shore or are captured at sea.  

Two months after the Gonzalez story, an overloaded 
fishing boat with more than 400 Haitians aboard was turned 
away from the south Florida coast.  Its passengers were 
transferred to Coast Guard cutters and quickly sent back to 
Haiti with no questions asked. Several people reportedly died 
on the journey. 

After the refugees were returned, the authorities 
learned that a pregnant woman taken off the boat in Miami 
for medical treatment had been separated from her two 
children.  The children were sent back with another relative 
to Haiti.  The separation—coming as INS officials touted their 
goal of family reunification in the Elian Gonzalez case.  INS 
officials decided to grant the two Haitian children a 
“humanitarian parole” of 90 days and reunite them with their 
mother, at least while her petition for political asylum is 
considered. 

Caucasians will not be outnumbered.  If America’s 
racial cleansing methods work, we will all be reclassified as 
“white Negroes.”  We will wake up one day and be “WHITE.” 

 
 
 
 

The white man sees power in armies, cannons, battleships, 
submarines, airplanes and poison gas.  But mine asserts that 
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power lies in reason, resolution, and truth.  No matter how 
long the tyrant endures, he will be the loser at the end.  

(Khalil Gibran) 
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Afterthought 

 

Nigger 

Negro-Black-African American-Colored 
Negroid-Caucasian-White 

  
he word “Nigger” is used to stress a derogatory title, 
operative to the “Great American Nigger 
Designation.”  It must also be noted that 40 years ago 

all people of the world who were brown in color were referred 
to as “Colored.”  Currently the “Colored Races” have been 
reclassified as Caucasian to stop “Caucasian Elimination 
Eradication.” Read between the lines and translate the code 
words. 

Black Americans still have a problem when referring 
to themselves as African American, black, Negro and Negroid 
but do not hesitate to call one another “Nigger.”  The 
Continent of Africa carries negative undertones assigned by 
European Colonialists.  The Tarzan Movies of the 1950’s 
helped to reinforce negativism of Africa and African people 
in the US as children watched the movies on Saturday 
afternoons.  African Americans will tell you in a minute that 
they aren’t Africans. “My skin is not black—so don’t refer to 
me as black, but “You’re my Nigger!!!”  Multiracial is 
becoming more widely used among black Americans who 
want to downplay Negroid ancestry.   

The term “states rights” is no more than a code word 
for white supremacy—just as the term “Dixiecrat.”  States had 
the right to impose segregation during the 1950’s and 1960’s 
just as South Carolina has the right as a state to use the 
Confederate Flag as the state flag.  The justification:  the flag 

T 
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is a way of honoring South Carolina’s heritage.  Whites have 
used benign code words on the surface.  Blacks are survivors 
of a dichotomy world and have been able to “read between 
the lines.”  Average Americans fail to see the cancer of the 
codes.  Nigger is a code word.  “Colored Race” is a code word 
changed to “Caucasian” by physical anthropologists that see 
whites disappearing.  Multiracial is a relatively new code 
word.    

The code word Neger (Nigger) was found earlier in 
Northern England in 1587, and Negre in Middle French (early 
1600’s). Both Neger and Negre come from Negro, Spanish and 
Portuguese for the color black, which comes from the Latin 
Niger, also meaning the color black.  

The following definitions of code words for blackness 
come from Alison Hamilton who wrote Nigger Please 
(Milligan Books, 1996). It suggests the source of nigger is the 
“beautiful blackness” of the Nigretai or Nigretes, nomadic 
tribes in Libya before 800 BC. Their name, Bernal States, 
“came from the Semitic Root (water to flow into sand) which 
was the origin of the toponymns Gar, Ger, Nagar and Niger, 
the River Niger that flowed east away from the Atlantic into 
the desert.” Thus, the Latin Niger may indeed be connected 
to the Niger River and to the later Negro. 

The word Negro was used as an adjective and slowly 
became a negative, degrading designation for Africans 
replacing the term “Moor.” Webster tells its readers Moors 
are Caucasian in its continuing effort to disguise the Negroid 
ancestry of Spanish, Italian, and some Irish.  Moor is a code 
word.  The title “Negro” was first used in relation to African 
people tracing back to 1443, when Portuguese explorers went 
down the coast of Africa, past the Senegal River to Guinea, 
where they began trafficking African people as slaves. By 
1555 (after the first slaves were brought to London), Negro 
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was adopted by the English as a term for Africans and other 
people of color.  Negro became the new code word. 

In the late 1950’s, Richard B. Moore, author and 
founder of the Frederick Douglass Book Center in Harlem, 
formed the Committee to present the Truth About the Name 
“Negro.” The Committee developed a resolution to adopt the 
terms African and Afro-American, and they petitioned the 
press to drop the usage of Negro.  Moore published his book, 
The Name “Negro:” Its Origin and Evil Use in 1960 (UBUS 
Communication Systems, Inc., 1992).  

Negro, black, nigger, and negress were unacceptable, 
Moore expounded because the Europeans used the labels 
denoting savagery, immorality, and distinct inferiority and 
used the words to designate Africans. According to Moore, 
Europeans also reserved the word “black” as a label for 
identifying Africans. The Black Power movement, beginning 
with Stockley Carmichael in 1966, successfully rallied for 
black as the preferred term of identity.  James Brown’s, Say It 
Loud--I’m Black, and I’m Proud (1968) were also instrumental in 
the “Black Pride Movement.”  Some would argue that the 
designation of black still represents a European-based 
(negative) construct.  

Late in the last Millennium the Merriam-Webster 
Dictionary staff of lexicographers decided that the entry of 
“Nigger” in its dictionary would be changed after protests 
from the NAACP.  Their staff decided that the word Nigger 
would no longer be synonymous with African-
Americans.  The decision.... It is noted that “nigger” is a racial 
slur and not what African-Americans themselves 
are.  Subsequent definitions included: “a member of any 
dark-skinned race” and “a member of a socially 
disadvantaged class of persons.” 

However, the Merriam-Webster Staff of “experienced 
and professional lexicographers” continue to defend their 
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prior definition saying the practice has been to list what was 
concluded to be the oldest definition of a word--instead of the 
most commonly accepted definition--first in their dictionary.  
The primary entry was changed to— “a slang term used 
primarily as a derogatory and racially demeaning reference to 
a black person.”    

The Merriam-Webster Dictionary constitutes the core 
of the English language.  The dictionary has been publishing 
the derogatory title “Nigger” is synonymous with Negroid 
Race—for over 150 years.   Take for instance the title “white 
race.” The white race was named ‘Caucasian’ by its inventor 
Johann Blumenbach in 1776 because he thought the Chechens 
are the most beautiful race of people on Earth.  Blumenbach 
has been credited as the first thinker to arrange “races” in a 
hierarchy of superior/inferior groups.  

The dictionary will not change the primary definition 
of “Caucasian.” At one time Caucasian meant only those 
people who originated from Europe near the Caucasus 
Mountains but now includes the “Colored” Races that 
physical anthropologists have catalogued as Caucasian to 
stop white eradication from the face of the Earth.  The 
Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines white as.... free from 
spot or blemish; pure; innocent.  The definition proclaims the 
white man as innocent, pure and truthful.  Caucasian means 
beautiful!  Nigger has been synonymous with the Negroid 
Race for the past 150 years.  In everybody’s mind black still 
means Nigger!     
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